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ABSTRACT
The crystal structures of a number of iron proteins from various microbes have
been determined in order to better understand the structure-function relationship of these
proteins. Several of these iron proteins are as follows :

•

Superoxide Reductase (SOR) from the hyperthermophile Pyrococcus furiosus. SOR
is a non-heme mono-iron protein that functions in anaerobic microbes (e.g.,

Pyrococcus furiosus) as a defense mechanism against reactive oxygen species by
catalyzing the reduction of superoxide to hydrogen peroxide. Crystal structures of
SOR in both its oxidized and reduced states have been determined and suggest a
possible mechanism by which superoxide accessibility may be regulated.

•

[2Fe-2S1 Ferredoxin 4 (Fd4) from the hyperthermophile Aquifex aeolicus.

The

crystal structure of this [2Fe-2SJ ferredoxin has been determined and reveals a
thioredoxin-like fold that is novel among iron-sulfur proteins.

Protein sequence

alignments show that this fold is present as components of more complex anaerobic
and aerobic electron transfer systems (e.g., complex I of aerobic respiratory chains).
The crystal structures of two variants of this protein in which one of the [2Fe-2S1
cysteine ligands was substituted with a serine have also been determined.

The

structures of these variants provide metric details of unprecedented accuracy for
serine-ligated iron-sulfur clusters in proteins.

v

•

The Photosynthetic Reaction Center (RC) from the photosynthetic purple bacterium
Rhodobacter sphaeroides. The plimary process of bacterial photosynthesis, which is

light-induced trans-membrane charge separation, occurs in the reaction center (RC),
an integral membrane protein-pigment complex.

We have obtained the crystal

structures of the RC bound to the inhibitor stigmatellin in the presence and absence of
light to determine any structural change(s) that may be associated with one of its
light-induced charge-separated (D+QA') states. In addition, we have determined the
crystal structure of the RC complexed with its physiological electron donor, the
soluble mono heme protein cytochrome C2.
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Introduction
In addition to the twenty naturally occurring ammo acids that serve as the
building blocks of proteins, the incorporation of other factors into proteins, such as
metals , is widespread. It has been estimated that roughly one-third of all proteins purified
to homogeneity necessitate metal ions for their proper biological function (1) . A wide
assortment of metals have been found in proteins, including cadmium, calcium, cobalt,
copper, iron , magnesium, manganese, molybdenum, tungsten, vanadium, and zinc,
among others. The incorporation of such metals into proteins greatly broadens the range
of catalytic chemistry accessible to proteins.

Catalytic reactions involving dioxygen

chemistry or processes involving electron transfer, for example, would be extremely
inefficient or perhaps even impossible in many cases without the aid of metals. Among
the most extensively used of all metals in biological systems is iron, the prevalence of
which has been postulated to be delived from several factors, including its large
abundance during the early developmental times of terrestrial life as well as its versatile
redox and coordination properties (2) .

As the predominant redox metal found in biological systems, iron is essential to
nearly all organisms, which in tum have developed complex systems to harvest iron from
the environment. Aerobic bacteria, for example, secrete so-called siderophores, which
are low molecular weight organic compounds that can ligate ferric iron with high
affinities. Siderophores complexed with ferric iron are actively transported across the
outer and inner membranes of the bactelia via a host of proteins whereupon the iron is
released inside the cell. In contrast, in mammals, iron is extracted from food sources.
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Once inside cells, iron can subsequently be stored or transported by transferrins, which
are proteins that have high affinity for ferric iron. Through the interplay of iron-loaded
transferrins and transferrin receptors on cell surfaces, vesicles carrying the iron-loaded
transfen'ins are formed and transport iron to other cells. The lower pH of these vesicles
eventually causes the iron to be released from the transferrin. Once obtained and released
inside the cell, iron can subsequently be incorporated into a wide array of protein folds to
yield iron proteins that will carry out a broad spectrum of different functions . Based
primarily on the nature of the ligands to the iron, iron proteins can be broadly divided
into three main categories: (1) heme proteins, (2) iron-sulfur proteins, and (3) ironoxygen/nitrogen proteins, and these are described in further detail below.

Heme Proteins
One common form in which iron is incorporated into proteins is via coordination
with a porphyrin cofactor to form iron porphyrins known as hemes (3, 4). As illustrated
in Figure 1.1, several different types of naturally occurring hemes that are present in
proteins include heme a, heme b, heme c, heme d, heme d l , heme

0,

chloroheme, heme

P460, and siroheme (4) . The biosynthesis of such hemes is a multistep process involving
multiple enzymes (5-7). While their basic structures are similar, these hemes differ in the
various substituents attached to their porphyrin ring.

Other differences between the

various hemes include the way in which they are bound to proteins and the coordination
number of the iron . Proteins containing heme c , for example, are covalently bound to the
heme via two thioether bonds fOtmed between the heme and two cysteine sulfhydryl
groups. Similarly, in hydroxylamine oxidoreductase (HAO), heme P460 is covalently
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attached to the protein via a carbon-carbon bond to a tyrosine residue, in addition to the
thioether bonds to cysteine residues. Such covalent attachment of heme groups to the
protein requires the assistance of enzymes (8). In contrast, proteins containing hemes
other than types c or P460 are noncovalently bound to the heme via protein-heme
interactions and do not require the aid of other proteins for proper heme incorporation. In
addition to being ligated at the equatorial positions to the four nitrogens of the porphyrin
ring, the heme iron is ligated to either one or two axial protein ligands resulting in an
overall five- or six-coordination sphere, respectively. Residues which have thus far been
found to be ligands to the heme iron include histidine, methionine, cysteine, tyrosine, and
lysine, with histidine being the most prevalent ligand. Both the nature and number of
axial li gands to the heme iron are important factors in determining such properties as the
redox potential, spin state, and accessibility of the iron, which in tum ultimately
determine the function of the heme protein . Based on these as well as other factors,
inc ludin g the protein environment and solvent accessibility of the heme, heme proteins
have been found to possess a wide range of functions, from electron transfer, oxygen
transport and storage, nitric oxide transpol1, O 2 and CO sensing, to catalysis (Table 1.1)
(9) .

Heme proteins that are involved in electron transfer processes are termed
cytochromes, of which there are man y different types, based on factors such as sequence
simiiaIity and the type of heme they possess. Cytochromes can be either soluble proteins,
in which case they usually shuttle electrons between membrane protein complexes (e.g.,
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those involved in photosynthesis or respiration), or they can be membrane-bound,

In

which case they are part of multidomain complexes that contain other redox centers.

Cytochrome

C2 I

from Rhodobacter sphaeroides, for example, is a soluble

monoheme cytochrome that donates electrons to cofactors in the photosynthetic reaction
center during the initial light-driven steps of phosynthesis.

Examples of membrane-

bound cytochromes include cytochrome bc, (ubiquinol:ferricytochrome

C

oxidoreductase)

and cytochrome bcf (plastoquinol:plastocyanin reductase), which are complexes each
consisting of three redox subunits. In both complexes, two of the redox subunits are
cytochrome b and a [2Fe-2Sl Rieske protein . The third redox subunit in cytochrome bc,
and cytochrome bcfis cytochrome c, and cytochrome/. repsectively.

Besides functioning as electron transfer proteins, heme proteins have also been
found to bind and transport small molecules such as dioxygen or nitric oxide. The group
that is involved in dioxygen binding and/or transport are known as globins (10) and are
found in a wide range of organisms including bacteria, fungi, plants, invertebrates, and
vertebrates. Examples include myoglobin and hemoglobin, which store and transport
dioxygen, respectively (11-13).

Instead of binding dioxygen, heme proteins from the

in sect Rhodllius prolixus have been found to bind and transport nitric oxide (NO) (14, 15).

I

Cytochromes are usually named after the type of heme (e.g., a, b, c, etc .) that they contain. Subscripts are
applied to further differentiate between the cytochromes. Subscripts usually denote either the historical
order o f di scovery of the cytochrome or the maximum electronic absorption peak of the
cytochrome in its reduced form .

a band of the
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These heme proteins, termed nitrophorins, carry NO from the salivary glands of the
insect to the host, whereby the NO inhibits platelet aggregation in the host.

A growing number of heme proteins have also been found to act as biological
sensors, of which the bacterial proteins FixL and CooA are examples. Via the interaction
between an O 2 binding heme domain and a histidine kinase domain, FixL promotes the
downregulation of the expression of cel1ain genes in the organism under hypoxic
conditions (16-18). CooA, on the other hand, acts as a transcription activator by binding
to DNA in the presence of CO and thereby promoting the upregulation of gene
expression of protein components that are a part of CO oxidation (19).

Finally, a number of heme proteins are involved in catalysis.

The types of

reactions that are catalyzed by heme proteins encompass a broad range, but in all cases,
the heme iron coordination is penta-coordinate, allowing for the binding of substrate at
the sixth ligand position. The particular reaction catalyzed by a heme protein is in large
paI1 due to both the nature of the fifth (proximal) iron ligand, which determines the redox
potential of the heme iron, and the nature of the residues surrounding the fifth iron ligand.
Among heme enzymes that have been discovered and studied to date are catalases,
peroxidases, cytochromes P450, nitric oxide synthases, hydroxylamine oxidoreductases,
nitrite reductases, and heme oxygenases , all of which exhibit different functions
(Table 1.1).
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Iron-Sulfur Proteins
Besides heme, another way in which iron has been incorporated into proteins is in
the form of iron-sulfur (Fe-S) clusters. It has been postulated that Fe-S proteins arose
dUling the times of early anaerobic life, when sulfide ions, ferrous iron , and organic thiols
were readily available on EaI1h under its reducing atmosphere (20-22). The observation
that Fe-S proteins such as fen'edoxins are used in primitive organisms whereas
NAD/NADP is substituted for the same function(s) in more advanced organisms is

suggestive of such proposed early origins of Fe-S proteins (23).

As is the case for heme proteins, the variation on the iron-sulfur theme in proteins
is vast, due, in paI1, to the intrinsically high affinity of iron ions for sulfur ligands. Fe-S
proteins contain clusters that can range from one to eight irons, with each iron being
either in the +2 or +3 oxidation state (24). Several of the most common types of Fe-S
clusters found in proteins are illustrated in Figure 1.2. The simplest Fe-S center is that of
rubredoxins, in which one iron is coordinated by four cysteine thiols (25) .

Next in

increasing complexity are [2Fe-2S] clusters, in which two irons are bridged by two
su lfide ions to form a rhombohedral framework.

In addition, each iron is further

coordinated by two cysteine thiols to fOim ultimately a [(RSM2Fe-2Sll 2 -/3 - cluster, which
is commonly found in many ferredoxins. A slight variation of this cluster type is found
in Rieske proteins, in which one of the irons is ligated by the imidazole No's of two
histidines rather than by cysteine thiols.

Another common type of Fe-S cluster is the

[4Fe-4S] cluster in which four irons ion s are bridged by four sulfide ions to form a
distol1ed cube telmed a "cubane." Each iron is further ligated by a cysteine thiol to form
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a resulting [(RSM4Fe-4S]r/2-/3-/4-. A variation of this cluster is the [3Fe-4S] cluster in
which one of the iron ions is missing. In most cases, the coordination of the iron in all of
these clusters is approximately tetrahedral. While cluster types such as these are the most
common in Fe-S proteins, more complex clusters that are formed with mixed ligands
and/or mixed metals or that are coupled to other metal-containing clusters also exist.
Examples include the P-cluster and iron-molybdenum cofactor (FeMoco) of nitrogenase
(26. 27), the H cluster of hydrogenase (28), the [4Fe-4S]-siroheme of sulfite reductase

(29. 30), and the nickel-iron cluster of carbon monoxide dehydrogenase (31. 32) (Figure

1.3). While many of these Fe-S clusters can spontaneously assemble under the proper
conditions in vitro, such is usually not the case in vivo, where enzymes are often required
to produce e lemental sulfur and also to carry sulfur and iron to the site of cluster
synthesis (33-35). In the nitrogenase system, for example, a number of nitrogen fixation

(ni/) genes are required for the regulation, assembly, and incorporation of metal clusters
to form fully mature Fe and MoFe proteins (36).

An interesting feature of Fe-S clusters, which attests to their structural versatility
and modularity, is their ability to occasionally interconvert between various forms .
Interconversion between the [3Fe-4S] and [4Fe-4S] cluster forms by the uptake or loss of
one iron, for example, has been demonstrated to occur in ferredoxin II from

Desulfovibrio gigas as well as in the enzyme aconitase (37. 38). The conversion of the
[4Fe-4S] cluster to the [3Fe-4S] form in aconitase deactivates the enzyme while reconversion to the [4Fe-4S] fOlm by the addition of an iron at a substitutionally labile site
in the cluster activates it. Another example is the conversion of the [4Fe-4S] cluster to a
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[2Fe-2SJ form in the FNR protein of E. coli upon exposure to dioxygen, thereby
inactivating the protein (39). In addition to such interconversions, Fe-S clusters have also
been found to reorganize via so-called "ligand swapping," where the conformational
flexibility of particular protein regions surrounding a cluster allows for the substitution of
one or more cluster ligand(s) with another suitable nearby Iigand(s) (40). Examples of
such ligand swapping have been found, again in aconitase (41) as well as in the [2Fe-2S]
ferredoxin from Clostridium pasteLlrianum (42), Azotobacter vinelandii (43), and Aquifex

aeolicLls (44) .

Fe-S proteins are quite versatile in telms of their biological functions, as can be
seen in Table 1.2. A vast majOIity of known Fe-S proteins are involved in both intra- and
intermolecular electron transfer processes . A feature which makes Fe-S proteins
conducive to functioning in electron transfer reactions is the broad range of redox
potentials attainable by the cluster (Figure 1.4). While the particular type of cluster plays
a large role in determining the final redox potential, much also depends on the protein
environment surrounding the cluster (i .e., the cluster ligands, solvent accessibility, and
hydrogen bonding network formed between protein moieties and cluster atoms).

In

proteins of vastly different, unrelated folds that contain the same metal cluster, the range
of attainable redox potentials can span hundreds of millivolts (Figure 1.4). In addition to
tuning the redox potential to the necessary value for a particular electron transfer process
to occur, the protein matrix around the Fe-S cluster also serves to recognize the
physiological redox partner and to mediate the intramolecular electron transfer rate from
the cluster to the protein surface. As can be seen in Table 1.2, Fe-S proteins function as
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electron transfer agents in a broad range of processes such as nitrogen fix.ation,
photosynthesis, and mitochondrial respiration.

While the vast majority of known Fe-S proteins are involved in electron transfer
processes, many have been found to serve other functions as well, such as substrate
binding and catalysi s. For ex.ample, different families of Fe-S proteins have been found
to function as hydrolyases, catalyzing the following generalized dehydration reaction :

Ex.amples of such hydrolyases from different families include aconitase, methylcitrate
dehydratase, isopropylmalate isomerase, fumarase A and B, and maleate hydratase (45).
In addition to catalyzing dehydration reactions, Fe-S proteins have also been found to
serve as primary electron donors in initiating reactions which occur by a free radical
mechanism.

Such proteins include anaerobic ribonucleotide reductase (46), pyruvate

formate lyase (47, 48), and biotin synthase (49).

Aside from substrate binding and

catalysis, Fe-S proteins can also playa structural role in stabilizing protein structures.
T he [4Fe-4Sl cluster of the endonuclease III family of DNA repair enzymes, for ex.ample,
stabilizes a particular DNA binding site (50). In the absence of the [4Fe-4Sl cluster, the
endonuclease is inactive.

Finally, Fe-S proteins have also been found to perform

regulatory and sensing functions.

[4Fe-4S] amidotransferase, for instance, senses
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dioxygen and protects proteins from attack by intracellular proteases (51).

[4Fe-4S]

aconitase, upon sensing low iron avai lability, converts to the apo-form and regulates iron
usage (52). And [2Fe-2S] SoxR , upon sensing superoxide, transcriptionally activates the
superoxide detoxification system (53). At times, the signal produced by the sensing may
require the destruction of the Fe-S c luster, as is the case with amidot ransferase and
aconitase.

Iron-OxygenlNitrogen Proteins
In addition to Fe-S proteins, another group of non-heme proteins are those in
which the iron(s) is coordinated predominantly by nitrogen and/or oxygen ligands that
come mainly from residues such as histidine, aspartate, glutamate, and tyrosine (these
proteins will hereafter be referred to as Fe-OIN proteins).

Unlike their Fe-S protein

counterparts, which can contain clusters of up to as many as eight irons, Fe-O/N proteins
contain only either one or two iron ion(s), usually in the high-spin ferric or ferrous state
(2). The active form of a particular Fe-O/N protein is dependent on its iron oxidation
state. While some Fe-O/N proteins are active only when their iron is in the ferrous state,
others are active only when the iron is in its ferric state. As is the case with other types of
iron proteins, the redox potential of the iron center is highly dependent on a number of
factors, including the ligand type, the polarity of the surrounding environment, local
hydrogen bonding network, and the pKa values of the coordinating iron ligands (2). Irons
in Fe-O/N proteins generall y have a coordination number ranging from four to six, which
results in tetrahedral, pyramidal, trigonal bipyramidal, or octahedral coordination
geometry (Figure 1.5). However, these coordination geometries are often significantl y
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distorted from ideal symmetry.

In addition, the coordination number of the iron can

change quite readily upon a change in oxidation state of the iron and/or binding of
substrate.

This is in contrast to Fe-S proteins, where each iron of an Fe-S cluster

generally maintains tetrahedral coordination geometry, even upon changes in the iron
oxidation state. In Fe-O/N proteins, the relative flexibility of the glutamate carboxylate
group allows for its ready dissociation from iron, and as a result, carboxylate groups can
adopt multiple coordination modes. In diiron proteins such as ribonucleotide reductase,
for example, a glutamate carboxylate ligand can convert between mono- and bidentate
modes of iron binding, and in so doing, control substrate accessibility to the diiron site
(54, 55).

In contrast, due to their bulkiness and relative structural rigidity, histidine

ligands generally maintain their coordination to the iron, providing a rigid coordination
framework .

While the majority of known Fe-S proteins are involved in electron transfer
processes, Fe-O/N proteins function mainly in a catalytic capacity, particularly in the
promotion of reactions involving dioxygen chemistry. Fe-O/N proteins are well suited
for such processes as they do not self-inactivate in presence of dioxygen, unlike many FeS proteins (2). The observation that Fe-O/N proteins catalyze dioxygen-related reactions,
in contrast to the fact that Fe-S proteins often suffer deleterious effects in the presence of
dioxygen , suggests that Fe-OIN proteins may have been evolutionarily subsequent to FeS proteins. Fe-O/N proteins can be classified into four general groups, based primarily
on their function and number of irons:

(1) mononuclear ferric Fe-O/N proteins that

activate substrate, (2) mononuclear Fe-O/N proteins that activate O 2 , (3) dinuclear Fe-
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GIN proteins that activatelbind G 2 , and (4) Fe-GIN proteins that act as hydrolases (2).
Several examples of proteins from each group and their particular functions are listed in
Table 1.3.

As can be seen in this table, reactions that are catalyzed by Fe-GIN proteins

utilizing dioxygen (groups 1-3) span a broad spectrum and include desaturation, oxidative
cyc li zation, mono- and di-oxygenations, epoxidation, and electron transfer reactions,
among others (2). While the utili zation of dioxygen in the reaction scheme is a common
denominator amongst proteins from the first three groups, there are significant
differences in the way in which this oxidative power of dioxygen is harnessed. The most
common way is for Fe(II) of the Fe-GIN protein to react with and activate dioxygen ,
thereby forming an iron-oxo species that can subsequently react with the organic
substrate (2). Such is the method e mployed by groups 2 and 3. The method used by FeGIN proteins from group 1, on th e other hand, differs in that Fe(IIl), rather than Fe(II), is
the active species. Instead of activating dioxygen, Fe(III) activates the organic substrate,
which subseq uently is able to undergo dioxygen inseI1ion.

Research Objectives
The iron proteins that are the subject of this thesi s are representative of all three
main groups desclibed above. Crystallographic investigations of these iron proteins were
carried out in the hope of better unde rstandin g their function and mechanism in light of
their three-dimensional structures.

In C hapte r 2, the structure determination of

superox ide reductase (SGR) from the hyperthermophilic marine bacterium Py rococcus
furiosus is desclibed. SGR can be considered as a Fe-GIN protein, as its iron has been
fo und to coordinate four histidines, a cysteine, and a variable glutamate. Like many other
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Fe-O/N proteins, SOR is involved in dioxygen chemistry, as it utilizes ferrous iron to

reduce superoxide anion to hydrogen peroxide.

The structures of SOR in both its

oxidized and reduced states are described and reveal a possible gating mechanism by
which superoxide substrate accessibility is regulated.

The subject of Chapter 3 is the structure determination of an iron-sulfur protein ,
namely, the [2Fe-2S] ferredoxin 4 (Fd4) from the hyperthermophilic marine bacterium

Aquifex aeoiicus. The structure of thi s fen·edoxin reveals a thioredoxin-like protein fold
that has not been previously observed for other [2Fe-2S] ferredoxins of known structure.
As an extension of the work described in Chapter 3, the crystal structure of wild type Fd4
was determined at a higher resolution , providing a much more detailed description of the
[2Fe-2S] cluster site. In addition to the higher resolution wild type Fd4 structure, the
structures of two single substitution variants of Fd4 in which a serine was substituted for
one of the cysteine ligands to the [2Fe-2S] cluster were also investigated.

These

structures provide geometries of seri ne-ligated Fe-S active sites with unprecedented
accuracy and reveal ways in which the [2Fe-2S] cluster and the surrounding protein
environment accommodate the cysteine to seri ne substitutions.

The results of these

investigations are reported in Chapter 4.

Chapters 5 and 6 concern crystall ographic studies on the photosynthetic reaction
center (RC) from the purple photosyntheti c bacterium Rhodobacter sphaeroides. While
its precise function is still unclear, the iron in the RC, with its three hi stidine and one
glutamate li gands, is yet another example of iron coordinated predominantly by oxygen
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and/or nitrogen ligands. The aim of our research on the RC was twofold. One was to
determine whether or not any structural changes occur upon formation of the lightinduced D +QA' charge-separated state of the RC.

The presence or absence of any

structural changes associated with this charge-separated state may yield a better
understanding of the charge-transfer mechanism catalyzed by the RC. The results of this
investigation are reported in Chapter 5.

The second aim of our research on the RC concerns a heme protein in addition to
the RC. As mentioned previously, in Rhodobacler sphaeroides, the electron donor to the
RC during light-driven trans-membrane charge separation is the soluble monoheme
protein cytochrome Cz. Unlike photosynthetic RC complexes in other bacteria (e.g., Bel.

viridis and T. lepidum), in which a soluble tetraheme cytochrome is permanently bound
to the membrane-spanning portion of the RC complex, in Rb. sphaeroides, cytochrome Cz
readily dissociates from the membrane-spanning RC.

While the structures of each of

these proteins alone had already previously been determined, that of the complex
remained unsolved, leaving questions regarding the location and mode of binding of
cytochrome Cz with respect to the RC unanswered. Such questions were addressed by
determining the crystal structure of the RC-cytochrome Cz complex , which is presented in
Chapter 6.
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Table 1.1. Classification of heme proteins, along with biological function, heme type,
axial ligation of heme, and oxidation and spin states of the heme iron (Adapted from (9».

Protein class/family
Cytochromes

Function

Heme
type

Axial ligation

Formal iron
oxidation/spin
states

Electron transfer

Cytochromes c:

c

Class I

His NE/Met So

Class II (beside c')

His NE/Met So

Class II cytochrome c'

His NE

Class III
Class IV

His NE/Met So
His NE/Met So
+

His NEI His NE
Cytochromes b:

b

Cytochrome b 5 , b 2 , blb 6

His NE/His NE

Cytochrome b 562

His NE/Met So
His NE/amino
group ofTyr

Cytochrome!

c

Fe(lI) (S=O)
Fe(lII) (S= 112)
with the exception
of Cyt c', which has
Fe(II) (S=2)
Fe(lII) (S=5/2)

Globins:
Myoglobins

O 2 storage

Hemoglobins

O 2 transport

Flavohemoproteins

O 2 sensing; NO
deoxygentaion

b

Nitric ox ide transport

Nitrophorins
Peroxidases
Chloroperoxidases

XH 2 + H20 2 -7 X +
2H 2O
XH + Y' + H+ H202 -7
XY + H2O

b
b or
chloroheme

His NE

Fe(lI) (S=2) deoxy
Fe(lI) (S=O) oxy

b

His NE

Fe(lI) (S=2)
Fe(lII) (S=5/2)

b

His NE (+ H 2O)

Fe(lII) (S=5/2)

b

Cys Sy

Fe( III) (S=5/2)

Catalases

2H 20 2 -7 2H 20 + O 2

b

Tyr OT]

Fe(lII) (S=5/2)

P450 proteins

RH + O 2 + 2H+ + 2e'
-7 ROH + H2O

b

Cys Sy (+ HzO
or OH')

Fe(lII) (S=5/2)
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Table 1.1. continued

Heme oxygenase

Coo A
FixL
Nitric ox ide synthases

Cytochrome c oxidase
Cytochro me bo quinol
ox idase
Cyt

C554

Heme biodegration:
Oxidation of heme to
biliverdin. CO. and free
iron
CO-sensing
transcription activator
O 2 sensor
L-Arg + 20 2 + 3/2
NADPH -7 citrulline +
NO + 312 NADP+
O 2 + 4Fe(II )cyt c + 4e+ 4H+ -7 2H 20 +
4Fe(lIl)cvt c
O 2 + 4Fe(I1)cyt c + 4e+ 4H+ -7 2H 20 +
4Fe(lII)cyt c
Oxidation of ammonia
to nitrite

His Nf

b

His Nf (or
Cys)/Pro

b

Hi s NE

Fe(I1) (S=2) deoxy

b

CysSy

Fe(lII) (S=5/2)

Q3

His Nf

Fe(lII) (S=512)
Sping-co upled to
CUB

0

His Nf

Fe(lII) (S=512)

Hi s Nf/His No
Hi s NEI Met So

Fe( II ) (S=O)
Fe(lII ) (S= 112)

Cytoc hro me cd, nitrite
reductase
Cytochrome c nitrite
reductase
Nitrite reductases

Sulfite reductases

Bacterioferritins
Guanyl yl cyclase
Cystathionine
~-synthase

Indoleamine
2.3-di ox Yl1,enase
Tryptophan
2.3-diox v!!enase

His Nf
NH 20H + H20 -7 N0 2+4e- +5H+
N0 2- + 2H+ + e- -7 NO
+ 2H 20
&
O 2 + 4H+ + 4e- -7
2H 20
N0 2- + 2H+ + e- -7 NO
+ 2H 20
N0 2- + 8H+ + 6e- -7
NH4+ + 2H 20
HSO J- + 6W + 6e- -7
HS- + 3H 20
3HSO J- + 3H+ + 2e- -7
SJO/ + 3H20
2HSO J- + 4H+ + 4e- -7
S20/- + 3H 20
Iron uptake
Conversion of GTP to
cGMP
L-seri ne + Lho mocysteine -7
cystathione + H2O
L-tryptophan + O 2 -7
N-formylkynure nine
L-tryptophan + O 2 -7
N-formvlkvnureni ne

Fe(I1) (S=O)

c

Heme I
Heme 3. he me 4
Heme 2
Hydroxy lamine
oxidoreductase

Fe(lII) (S=5/2)

b

Fe(lII) (S =5/2)
Fe( III) (S=5/2 or

P460

His Nf

d,

His Nf
or
His NE + Tyr
OT)

Fe(lII) (S=1I2)

c

Lys NI;:

Fe(lII) (S=5/2)

Siroheme

Cys Sy

Fe(II) (S= I or S=2)

Siroheme

Cys Sy

Fe(I1) (S= I or S=2)

b

Met So/Met So

b

His Nf

b

Cys Sy + His Nf

b

Hi s

Fe(lI) (S=2) deoxy

b

His

Fe(II) (S=2) deoxy

S=3/2)

Fe(I1) (S=O)
Fe(lll) (S= 112)
Fe(I1) (S=2)
Fe(lll) (S= 112)
Fe(I1) (S=O)
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Table 1.2.
(56».

Biological functions of representative iron-sulfur proteins (Adapted from

Function

Cluster
[Cys4Fer/Z.

2Fe-2S

Electron transfer

2Fe-2S and/or
3Fe-4S and/or
4Fe-4S

Protein

Rubredoxin, desulforedoxin
Rieske proteins
Ferredoxins
Iron-only hydrogenase
Subunit B of fumarate reductase
High-potential Fe-S protein

4Fe-4S

Catalysis of a non-redox reaction
Catal ysis of redox reactions
Stabilization of protein structure for
DNA repair

4Fe-4S
H cluster (4Fe-4S + 2Fe
subcluster)
4Fe-4S + siroheme

Nitrogenase iron protein
Trimethylamine dehydrogenase
Pyruvate:ferredoxin oxidoreductase
Aconitase
Fe-only hydrogenase
Sulfite reductase hemoprotein

4Fe-4S

Endonuclease III, MutY

4Fe-4S

Glutamine PRPP amidotransferase

Sensing and regulation:
(I) oxygen sensors: loss of

original cluster and of activity

(2) sensor of O 2' and NO: redoxregulated control of transcription
(3) iron sensor: post -transcriptional
regulation

4Fe-4S/2Fe-2S

FNR protein

4Fe-4S/3Fe-4S

Aconitase

2Fe-2S
Apoprotein/4Fe-4S

SoxR protein
Iron regulatory protein/aconitase

Redox-mediated generation of free
radicals

4Fe-4S

Anaerobic ribonucleotide reductase,
pyruvate formate-lyase activating
enzyme
Biotin synthase

Stabilization of an intermediate in
disulfide reduction

4Fe-4S

Ferredoxin:thioredoxin reductase
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Table 1.3. Four main families of iron-oxygen/nitrogen proteins, with representative
proteins from each family and their functions (Adapted from (2)).

Protein

Function

Secondary electon donor(s)

Substrate-activatillg IIlOllolluclear
Fe(fll) ellZYlIles:

Lipoxygenases

Hydroperoxidation

None

lntradiol dioxygenases

Oxidative catecho l ring cleavage

None

Pterin-dependent hydroxylases

Aromatic hydroxylation

Tetrahydrobiopterin
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Figure 1.1. Naturally occuning iron porphyrins (adapted from (9».
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Figure 1.1. continued
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Figure 1.2. Common Fe-S cluster types found in Fe-S proteins.
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Figure 1.3. Examples of several complex metalloclusters: (a) the P-cluster and (b)
FeMoco cluster of nitrogenase (26, 27), (c) [4Fe-4S] cluster bridged by Cys Sy to a heme
group in sulfite reductase (30) , and (d) the [Ni-4Fe-5S] cluster of carbon monoxide
dehydrogenase (31). tron, nickel , molybdenum , su lfur, phosphorus, oxygen, nitrogen ,
and carbon atoms are colored green, cyan, magenta, yellow, lavender, red, blue, and gray,
respectively. POB entries 3MIN, IAOP, and IJJY were used for this figure .
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Figure 1.4. Spectrum of experimentally determined reduction potentials (vs. NHE) of
various gro ups of Fe-S protein s, showing the broad range of reduction potentials
attainable by Fe-S clusters (Adapted from (57).
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Figure 1.5. Common iron coordination geometries observed in Fe-O/N proteins.
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CHAPTER 2
Structures of the Superoxide Reductase
from Pyrococcus furiosus
in the Oxidized and Reduced States *

* Adapted from

Yeh , A. P., Hu, Y., Jenney, F. E. Jr, Adams, M . W. W., and Rees, D. C.
(2000) Biochemistry 39, 2499-2508.
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Abstract
Superoxide reductase (SOR) is a blue non-heme iron protein that functions in
anaerobic microbes as a defense mechanism against reactive oxygen species by catalyzing
the reduction of superoxide to hydrogen peroxide [Jenney Jr., F. E., Verhagen , M. F. J.
M ., Cui, X. , and Adams, M . W. W. ( 1999) Science 286,306-309] . Crystal structures of
SOR from the hyperthermophilic archaeon Pyrococcus furiosus have been determined in
the oxidized and reduced forms to resolutions of 1.7

A and

2.0

A,

respectively. SOR

forms a homotetramer, with each subunit adopting an immunoglobulin-like beta barrel
fold that coordinates a mononuclear, non-heme iron center. The protein fold and metal
center are

similar to

those observed

previously for

the

homologous

protein

desulfoferrodoxin from Desulfovibrio desulfuricans [Coelho, A . V., Matias, P., FUlOp, V.,
Thompson, A., Gonzalez, A., and CaJTondo, M. A. (1997) J. Bioinorg. Chem 2, 680-689].
Each iron is coordinated to imidazole nitrogens of four histidines in a planar arrangement,
with a cysteine ligand occupying an axial position normal to this plane. In two of the
subunits of the oxidized structure, a glutamate carboxylate serves as the sixth ligand to
form an overall six-coordinate, octahedral coordinate environment. In the remaining two
subunits, the sixth coordination site is either vacant or occupied by solvent molecules.
The iron centers in all four subunits of the reduced structure exhibit pentacoordination.
The structures of the oxidized and reduced forms of SOR suggest a mechanism by which
superoxide accessibility may be controlled and define a possible binding site for
rubredoxin , the likely physiological electron donor to SOR.
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Introduction
Superoxide reductases (SORs) are mononuclear, non-heme iron proteins that
catalyze the one electron reduction of superoxide to peroxide (1):

la

SORoFe+ 2 + O 2 - + 2H+ ~ SORoFe+ 3 + H 20

Ib

D red + SORoFe+ 3 ~ Dox + SORoFe+ 2

2

The electron donor for reduction reaction 1b is likely a second non-heme iron protein,
rubredoxin, which is reduced by an oxidoreductase using NAD(P)H (1).

SORs are

distinct from superoxide dismutases (SODs) since SORs do not couple the reduction of
one superoxide molecule to the oxidation of a second superoxide to yield dioxygen_

It

has recently been proposed (1) that SORs participate in a novel oxygen detoxification
system that is utilized by all anaerobic microorganisms that cannot tolerate the production
of dioxygen generated from superoxide by the action of SOD .

The SOR from the hypel1hermophilic archaeon Pyrococcus furiosus is the most
extensively characterized member of this family (1); it is organized as a homotetramer
composed of 14.3 kDa subunits that each contains a single mononuclear non-heme iron .
The oxidized enzyme exhibits a characteristic blue color that prompted the name
neelaredoxin (derived from neela, the Sanskrit word for blue) originally assigned to a
homologous protein (50% identical to the P. furiosus protein) of undetermined function
isolated from Desulfovibrio gigas (2).

SOR also shares extensive sequence similality
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(40% identity) with the 93 residue C-terminal domain of Desulfovibrio desulfuricans
desulfoferrodoxin (DFX), which is an electron transfer protein of unassigned function (3).
A recent crystal structure analysis of DFX (4) demonstrated that this domain binds Fe in a
square planar coordination geometry generated by four histidine rings in a plane, with a
fifth ligand, cysteine, occupying an axial position.

In view of the biochemical and spectroscopic characterization of the SOR which
established the SOR activity of this center, and the available structural analyses of the
likely physiological electron donor to this center, P. furiosus rubredoxin (5, 6), we have
determined the crystal structures of the P. furiosus SOR in the oxidized state (room
temperature and low temperature to resolutions of 2.0
the reduced state at low temperature to 2.0

A and

1.7

A resolution,

A,

respectively) and in

to provide a structural

framework for the interpretation of the spectroscopic properties and mechanistic features
of this protein.

Results and Discussion
Structural organization of SOR
SOR exists as a homotetramer with 222 point group symmetry in the crystal
structure (Figure 2.2). The overall dimensions of the tetramer are approximately 45
49

Ax

53

A.

Ax

The SOR subunit is organized as a seven stranded l3-barrel that adopts an

immunoglobulin-like fold, with one tum of 3 10 helix (residues 1-4) connected to the
barrel by a 15 residue long loop at the N-terminus (Figure 2.3A).

As expected, this
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structure is si milar to the fold observed for the C-tenninal domain of desulfoferrodoxin
(DFX), with an RMSD of 1.3

A between 72 Ca atoms of SOR-OxLT and

DFX) (Figure

2.4). The topology of the seven f3-strands corresponds to that of a C2-type Ig-like fold,
which is charactelized by the strand order A, 8, E, D, C, F, and G (7) (Figure 2.38). The
three stranded anti parallel f)-sheet contains f) -strands A (residues 19-2S), 8 (residues 2834), and E (residues 92-98) while the four stranded f)-sheet consists of f)-strands C
(residues 49-S8), D (residues 6S-71), F (residues 103-111), and G (residues l1S-123).
The main difference between SOR and the C-tenninal domain of DFX is that the loop
regions in SOR are longer. In SOR, loops A8, CD, DE, and EF are longer than they are
in DFX by 4,6, 13, and 3 residues, respectively (Figure 2.4).

In the SOR-OxRT model, subunits A and Care crystallographically equivalent, as
are subunits 8 and D.

Subunits A and 8 , related by noncrystallographic symmetry (as

are subunits C and D) are nearly identical to each other, with two regions of notable
exception (Figure 2.SA). One region spans Gly 9 to Lys IS, while the other includes Gly
36 to Pro 40. The difference between the two subunits in the Gly 9 to Lys IS region
adjacent to the iron site is quite substantial (Figure 2.S8), with a RMSD of 6.4

A between

corresponding Ca atoms. The differences between the region spanning Gly 36 to Pro 40
are less drastic, with a RMSD between corresponding Ca atoms of 1.2

A.

Excluding

these two regions, the Ca r.m.s. fit between the remaining 113 residues in the two
subunits is 0.1

A.

OxLT structure.

Similar relationships between these regions are observed in the SOR-
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Such drastic differences between the subunits in these two regions were not
observed, however, in the SOR-RedLT structure. The average RMSDs between the Ca
atoms in the different subunits of the regions spanning Gly 9 to Lys 15 and Gly 36 to Pro
40 in this structure are only 0.3 )\ and 0.5 )\ , respectively, making all four subunits in the
asymmetric unit nearly identical to one another.

Inter-subunit interactions
Each subunit forms extensive contacts with the other three subunits, resulting in
the bUlial at subunit-subunit interfaces of -40% of the surface area of each isolated
subunit, as calculated with GRASP (8). Two of the NCS-related subunits in SOR-OxRT,
A and B (which are equivalent to C and D, respectively), form a tight dimer that is held
together by many hydrogen bonds and electrostatic interactions.

The interface area

between these two subunits, calculated using GRASP, was found to be -1340 )\2 per
subunit. The numerous interactions that are formed involve residues from the 3 10 helix ,
the loop region connecting [3-strands C and D, and [3-strands C, D, F, and G . The two
crystallographically related subunits (A and C) also interact extensively, with the surface
area buried at this interface calculated to be -1360

A2

per subunit. A notable feature of

the subunits A and C pair is that the 4-stranded anti parallel [3-sheets of the two subunits
are juxtaposed such that [3-strands D of subunits A and C pair up to form an extended 8stranded antiparallel [3-sheet (Figure 2.6A). A similar dimerization interaction between
the 4-stranded [3-sheets is observed in desulfoferrodoxin (4).

In addition, in SOR,
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residues 88-98 from (3-strand E of subunit A form water-mediated as well as direct
hydrogen bonds to the corresponding residues on (3-strand E from subunit C (Figure
2.6B). The other NCS-related subunits A and D, equivalent to C and B, also interact with
each other, but to a much lesser extent than the first pair of NCS-related subunits. The
calculated dimer interface for subunits A and D (- 590 ,.\2 per subunit) is less than half
that of either of the other two NCS-related subunit pairs. Finally, it is interesting to note
that at the core of the homotetramer, near where the three molecular twofold axes
intersect, are located a number of buried charged residues. Arginine 69 and glutamates
53 and 71 from each of the subunits are positioned near the twofold axes such that they
form direct and water-mediate hydrogen bonds as well as electrostatic interactions with
one another.

Iron center
Each SOR subunit in the homotetramer contains one mononuclear, non-heme iron
center that resides on the periphery of the subunit between three loop regions-the loop
region between the 3 10 helix and (3-strand A, the loop region between (3-strands Band C,
and the loop region between (3-strands F and G (Figure 2.3A).

The coordination

geometry in subunits A and C of the oxidized structures may be described as octahedral ,
with four histidine ligands (His 16, His 41, His 47, and His 114) arranged in an equatorial
plane, and a cysteine ligand (Cys III) and a glutamate ligand (Glu 14) positioned axially
(Figure 2.7A) . Three of the four histidines (His 16, His 41, and His 47) coordinate the
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iron via their Nf2 atoms while the fourth histidine, His 114, coordinates the iron via its
No2 atom.

Differences are observed in the sixth coordination position in subunits Band D of
oxidized SOR. In SOR-OxRT, where Glu 14 is the sixth ligand in subunits A and C
(which are identical due to crystallographic symmetry), no ligand is present at this
position in subunits Band D (which are also crystallographically related).

This

pentacoordination geometry, as shown in Figure 2.7B, is similar to that observed for the
iron center seen in domain II of DFX (4).

The iron centers seen in SOR-OxLT are indistinguishable from those seen in
SOR-OxRT in most respects except for one. Where a sixth iron ligand was not observed
in subunits Band D in the SOR-OxRT model , electron density for a solvent molecule in
that position is now observed -2.6

A from

the iron . The distances between the iron

center and its ligands for all three SOR structures are listed in Table 2.3 .

The differences in metal coordination observed between the iron centers of
subunits AlC and BID in both oxidized SOR structures reflect the substantial differences,
as discussed earlier, in the polypeptide conformation for residues Gly 9 to Lys 15 (Figure
2.SB). In subunits Band D, this region is positioned such that Glu 14 is displaced from
the iron center. The weak electron density, as well as the considerably higher temperature
factors observed in this region of subunits Band D, indicate that it is probably somewhat
disordered. As further evidence for the greater disorder of this region in subunits BID
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than in subunits NC , the refined temperature factor for the iron atoms in subunits BID

A2)

of the SOR-OxRT model is higher than that of the iron atoms in subunits NC

(17 A2).

Whether or not the flexibility observed in this Gly 9-Lys 15 loop region is

(26

mechanistically relevant is unclear. It is interesting to note that the other loop region that
differs between the subunits, Gly 36-Pro 40, is in close contact with the Gly 9-Lys 15
loop region. It seems plausible, therefore, that the interactions between these two regions
of the subunit are correlated and could playa role in the catalytic mechanism of the
enzyme.

The origin of the differences in the polypeptide conformations and the resulting
differences in iron coordination between the different subunits of oxidized SOR is
unclear. One possibility is that oxidized SOR may exist in an equilibrium between two
different conformations and that the observed structures represent a trapped mixture of
the two different oxidized conformations (with subunits A and C displaying one
conformation and subunits Band D displaying the other). Yet another possibility is that
the conformational differences observed in the oxidized structures arise from crystal
packing. The molecules are packed in such a way that Trp 11 and Lys 12 of subunits A
and C form lattice contacts with residues from an adjacent crystallographically related
molecule while the same residues in subunits Band D are not in contact with any residues
from another molecule.

It might be argued then that the crystal packing interactions

present in subunits A and C could be the cause for the greater stability observed in the
Gly 9-Lys 15 loop region of these subunits. However, analysis of the reduced structure
indicates otherwise. As will be discussed subsequently, all four subunits in the reduced
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SOR structure adopt the same conformation in the flexible regions. The homogeneity of
the subunits in the reduced structure suggests that crystal packing is unlikely to be the
sole determinant of the conformation of the flexible regions. While crystal packing may
still playa role, the reduced structure shows that the conformational differences observed
in the oxidized structures are not necessarily enforced by crystal packing.

A third

possibility is that the iron sites of two of the subunits were photoreduced by x-rays during
data collection, as has been previously observed for Cu,Zn SOD (9, 10), and the resulting
structures represent a mixture of oxidized and reduced states. Such a scenario appears to
be more likely than either of the first two possibilities. The conformations of the flexible
regions in subunits Band D of the oxidized structures are the same as that of the
corresponding regions in all four subunits of the reduced structure, suggesting that
subunits Band D in the oxidized structures might actually be in the reduced state while
subunits A and C are in the oxidized state.

Low temperature reduced form
The structure of dithionite-reduced SOR was determined to ascertain whether or
not changes to the overall structure and/or iron coordination occur upon iron reduction .
As discussed above, in contrast to the different polypeptide conformations observed in the
oxidized structures, the structure of SOR in the reduced form shows that the
conformations of the Gly 9-Lys 15 and Gly 36-Pro 40 loop regions are the same in all
four subunits.

These regions in the SOR-RedLT structure share very similar

confOimations to the cOITesponding regions in subunits Band D of the SOR-OxRT
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structure, with the Ca RMSDs between these regions of the two structures being 0.4
and 0.6

A

A.

The iron centers of reduced SOR display the same pentacoordinate configuration
in all four subunits. In subunits A and C, Glu 14 is no longer coordinated to the iron, as it
was in the oxidized structure; in addition, the solvent molecule that was observed as a
sixth ligand to the iron in subunits Band D of the SOR-OxLT model is no longer
observed.

While the iron center coordination is the same among the four subunits of

SOR-RedLT, there are some notable differences between the sites in the apparent
occupancies of the iron atom at each site. In both subunits Band D, the electron densities
of the iron and two of the histidines to which it is coordinated (histidines 16 and 114) are
considerably weaker than those in subunits A and C. Assuming that this reflects partial
loss of iron, rather than high mobility, the occupancies of Fe in the Band D subunits were
determined to be -0.2 through crystallographic refinement.

Because of this low

occupancy, the metal-ligand distances at these sites cannot be reliably determined, which
likely contributes to the apparent changes in the values reported for SOR-RedLT subunits
Band D in Table 2.3.

Mechanistic implications
The fact that the sixth iron ligand is variable between the subunits of the oxidized
structure as well as between the oxidized and reduced structures suggests that this
variability could playa role in the catalytic mechanism of SOR. One possible role of
having a variable sixth ligand may be to regulate the accessibility of superoxide to the
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Iron site

In

the reduced and oxidized forms of SOR.

According to equation la,

superoxide should bind to SOR in the Fe(II) form . In the SOR-RedLT structure, the iron
site is pentacoordinate, leaving the iron at the sixth ligand position exposed. One could
speculate that superoxide may bind to the iron at this vacant sixth ligand position,
forming a six-coordinate iron center; the superoxide would subsequently be reduced and
released. In contrast, the iron centers in at least two of the subunits in the oxidized form
of SOR are six-coordinate, with Glu 14 serving as the sixth ligand. In these subunits, the
binding of superoxide to the iron would most likely be hindered, if not altogether
prevented, by Glu 14. Such a gating mechanism could explain the binding of superoxide
to the reduced, and not the oxidized, iron center.

It is not apparent from the structure, however, how binding of superoxide to the
iron center is facilitated. In the case of both CU,Zn SODs and also Mn and Fe SODs, it
has been proposed that electrostatically positive residues around and along the substrate
channel leading to the active site center serve to guide anions such as superoxide to the
active site (11-14).

This does not appear to be the case, however, for SOR.

One

difference between SOD and SOR is the apparent ease of accessibility of superoxide to
the respective metal centers. In SOD, the active site is located at the bottom of a channel,
whereas the iron center of SOR lies near the surface of the subunit. The seemingly more
accessible active site of SOR may obviate the need for an electrostatic focusing effect
such as that proposed for SOD. Lys 15, the closest positively charged residue to the iron
center, could perhaps play some role in directing superoxide to the active site, but aside
from this residue, the environment around the active site is mostly hydrophobic, as
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reflected by the surface electrostatic potential map calculated with GRASP (8) (Figure
2.8).

Upon substrate reduction, the Fe(ill) center of SOR must be re-reduced to the
Fe(I!) fOlm .

As discussed in (1), the likely electron donor for this electron transfer

reaction is the non-heme iron containing protein rubredoxin (Rd). Since domain I of
DFX contains a FeCys4 rubredoxin-Iike center, the possibility that Rd is bound to SOR in
a similar fashion as DFX domain I is attached to DFX domain II was explored. To test
this possibility, one of the subunits of SOR was superimposed onto domain II of DFX
while the structure of P. furiosus Rd (5) was superimposed onto domain I of DFX
(RMSD of 1.3

A between

21 Ca atoms) . The superpositions revealed that Pf Rd cannot

bind to SOR in the same position and orientation that domain I is attached to domain II of
DFX , since this would result in PfRd directly overlapping with another subunit of SOR.

Inspection of the SOR structure points instead to a potential Rd binding site
involving the immediate solvent-exposed residues surrounding the iron center.

Such

residues include three of the iron ligands, Glu 14, His 47, and His 114, as well as adjacent
residues Trp II , lie 39, Pro 40, Pro 42, Thr 44, and lie 113. One factor which suggests
that Rd may bind at this site is the close proximity achievable between the SOR and Rd
iron centers if Rd were indeed to dock at this site. Compared to other potential binding
sites, the binding of Rd at this position would result in the shortest iron-to-iron distance
(-8 A), which perhaps would facilitate electron transfer between the two iron sites. In

addition to the proximity between the iron centers, the hydrophobicity of the residues in
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this area provides another indication that Rd may bind at this location, since the structure
of Pf Rd (5, 6) reveals that the majority of the solvent-exposed residues surrounding the
FeCys4 center in Rd are also hydrophobic. Finally, many of the abovementioned residues
surrounding the iron center in SOR are either a part of, or adjacent to, the flexible loop
regions of Gly 9-Lys 15 and Gly 36-Pro 40. If these residues were indeed involved in
binding Rd, the different conformations observed for the Gly 9-Lys 15 and Gly 36-Pro 40
regions between the oxidized and reduced structures could provide a mechanism by
which Rd binding to SOR is regulated.

Materials and Methods
Crystallization and data collection
SOR was overexpressed and purified as described in (J 5). Crystals of SOR for
data collection were prepared by the sitting drop vapor diffusion method, following a
PEG screen, using 2 III of -100 mglml SOR in 50 mM Tris-HCI buffer at pH 8.0 and 2 III
of reservoir solution equilibrated against a reservoir solution containing 22% PEG 4000,
100 mM Tris-HCI at pH 8.0, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 200 mM NaCI, and 2% (v/v) ethanol.
Crystals appeared within 4-5 days after setup and belong to the orthorhombic space group
P2,2,2 (a

= 50.31 A,

b

= 94.02 A,

and c

= 52.90 A),

with two SOR subunits in the

asymmetric unit (solvent content -44%).

Three native data sets were collected from SOR crystals:
diffraction data to 2.0

A resolution

(a) SOR-OxRT:

were collected from a capillary mounted, oxidized
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crystal at room temperature on a Siemens multiwire area detector using monochromatized
CuKu radiation produced by a Siemens rotating anode generator operated at 50 kV, 90
rnA . The data set was processed and scaled using the XDS package (16). (b) SOROxLT: After soaking in a mother liquor solution containing 20% (v/v) PEG 400, SOR
crystals could be flash-cooled.

This development permitted collection of a second

oxidized native data set at -90 K to 1.7

A resolution

Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (A,=0.98

A) on a 34.5 cm MAR Research imaging plate

on beamline 9-1 at the Stanford

system . The data set was processed and scaled using DENZO and SCALEPACK (17).
Upon flash-cooling of the crystal, the unit cell dimension along the c axis nearly doubled
in length, increasing from 52.90

A to 99.33 A, and the space group changed from

P2 12 12

to P2 12 12 1 (Table 2.1). This change in the space group resulted from a slight shift in the
crystal packing upon flash-cooling, causing the crystallographic twofold axis to become
noncrystallographic. (c) SOR-RedLT: SOR crystals were reduced by placing a few grains
of sodium dithionite in the crystal-containing drop and were deemed fully reduced when
the crystals became colorless. A 2.0

A resolution data set of SOR in its reduced form was

collected under cryogenic temperatures on an R-Axis IV imaging plate area detector using
monochromatized CuKu radiation produced by a Rigaku RU 200 rotating anode
generator operated at 50 kV, 100 rnA.

The data set was processed and scaled using

DENZO and SCALEPACK (17).

Heavy-atom derivatives and phasing
Heavy-atom derivatives for the SOR-OxRT crystal form were prepared by soaking
SOR crystal(s) in mother liquor solutions containing either 10 mM trimethyl Jead acetate
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(TMLA), 2 mM Pt(NH3)2CI2, or 2 mM HgCI 2. In addition to those three heavy-atom
compounds, xenon gas was used for heavy-atom derivatization.

Oerivatization with

xenon gas was carried out by mounting an SOR crystal in a quartz capillary and applying
-15 atmospheres of xenon gas to the capillary approximately 30 minutes before and

throughout data collection (18). All heavy-atom derivative data sets were collected at
room temperature on an R-Axis J]C imaging plate area detector using monochromatized
CuKo. radiation produced by a Rigaku RU 200 rotating anode generator operating at 50
kY , 100 rnA and processed using the programs OENZO and SCALEPACK (17). Heavyatom sites, including the native Fe sites, were determined by a combination of anomalous
Patterson, difference Patterson, and cross difference Fourier maps generated with the
CCP4 suite of programs (19). A total of nine heavy-atom sites (two TMLA sites, three
Pt(NH 3h CI 2 sites, three HgCI 2 sites, and one xenon site) were found . These sites, in
combination with the two native iron sites, were used to calculate phases to 3.0
resolution using MLPHARE (20).

A

A summary of the statistics for all data sets and

ph asing is listed in Table 2.1.

Model building and rejinemelll
The initial MIR electron density map for the SOR-OxRT structure was improved
through the use of twofold noncrystallographic symmetry (NCS) averaging and solvent
flattening using the program OM (21). An approximate Co. trace of the model was built
using the program XDLMAPMAN (22) and was used as a starting point for model
building. Initial refinement employed strict NCS constraints in the simulated annealing
protocol of the program X-PLOR (23), using a bulk solvent correction and all data
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between -30

A and

2.0

A.

Refinement cycles were alternated with model rebuilding

against (2IFol-IFcl> O'A-weighted and (lFol-IF,I) O'A-weighted maps (24) using the molecular
graphics program 0 (25). After several rounds of refinement and model rebuilding, the
R-factor and R-free converged to 16.0% and 18.9%, respectively. The final SOR-OxRT
model contains two subunits (2 x 124 amino acid residues), two iron atoms, and 128
water molecules. The overall structures of the two NCS-related subunits are very similar,
with the exception of the regions spanning Gly 9 through Lys 15 and Gly 36 through Pro
40. Of the 128 water molecules, 56 are NCS-related whi Ie 72 are not. A representati ve
segment of the final O'A-weighted (2IFol-IFcl> electron density map calculated at 2.0
shown in Figure 2.1.

A is

The final model displays good stereochemistry, with an r.m .s.

deviations in bond lengths and bond angles of 0.010

A and

1.49 degrees, respectively.

The average temperature factors of subunits A and Bare 25.0

A2

and 27.9

respectively, while the average temperature factor for the 128 water molecules is 34.3

A2,
A2.

In the Ramachandran plot, as calculated with PROCHECK (26), 92.9% of the residues
are in the most favored regions while 7.1 % of the residues are in additionally allowed
regions. There are no residues in disallowed regions.

Since the space group of the crystals changed from P2)2)2 to P2)2)2) upon flash
cooling, the SOR-OxLT structure was determined by molecular replacement using the
molecular replacement package AMoRe (27).

Successive rounds of refinement and

model rebuilding resulted in the convergence of the R-factor and R-free to 20.3% and
21.7%, respectively. The final SOR-OxLT model contains four subunits (4 x 124 amino
acid residues), four iron atoms, and 416 water molecules. As was the case for the SOR-
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OxRT model , the overall structures of the four subunits in the low temperature oxidized
SOR model are very similar, except for the regions spanning Gly 9 to Lys 15 and Lys 37
to Pro 40. The average B values for subunits A, B, C and Dare 17.1
and 18.9

A2, respectively.

OxLT are 0.004

A and

A2,

18.7

A2,

16.6

A2

The r.m.s. deviations in bond lengths and bond angles of SOR-

1.24 degrees, respectively. Further analysis with PROCHECK

(26) showed that 94.9% of the residues reside in the most favored regions, while 5.1 % of
the residues reside in the additionally allowed regions of the Ramachandran plot.

The SOR-OxLT structure, excluding the iron atoms and water molecules, was
used as the starting model for the refinement of the SOR-RedLT structure. Successive
rounds of simulated annealing, positional , and individual B-factor refinement in X-PLOR
(23) using all data between 30 and 2.0

A were

alternated with model rebuilding. The

occupancies of Lys 12, Gly 13, Glu 14, and Lys 15 were set to 0.10 due to the absence of
electron density for those residues. The iron atoms, which were initially left out of the
model, were placed back into all four subunits upon observing (2IFol-IFci), (IFoI-IFci), and
anomalous difference electron density at the iron sites in all four subunits. However, the
electron densities at the iron sites in subunits A and C were considerably stronger than
those in subunits Band D, suggesting that the iron atoms in subunits Band D were either
at lower occupancy or more disordered. To distinguish between the two situations, two
different refinements were performed and the resulting maps were compared.

In one

case, the occupancies of the iron atoms in subunits Band D were held constant at 1.0
while their B-factors were refined whereas in the other case, the B-factors of the two irons
were fixed at their values in the SOR-OxLT model (-27

A2) while their occupancies were
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refined. Comparison of the positive and negative difference density around the iron sites
under each scenario suggested that the iron atoms in subunits Band D are present and
ordered, but at low occupancy. The occupancies of the iron atoms in subunits Band D
were ultimately refined to 0.22 and 0.24, respectively. Alternating rounds of refinement
and rebuilding resulted in a final R-factor and R-free of 22.2% and 24.7%, respectively.

The final model of SOR in the reduced form at low temperature consists of four
subunits (4 x 124 amino acid residues), four iron atoms, and 330 water molecules. The
r.m .s. deviations from ideal bond lengths and bond angles are 0.006

A. and

1.58 degrees,

respectively, while in the Ramachandran plot 92.2% of the residues are in the most
favored regions and 7.8% of the residues are in additionally allowed regions.
average B-factors for each of the subunits are 26.6
that for the water molecules is 40.7

A. 2.

The

A. 2, 27.6 A. 2, 26.2 A. 2, and 28.4 A. 2 and

Refinement statistics for all structures are

summarized in Table 2.2.
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Rcullis
Overall FOM

e

Rsym(%) C
Concentration of heavyatom compound (mM)
No. of sites
Phasing power d

1/0(1)

Source
Wavelength
Temperature
Space Group
Unit Cell Dimensions
a
b
c
Maximum Resolution
No. of measurements
Unique reflections
Completeness (%) b

Data set

0.85

2

50.31
94.02
52.90
2.0
65376
16334
92.9 (84.2)
23.8 (4.4)
6.2 (17.8)
222107
51080
99.5 (99.8)
21.7 (5.5)
6.3 (25 .1)

1.7

49.54
93.01
99.32

49.84
93.21
99.97
2.0
92775
31825
98.7 (95.7)
19.2 (4.7)
6.0 (24 .2)

SOR-OxRT SOR-OxLT SOR·RedLT
SSRLBL9-1
CuKa
CuKa
0.98
1.54
1.54
90 K
RT
90K
P2 12 12
P2 12 12 1
P2 12 12 1

2
1.04
0.83

50.25
93 .78
52.49
2.5
24656
8285
91.5 (79.9)
15.0 (6.8)
7.9(11.7)
10

TMLA
CuKa
1.54
RT
P2 12 12

3
0.72
0.89
0.515 (to 3.0

50.58
93.85
52.63
3.0
21012
5358
99.8 (98.4)
15 .1 (8 .3)
8.7 (13.8)
2

Pt(NH 3hCh
CuKa
1.54
RT
P2 12 12

3
0.96
0.85
A resolution)

50.10
93.93
52.68
2.8
23723
6483
99.6 (97.0)
13.4 (4.8)
10.1 (19 .2)
2

CuKa
1.54
RT
P2 12 12

HgCh

1
0.86
0.88

49.94
93.46
52.66
3.0
17184
5243
98.7 (96.8)
17.8 (8 .3)
6.5 (14.0)
- 15 atm.

Xe
CuKa
1.54
RT
P2 12 12

Table 2.1. Data sets and heavy-atom phasing stati stics. The native anomalous signal and TMLA and Pt(NH3hCI2 derivatives were
phased to 3.0 A, the HgCI 2 derivative was phased to 3.5 A, while the xenon derivative was phased to 4.0 A.

Ul
Ul

Lhkl L i I (hkl) ).

Phasing Power = < FH > / LllFpH - Fp 1- FH I, where < FH > is the r.m .s. calculated heavy-atom structure factor.

(

e

RcuUis = LllFpH - Fpl- FHI / LIFpH - Fp I, where FH is the calculated heavy-atom structure-factor amplitude, and Fp and FpH are the native
and derivative structure-factor ampli tudes, respectivel y.

d

/

Numbers in parentheses correspond to values in the highest resolution shell.

b

c Rsym= ( L hkl L ill i (hkl) - < I (hkl) > 1 )

Room temperature oxidized SOR data set was used for the initial MIR phasing.

a

Table 2.1. continued

0\

1Il
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Table 2.2. Final refinement statistics for the SOR models in the oxidized (SOR-OxRT
and SOR-OxLT) and reduced (SOR-RedLT) forms.

SOROxRT
28 .8 - 2.0

SOROxLT
29 .6 - 1.7

SORRedLT
22.7 - 2.0

R-factor a

0.160

0.203

0.222

R-free

0.189

0.217

0.247

2

4

4

2028

4056

4056

2

4

4

128

416

330

0.010

0.004

0.006

Bond angles (0)

1.49

1.24

1.58

Dihedral angles (0)

29.9

29.6

29 .3

Improper torsion angles (0)

0.73

0.55

0.68

main-chain atoms

23 .9

16.5

26.2

side-chain atoms

28.9

19.1

28.1

water molecules

34.3

31.3

40.7

92.9

94.9

92.2

residues in additional allowed regions (%)

7.1

5.1

7.8

residues in generously allowed regions (%)

0.0

0.0

0.0

residues in disallowed regions (%)

0.0

0.0

0.0

Resolution limits (A)

No. of monomers I asymmetric unit (a.u.)
No . of nonhydrogen atoms in a.u.
Protein
Iron
Water
RMS deviations from ideal values
Bond lengths (A)

A verage temperature factor (A 2)

Ramachandran plot
residues in most favored regions (%)

a

R-factor

= :E(iFob., I-IF""Ir.I)/:EIFobsl
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Table 2.3. Bond distances between the iron atom and its ligands (X) in the different
subunits of the oxidized (SOR-OxRT and SOR-OxLT) and reduced (SOR-RedLT) forms
of SOR. The bond distances in subunits C and D of the SOR-OxRT model are not listed,
as they are the same as those for subunits A and B, due to crystallographic symmetry.
The bond distances reported for subunits Band D of the SOR-RedLT structure are less
accurate due to the lower Fe occupancies at these sites and are therefore reported with
lower precision values.

SOR-OxRT

SOR-OxLT

SOR-RedLT

X

A

B

A

B

C

D

A

B

C

D

Hi s 16 NE2

2. 14

2.14

2.10

2.13

2.09

2.09

1.97

2.7

2.08

2.4

His 41 NE2

2. 15

2.21

2. 17

2.21

2.20

2.24

2.29

2.7

2.26

3.1

Hi s 47 NE2

2. 19

2.20

2. 15

1.99

2.16

2.02

2.13

1.9

2.08

2.1

His 114 N82

2.09

2.06

2.18

2.16

2.20

2.12

2.08

2.2

2.10

2.0

Cys III Sy

2.42

2.33

2.46

2.68

2.46

2.67

2.44

2.6

2.40

2.7

Glu 14 OE2

2.02

--

2.15

--

2. 15

--

--

--

--

--

Solvent

--

--

--

2.57

--

2.59

--

--

--

--
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(2iFoi-lF,i) electron density map around
residues 48-53 of the SOR-OxRT structure. The map was calculated to 2.0 A resolution
and contoured at 1.0 (J. This and all subsequent figures, unless indicated otherwise, were
produced using the programs BOBSCRIPT (28) and RASTER3D (29).
Figure 2.1 . Stereoview of the final (JA-weighted

60
Figure 2.2. Ribbons diagram representation of the homotetrametic atTangement of SOR.
Subunits A, B, C, and D are depicted in yellow, green, blue, and red, respectively, while
iron atoms are depicted as gold spheres.
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Figure 2.3. (a) Stereoview of the structure of a SOR monomer. ~-strands in the 3stranded and 4-stranded ~-sheet are shown in light and dark blue, respectively. The iron
atom is depicted as a green sphere. (b) Topology diagram of a SOR monomer.
Secondary structures are depicted using the same color scheme as in (a). ~-strands are
lettered A through G, with the order of the strands being such that the topology is that of
a C2 Ig-like fold. f)-strands A, B, and E form the 3-stranded f)-sheet while f)-strands C, D,
F, and G form the 4-stranded f)-sheet. The iron center is shown as a green sphere and is
connected by dotted lines to the general locations of its five, potentially six, ligands.

A

B
"

Glu 14 .

•

Fe
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Figure 2.4. Superposition of SOR (ye llow) and DFX domain II (darker purple) showing
the similarity between the folds (RMSD between 72 Co, atoms of SOR-OxLT and DFX
domain II is 1.3 A). Domain I of DFX, which contains a rubredoxin-Iike FeCys4 center, is
shown in light purple.
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Figure 2.5. (a) Superposition of subunits A (yellow) and B (green) of SOR in the
oxidized form. The two regions (Gly 9-Lys 15 and Gly 36-Pro 40) that differ between
the subunits are shown in a darker shade of their respective colors. (b) Stereoview of the
superposition of the iron centers of subunits A and B in oxidized SOR using the same
color scheme as in (a). Glu 14 is located on one of the flexible loop regions (shown in a
darker shade) which differ in conformation between subunits A and B. One result of this
conformational difference is that in subunit A, Glu 14 can act as a sixth ligand to the iron
whereas in subunit B, Glu 14 has moved -5 A away and as a result, no longer can act as a
sixth ligand.

A
9-15

B
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Figure 2.6. Dimelization interactions between subunits A (yellow) and C (blue) (the
same interactions are observed for subunits B and D). As in Figure 3, lighter colored 13strands cOITespond to the 3-stranded f3-sheet whereas darker colored f3-strands correspond
to the 4-stranded f3-sheet. (a) View of subunits A and C showing hydrogen bonds formed
between f3-strands D of the two subunits, resulting in the formation of an extended 8stranded anti parallel f3-sheet. (b) View upon rotation of the molecule by 180 0 about the
vertical axis in the plane of the paper, showing the direct and water-mediated hydrogen
bonds that are forrned between f3-strands E of the two subunits.

A

B
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Figure 2.7. (a) Stereoview of the octahedral six-coordinate iron center observed in two
(s ubunits A and C) of the four subunits of oxidized SOR. The iron, depicted as a green
sphere, is coordinated in the equatorial positions by His 16, His 41, His 47, and His 114,
and in the axial positions by Cys 1 j 1 and Glu 14. (b) Stereoview of the square
pyramidal five-coordinate iron center observed in two (subunits B and D) of the four
subunits of oxidized SOR as well as in all four subunits of reduced SOR. Glu 14 is no
longer a ligand to the iron as a result of the Gly 9-Lys 15 loop region being in a different
conformation in these subunits.
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Figure 2.8. Electrostatic potential map contoured from -15 kBT (red) to +15 kilT (blue)
showing the predominantly uncharged and relatively exposed environment of the iron
center in reduced SOR. Glu 14 and Lys 15 are the closest charged residues to the iron ,
depicted as a green sphere. This figure was created using GRASP (8).
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CHAPTER 3
Structure of a Thioredoxin-like [2Fe-2S] Ferredoxin
from Aquifex aeolicus *

* Adapted from

Yeh, A. P., Chatelet, C., Soltis, S. M., Kuhn, P., Meyer, J. , and Rees,
D. C. (2000) 1. Mol. BioI. 300,587-595.
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Abstract
The 2.3

A resolution

crystal structure of a [2Fe-2S] cluster-containing ferredoxin

from Aquifex aeolicus reveals a thioredoxin-like fold that is novel among iron-sulfur
proteins.

The [2Fe-2S] cluster is located near the surface of the protein , at a site

corresponding to that of the active site disulfide bridge in thioredoxin . The four cysteine
ligands are located near the ends of two surface loops. Two of these ligands can be
substituted by non-native cysteines introduced throughout a stretch of the polypeptide
chain that forms a protruding loop extending away from the cluster. The presence of
homologs of this fen'edoxin as components of more complex anaerobic and aerobic
electron transfer systems indicates that this is a versatile fold for biological redox
processes.
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Introduction
Proteins containing [2Fe-2S] clusters (1-3) participate in many important
biological processes associated with oxidation-reduction reactions of both aerobic and
anaerobic metabolism.

[2Fe-2S] clusters are commonly incorporated into proteins or

domains homologous to either the plant-type (4, 5) or the mammalian-type (6)
ferredoxins. Other protein folds are also known to accommodate binuclear iron-sulfur
clusters (1, 2); two of these have recently been structurally characterized in the Riesketype proteins (7) and in the aldehyde oxidoreductase from Desulfovibrio gigas (8).

The [2Fe-2S] ferredoxin from the anaerobe Clostridium pasteurianum (CpFd) (9)
has been recognized as distinct from the protein families outlined above on the basis of its
amino acid sequence (10) and the spectroscopic properties of its cluster (11). CpFd is
also distinguished by the ability of two of the cysteine ligands of the [2Fe-2S] cluster to
undergo extensive ligand swapping (J 1 -1 3), and the consequences of serine substitution
for the cysteine ligands have been detailed in this system (14-17) . While its biological
function is still unclear, CpFd has recently been shown to interact specifically with the
nitrogenase molybdenum-iron (MoFe) protein (18). Furthermore, an analysis of genomic
sequences (see, e.g., http://www.tigr.orgltdb) has revealed that homologs of CpFd are
pervasive throughout the currently sequenced genomes (Figure 3.1). The products of two
of these genes, one from the hyperthermophilic bacterium Aquifex aeolicus (Fd4; the
product of the fdx4 gene) (19) and the other from the nitrogen fixing bacterium

Azotobacter vinelandii (20), have recently been characterized (21, 22). Homologs have
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also been identified as components of complex redox systems, including subunits or
domains of hydrogenases (23, 24) and NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductases (complex Iof
respiratory chains) (23).

In view of the widespread occurrence of this protein

In

diverse organIsms,

including the apparent involvement in nitrogen fixation, we have determined the crystal
structure of the Fd4 [2Fe-2S] ferredoxin from A. aeolicus, a homolog to CpFd, to provide
a structural framework for addressing the properties of this unusual class of iron-sulfur
proteins.

Results and Discussion
Overall structure
Fd4 exists as a homodimer in the crystal structure (Figure 3.2ab), in agreement
with previous biochemical studies (21, 22, 25). The structure of the Fd4 monomer is
distinct from other structurally characterized [2Fe-2S] proteins (26). Consisting of five
I)-strands, two relatively long a-helices, and several additional short a- or 3 10 helices, Fd4
bears an intriguing similarity to the overall all) architecture of thioredoxin (27-29)
(Figure 3.3). The rmsd between 76 equivalent Ca atoms is 2.6

A,

despite only -7%

sequence identity. The first four I)-strands and the helices of Fd4 adopt a variation of the
thioredoxin fold motif, which is characterized as having an N-terminal I)al) motif and a
C-term inal I)l)a motif connected to each other by a third helix . Fd4 also contains a fifth
I)-strand that extends one edge of the thioredoxin fold, so that the overall I)-strand order
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from N- to C-terminus is 2-1-3-4-5, with strands 3 and 5 anti parallel to the other three
strands (Figure 3.2c).

The two noncrystallographic symmetry related subunits of Fd4 are nearly identical
(nnsd of 0.81

A between 109 Co. atoms), with the notable exception of two regions. One

region which differs between the two subunits is the extended surface loop connecting
strand 1 to a-helix 1.

This region, which displays an rmsd of 1.9

A in

p-

Fd4, was

previously found through site-directed mutagenesis experiments to be deletable in CpFd.
Deletions of variable lengths (3 to 14 residues) in the region spanning residues 16-30 in
CpFd can be tolerated without significant destabilization of the protein (12). It is worth
noting that the length of this surface loop (-11 residues) is considerably longer than that
of the corresponding loops (-1-5 residues) in other thioredoxin-fold containing proteins
(30).

Another difference between the two NCS-related subunits is the region spanning

residues 35 through 47, which display an rmsd of 1.1

A.

As a result of this small

difference, the secondary structure of this region in subunit A is a 3 10 helix while in
subunit 8 it is an a-helix.

The dimer interactions between the two subunits are mediated by twofold
symmetric hydrogen bonds between the (32 strands as well as by predominantly apolar
contacts involving the sidechains of Phe 3, His 5, Phe 7, Val 49, Pro 52, Gly 54, Tyr 68,
Gly 104, Lys 105, and Pro 106. Approximately 810

A2 surface area per subunit is buried

at this interface, as calculated with the program GRASP (31).

The center-to-center
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distance between the two [2Fe-2Sl clusters in the dimer is -21

A,

which is consistent

with the absence of magnetic interactions observed in the EPR and Mossbauer spectra of
the reduced protei n (1 1, 14, IS).

[2Fe-2SJ cluster

As illustrated in Figure 3.2, the [2Fe-2Sl cluster resides on the periphery of each
subunit between two loop regions: the loop between [3-strand 1 and a-helix 1 and the loop
between [3-strands 2 and 3. The cluster is coordinated by the sidechains of Cys 9 and Cys
22 (liganded to Fe-l of the cluster) and Cys 55 and Cys 59 (liganded to Fe-2). These
observations confirm the ligand assignments previously established for CpFd (11) . Fe-2
is the more solvent accessible of the two irons, which is consistent with the suggestion
that the iron coordinated by Cys 55 and Cys 59 is more reducible (1 I , 14, 16) and hence
is likely to be near the sUlface, as in plant-type ferredoxins (5).
distances of < 3.8

A, possible hydrogen

With average N-S

bonds to the cluster sulfides are between the N81

atom of Arg 13 and S I, between the amide hydrogen of Cys 22 and S 1, and between S2
and the amide hydrogens of Met 56, Asn 57, Ala 58, and Cys 59 (Figure 3.4a).
Spectroscopic differences between plant-type and Fd4-type ferredoxins (25), including
the valence-delocalized S=9/2 (14, IS) and S=1I2 (17) ground spin states of the reduced
C56S and C60S variants of CpFd, likely reflect structural differences that cannot be

distinguished at the present resolution of the structure.
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Sill1ilariry to thioredoxin
Aside from the similarity in overall fold between Fd4 and thioredoxin, it is also
interesting to note that two of the cysteine ligands of Fd4 (Cys9 and Cys22) occur in
positions similar to those of the active site cysteines in thioredoxin (27-29) (Figure 3.3).
This particular placement of cysteines in the region between /3-strand I and a-helix I of
the thioredoxin fold appears to be a relatively common theme, as other previously
determined structures containing thioredoxin folds also have catalytically important
residues located in these positions (30). Interestingly, thioredoxin has been adopted as a
protein design platform for incorporating novel metallocenters into proteins (32-35), and
one of these designs has resulted in the incorporation of a mononuclear iron-sulfur center
at the active site disulfide bridge of thioredoxin (36).

In addition to the similar positioning of cysteines within the thioredoxin fold,
another feature which Fd4 shares with a number of proteins in the thioredoxin
superfamily is the existence of a cis-proline (Pro 63 in Fd4) between the second helix and
/3-strand 3. Analyses of the structures of the complexes of glutaredoxin and glutathione
S-transferase and their substrate, glutathione, have shown that this conserved cis-proline
forms a number of significant interactions with the glutathione (37-39). Although a cisproline residue is not strictly conserved in the ferredoxin family (Figure 3.1), whether cisPro 63 plays a significant role in protein or substrate binding in Fd4 still remains to be
determined.
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The thioredoxin-like structure reported here is a novelty among iron-sulfur
proteins. The addition of Fd4 to the set of proteins assuming the thioredoxin fold, which
previously encompassed five classes (30), plus the recent addition of peroxiredoxin (40)
and calsequestrin (41), raises new issues regarding the evolution of the thioredoxin fold
and also reveals that thioredoxins and iron-sulfur proteins are not only functionally (42),
but also, to at least some extent, structurally related.

Ligand substitutions at the {2Fe-2SJ cluster

A variety of molecular variants were prepared to establish the substitution patterns
of ligands to the [2Fe-2Sl active site of CpFd (11-13) which can now be interpreted in
light of the crystal structure (Figure 3.4b). Cys 24 (Cys 22 in Fd4), when mutated into
serine or alanine, can be replaced as a cluster ligand by introducing a Cys at position 14
(Asp 12 in Fd4), which is spatially adjacent. Furthermore, the ability of Cys 24 to be
replaced as a ligand of the [2Fe-2Sl cluster by another cysteine introduced in positions 16
to 26 of CpFd is consistent with the location of these residues in the protruding loop and
by the high affinity of thiolate ligands for Fe-S clusters (2. 43). Replacement of the Cys
60 ligand (Cys 59 in Fd4), when mutated into alanine, by a cysteine introduced in
position 21 (19 in Fd4) was initially more puzzling (13), but this behavior is consistent
with the relative proximity of the relevant residues .

It is also of interest to revisit the various consequences of the cysteine to serine
mutations in CpFd (11-13. 16). In summary, mutations to serines of cysteine ligands
which are located on the short loop region (i.e., Cys 55 and 59 in Fd4) were found not to
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perturb protein stability whereas mutations of the other two cysteine ligands resulted in
instability of the protein. The C56S and C60S variants of CpFd (Cys 55 and 59 in Fd4)
were relatively stable, and had similar properties indicative of serine ligation .

Both

ligands occur on a short, solvent exposed loop that is presumably constrained enough to
stabili ze the less favorable serine ligation, but of sufficient flexibility to allow the
displacements required by the shortening (from 2.3 to 1.8-2.0

A)

(44, 45) of the iron-

ligand bond. The CIIS variant (Cys 9 in Fd4) displayed features suggestive of serine
ligation, but was too unstable to be satisfactorily characterized (11). The structure shows
that this cysteine is the most buried inside the protein and hence most likely constrained.
The instability of the CIIS variant may reflect the increased constraints that make it
difficult to accommodate the sulfur-to-oxygen substitution.

In contrast, attempts to

introduce seri ne ligation at the Cys24 (Cys22 in Fd4) site have remained unsuccessful
(1i-13), probably because the polypeptide chain in this region is too flexible to enforce

serine coordination. As a result, serine is either replaced as a ligand by a nearby cysteine
(in a similar fashion as in A. vinelandii fen'edoxin I, where cysteine ligand swapping is
also preferred over serine ligation (46» or possibly by a solvent molecule if no cysteine is
available.

illteraction with nitrogenase MoFe protein
CpFd has been shown to interact specifically with the nitrogenase MoFe-protein
(18). The functional meaning of this interaction has not yet been elucidated, and since A.

aeolicus is not a nitrogen fixer, Fd4 cannot be expected to undergo a similar interaction.
The structural model discussed here may, nevertheless, be used for a better understanding
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of the interaction between CpFd and the MoFe protein, and even more so since residues
involved in this interaction have been identified on CpFd by site-directed mutagenesis,
namely Glu 31, Glu 34 and Glu 38 (corresponding to Glu 29, Gin 32, and Glu 36,
respectively, in Fd4). These residues are located on three successive turns on the external
face of helix 26-41. The twofold related residues are positioned -20-25

A apart,

along

the base of the saddle (Fig. 2b) formed between the protruding loops of each subunit in
the dimer. A complete mapping of the surface of the CpFd is currently being performed
and wi II be presented later.

Similarity with the NuoE subunit of NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase

The thioredoxin-like protein fold exhibited by Fd4 occurs in numerous proteins
and complexes, as shown by the growing body of sequence data. In addition to the
homologs from C. pasteurianum and A. vinelandii (22), similar domains or subunits
occur in hydrogenases (23, 24) and in complex I (NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase) of
aerobic respiratory chains (23, 47). Because the sequences of the former are all similar
to one another, the following discussion will be restricted to the NuoE subunit of complex
1(47).

The

most

extensively characterized

NuoE

subunit

is

from

Paracoccus

denitrificans (47), whose sequence has been included in the alignment shown in Figure

3.1, together with the sequence of the putative NuoE from A. aeolicus (19). Both NuoE
subunits contain 80- to 90-residue N-terminal extensions, and in the case of the P.
denitrificans NuoE subunit, a C-terminal extension is also present. The most extensive
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regions of sequence simi larity occur in sequence blocks that encompass the cluster
ligands and the core of the thioredoxin fold.

The sequence alignment also highlights

structural differences between the two types of proteins, particularly in the loop
connecting the first two cysteine ligands, in the C-terminal regions, and in the long Nterminal extension in the NuoE subunits. These alterations may reflect the requirement
for NuoE to be integrated into complex I in association with a number of other subunits.

The thioredoxin-like protein fold described here for the [2Fe-2S] Fd4 occurs in a
fairly large group of proteins which may be split into two subfamilies. One of these
includes short (-100 residues) dimeric proteins (from C. pasteurianum, A. vinelandii, A.

aeolieus, and probably others, see ref. 20) that have a protruding surface loop near the
cluster site. The second subfamily is characterized by longer polypeptide chains (160-240
residues) that are domains of larger proteins or subunits of complexes, in particular
hydrogenases and complex I (23, 24). Aside from the NuoE subunit, other subunits of
complex I have also been found to be homologous to proteins of known structure. For
instance, the NuoI subunit of complex I is homologous to bacterial [4Fe-4S] ferredoxins
(48), and the N-terminal domain of the NuoG subunit (19) (containing one [2Fe-2S] and
either two or three [4Fe-4S] clusters) is homologous to the N-terminal domain of
C. pasteuriallum hydrogenase I (49). Models are thus available for the polypeptide folds

around the two [2Fe-2S] and the four to five [4Fe-4S] clusters of complex I, which
represent a sizable proportion of the eight to nine iron-sulfur clusters present in this
complex (23). These structural models may be anticipated to be helpful in mapping the
positions of subunits in f0l1hcoming lower resolution structures of complex I (50), in a
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similar fashion as recently reported for the ribosome structure (51). More generally, the
increasing number of structurally characterized protein subunits or domains that are
common to aerobic respiratory chains and to anaerobic enzymes confirms the existence of
extensive bridges connecting aerobic and anaerobic electron transfer systems, and are
expected to shed light on the evolution of energy transducing complexes.

Materials and Methods
Crystallization
The [2Fe-2S] ferredoxin from A. aeolicus (product of the fd.x4 gene) (19) was
purified as described previously (21). Crystals of Fd4 for data collection were prepared
under anaerobic conditions by the sitting drop vapor diffusion method, using 2 /.!I of -11
mglml Fd4 in 10 mM Tris-HCI buffer at pH 8.0 and 0.2 M NaCI and 2 /.!I of reservoir
solution equilibrated against a reservoir solution containing 1.6 M (NI-4hS04, 4-5 % pdioxane, and 100 mM 2-(N-morpholino)-ethane sulfonic acid at pH 6.5. Crystals belong
to the space group P4 12 12 (a

= b = 68.1 A, and c = 102.5 A), with two Fd4 subunits in the

asymmetric unit.

Data collection, structure determination, and refinement
Crystals were cryoprotected by transferring them to a precipitant solution,
whereupon glycerol was gradually added in 5% increments to the solution until the
glycerol concentration reached 20% (v/v).

Crystals were then flash-cooled at liquid

nitrogen temperatures. Multi-wavelength anomalous dispersion (MAD) diffraction data
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were collected under cryogenic temperatures at beamline 9-2 at the Stanford Synchrotron

Radiation Laboratory on an Area Detector Systems Corp. (ADSC) Quantum-4 CCD
detector controlled by the distributed control system software BLU-ICE (Beam Line
Unification in an Integrated Control Environment) (Table 3.1).

Based on the x-ray

fluorescence spectrum measured from a single crystal , one data set to 2.3
and three data sets to 2.6

A resolution

A resolution

were collected at four different wavelengths near

the iron K absorption edge (Table 3. 1).

Data sets were processed and scaled using

DENZO and SCALEPACK (52) . The positions of the two iron-sulfur clusters in the
asymmetric unit were determined using SOLVE (53) and used to calculate phases to 3.0

A resolution

using MLPHARE (54) (Table 3.1). The initial electron density map allowed

the tracing of residues 3-107 and the [2Fe-2S1 cluster of subunit A and all 110 residues
and the [2Fe-2S1 cluster of subunit B. Geometrical parameters of the [2Fe-2S1 cluster
were restrained throughout refinement. Multiple rounds of refinement using CNS (55)
and model rebuilding using 0 (56) resulted in a final R-factor and R-free (calculated from
a test set with 7.5 % of all reflections) of 22.5 % and 27 .0%, respectively. The final Fd4
model contains two subunits (residues 1- 109 for subunit A and residues 1-110 for subunit
B containing 1693 protein atoms), two [2Fe-2S1 clusters, 70 water molecules, and two
glycerol molecules, for a total of 1783 atoms. The model displays good stereochemistry,
with r.m.s. deviations in bond lengths and angles of 0.013

A

and 1.53 degrees,

respectively. The average temperature factors for the protein main-chain, side-chain ,
solvent, and glycerol atoms are 52.7, 54.1 , 62.6, and 81.2

A2,

respectively.

In the

Ramachandran plot, as calculated with PROCHECK (57), 87.4% of the residues are in
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the most favored regions, 12.0% of the residues are in additionally allowed regions, and
0.6% of the residues are in generously allowed regions.

RCSB Protein Data Bank accession code

The atomic coordinates of Fd4 have been deposited with the Protein Data Bank at
the Research Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics under the accession code lF37.
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Figure 3.1. Sequence alignment of Fd4 with [2Fe-2S] fetTedoxins from C. pasleurianum
(10) and A. vinelandii (22), and the NUDE subunits of complex I from P. denilrijicans (47)
and A. aeolicus (19). For simplicity, the sequences of only portions of the NuoE subunits
from P. denilrijicans (239 residues) and A. aeolicus (160 residues) that are homologous
to the [2Fe-2S] fen'edoxins are shown. Sequences were aligned using CLUSTALW (58).
The secondary structure elements of Fd4, determined using PROCHECK (57), are
indicated above the alignment. Cysteine ligands of the [2Fe-2S] clusters are highlighted
in blue while other conserved residues between Fd4 and the other proteins are highlighted
In orange.
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Figure 3.2. (a) Ribbons diagram representation of the homodimeric arrangement of Fd4.
Subunits A (green) and B (purple) are shown with their respective [2Fe-2S] clusters
represented by ball-and-stick models. Iron and sulfur atoms of the clusters are colored
green and yellow, respectively. (b) View upon rotation of the Fd4 homodimer by 90 0
about the vertical axis in the plane of the paper, highlighting the separation between the
two [2Fe-2S] clusters and also illustrating the saddle formed by the two long surface
loops. (c) Stereoview of a monomer of Fd4 in gradient coloration from the N- (blue) to
the C-tellllinus (red). The [2Fe-2S] cysteine ligands are shown in magenta.
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Figure 3.3. Stereoview of the superposition of Anabaena thioredoxin-2 (orange) (29)
and a monomer of Fd4 (green), showing the similarity between the folds. In addition to
the similarity of the overall folds, two of the [2Fe-2S] cysteine ligands, Cys 9 and Cys 22
(shown in a darker shade of green), in Fd4 are positioned near the two active site
cysteines of thioredoxin-2, Cys 32 and Cys 35 (shown in a darker shade of orange).
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Figure 3.4. (a) Stereoview of the immediate environment around the [2Fe-2S] cluster.
The color scheme for the [2Fe-2S] cluster is the same as in Fig. 2. Potential hydrogen
bonds between the cluster sulfide S I atom and the amide nitrogen of Cys 22 and the
guanidinium group of Arg 13 and between the cluster sulfide S2 atom and the amide
nitrogens of Met 56, Asn 57, Ala 58, and Cys 59 are shown as dotted lines. (b)
Stereoview of the [2Fe-2S] cluster and nearby residues corresponding to ones in CpFd
which, when replaced by cysteine, can serve as alternative ligands to the [2Fe-2S] cluster.
Cys 22 and Cys 59, the two cysteine ligands which can be replaced (Cys 24 and Cys 60
in CpFd), are shown in cyan. Cysteines introduced into the polypeptide chain between
residues 14 to 24 (represented in pUIVle) can serve as a cluster ligand in place of Cys 24,
while a cysteine substituted for Gin 19 (pink) can replace Cys 60 as a ligand.
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CHAPTER 4
High-resolution Crystal Structures of the Wild Type and
Cys55Ser and Cys59Ser Variants of the Thioredoxin-like
[2Fe-2S] Ferredoxin from Aquifex aeolicus
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Abstract
The [2Fe-2S] ferredoxin (Fd4) from Aquifex aeolicus adopts a thioredoxin-like
polypeptide fold that is distinct from other [2Fe-2S] ferredoxins. Crystal structures of the
Cys55Ser (C55S) and Cys59Ser (C59S) variants of this protein have been determined to
1.25

A and 1.05 A resolution, respectively, while the resolution of the wild type (WT)

has been extended to 1.5

A.

The improved WT structure provides a detailed description

of the [2Fe-2S] cluster, and in particular, two features that have not been previously noted
in any [2Fe-2S] cluster containing protein, namely, a pronounced distortion in the
cysteine coordination and a Ca-H-Sy hydrogen bond between cluster ligands Cys55 and
Cys9. These features may contribute to the unusual electronic and magnetic properties of
the [2Fe-2S] clusters in WT and variants of this ferredoxin . The polypeptide chains
surrounding the cysteine ligands are located at the base of a prominently protruding loop
and are endowed with very different f1exibilities . The structures of the two variants of
Fd4, in which single cysteine ligands to the [2Fe-2S] cluster are replaced by serine,
establish the metric details of serine-ligated Fe-S active sites with unprecedented
accuracy. Both the cluster and its surrounding protein matrix change in subtle ways to
accommodate this ligand substitution, particularly in terms of distortions of the Fe2S2
inorganic core from planarity and displacements of the polypeptide chain. These highresolution structures illustrate how the interactions between polypeptide chains and Fe-S
active sites reflect combinations of flexibility and rigidity on the part of both partners;
these themes are also evident in more complex systems, as exemplified by changes
associated with serine ligation of the nitrogenase P-c1uster.
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Introduction
The low potential iron-sulfur (Fe-S) electron carriers known as ferredoxins (Fds)
are composed of three distinct classes. the [3Fe-4S]/[4Fe-4S] bacterial-type Fds. the
plant- and mammalian-type [2Fe-2S] Fds. and the thioredoxin-like [2Fe-2S] Fds (1). The
first two classes were discovered nearly forty years ago (2, 3) and have since been
characterized in considerable detail. including by high-resolution X-ray crystallography
(4, 5). The third class of Fd is more sparsely distributed and. therefore. has not been as
thoroughly investigated (1). The best characterized members of that group are [2Fe-2S]
Fds from the bacteria Clostridium pasteurianum (6). Azotobacter vinelandii (7). and
Aquifex aeolicus (8). The high similarity between these proteins allows for easy transfer
of structural information among them.

For instance. many properties of molecular

variants of C. pasteurianum [2Fe-2S] Fd (6. 9, 10) could be rationalized from the crystal
structure of A. aeolicus Fd4 (11).

The latter structure revealed the unexpected

thioredoxin-like fold of these Fds and confirmed that they are distinct from the other two
ferredoxin classes (1). While that structure uncovered a novel fold among Fe-S proteins.
the resolution (2.3

A)

was not among the highest currently reported (ca. 1

A)

for

metalloenzymes. Indeed. such high-resolution structures are of utmost interest as they
bring forth precise geometries of metal sites (4) and may allow description of redox
transitions (5).

Additional efforts have therefore been made. both on wild type

thioredoxin-like Fds and on several of the molecular variants that were produced over the
years (6, 10, 12). with the aim of improving the crystallographic data.
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In some modified forms of C. pasteurianum Fd, cysteine ligands of the Fe-S
cluster were replaced by serine (9, 13). In their reduced [2Fe-2St level, these serineligated active sites were found to assume a delocalized mixed-valence state having a
ground spin state of 9/2 (14, 15). This unprecedented occurrence in binuclear iron-sulfur
clusters has stimulated experimental and theoretical work (16, 17). The development of
these investigations has been hampered, however, by the absence of structural data on
serine-ligated [2Fe-2S] active sites and their environment. Since only the Fd from A.
aeolicus has been crystallized, we have repeated in that protein amino-acid substitutions
previously performed on C. pasteurianum Fd, and produced the Cys55Ser and Cys59Ser
variants that contain serine-ligated [2Fe-2S] clusters. We report here, for both of these
variants as well as wild type protein, high-resolution structures that provide a wealth of
information on the protein fold and metal site of thioredoxin-like Fds, as well as metric
details of unprecedented accuracy for serine-ligated Fe-S clusters in proteins.

Results and Discussion
Wild type Fd4, overall structure
The WT and serine substituted forms of Fd4 analyzed in this study were
crystallized in a monoclinic space group, C2, that is distinct from the original tetragonal
form solved at 2.3

A resolution (11).

All three structures reported in this paper crystallize

isomorphously in this new space group, although three different crystallization conditions
were employed (see Materials and Methods), which are also distinct from the conditions
used in the initial structure determination .
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As observed originally, the current structure of WT Fd4 determined at 1.5

A.

resolution exists as a homodimer, with each monomer adopting a thioredoxin-like fold
(Figure 4.1). The two noncrystallographic symmetry related subunits are nearly identical,
with an rmsd of 0.27

A.

between 10 I Ca atoms. As a consequence of the differences in

crystal packing between the original and present WT structures, the two monomers in the
Fd4 dimer undergo a slight rigid body shift relative to each other (Figure 4 .1). With the
A subunits of both WT forms superimposed, the shift in subunit B of the new WT form
relative to that of the old form can be quantitatively characterized as a 3.8 0 rotation about
an axis oriented _74 0 from the twofold rotation axis that relates subunits in a dimer. The
axis about which this 3.8 0 rotation occurs passes near residue Thr B53, which along with
Pro B52, Gly B54, and the corresponding residues in subunit A, form a short stretch of
anti parallel ~-sheet that stabilizes the dimer interface. As a result of this change in dimer
packing, the hydrogen bonding geometries of residues in this anti parallel arrangement of
~-strands

are slightly modified.

Since cluster ligand Cys 55 is adjacent to this region, it

is possible that these changes in subunit-subunit packing could provide a mechanism for
coupling the oligomeric conformation of the protein to changes in cluster environment.
The differences in crystal interactions are also reflected in changes in conformations in
two flexible loop regions spanning residues 13-20 and residues 39-46 (Figure 4 .1), which
are also near cluster ligands (Cys 9 and 22). Finally, several residues at the polypeptide
chain ends (residues B 1-2 and 104-110 of both subunits), which were ordered in the
lower resolution structure, are disordered in the high-resolution structure.
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Wild type Fd4, iron-sulfur cluster

The [2Fe-2S] cluster, which resides near the surface of each monomer, is
coordinated by four cysteines, with Cys9 and Cys22 ligating Fel and the more solventexposed Cys55 and Cys59 ligating Fe2. At the resolution of the current study, it was
possible to conduct the refinement without restraining the cluster geometry, resulting in
geometrical values for the cluster geometry that are both more accurate and also less
biased than in the previous WT model (Table 4.3).

As an idealized reference point, a [2Fe-2S] cluster coordinated by four sulfhydryl
groups may be regarded as a framework that consists of two edge-sharing tetrahedral Fe
sites and that exhibits overall D2h symmetry. The central part of this structure is a planar
Fe2S2 inorganic core. The geometries of real clusters, observed in both model compounds
and in proteins, generally reflect this expectation, although deviations from this
idealization are evident (18). Table 4.4 lists the average stereochemical parameters (bond
distances and angles) observed in [2Fe-2S] clusters of proteins refined at high-resolution.
A notable deviation from the idealized symmetry is the nonplanarity of the Fe2S2 core in
these proteins structures, which can be characterized by the average absolute value of
-175" for the Fe-S-S-Fe torsion angle, where 180° would correspond to exact planarity.
For further comparison, the Fe2S2 unit present in [4Fe-4S] clusters is significantly more
distorted than in [2Fe-2S] clusters, with an average value for this torsion angle of only
162.0° (19). The pronounced puckering of this unit in [4Fe-4S] clusters primarily reflects
a more compressed Fe-S-Fe angle (71.7"), although the S-Fe-S angle is also slightly
enlarged to 105.6° in [4Fe-4S] clusters rel ative to [2Fe-2S] clusters.
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Bond distances and angles involving the [2Fe-2S] core of WT Fd4 are generally
in good agreement with those observed in well-refined structures (Tables 4.1 and 4.2),
with the exception of two pronounced outliers: (i) the relatively small Cys55 Sy-Fe2Cys59 Sy bond angle and (ii) the long Cys55 Sy-Fe2 bond. These peculiarities of the
[2Fe-2S] active site of A. aeolicus Fd4 may contribute to the spectroscopic idiosyncrasies
of this class of [2Fe-2S] proteins (1, 9). The Cys55 Sy-Fe2-Cys59 Sy angle averages

90S in the two crystallographically independent subunits of WT Fd4, which is
significantly smaller than the average Cys9 Sy-Fe2-Cys22 Sy angle of 104.6' observed
in the same structure and the consensus value of 105.1 ' observed in other well-refined
[2Fe-2S] protein structures (Table 4.4).

These latter values are close to the value of

109.5' expected for ideal tetrahedral coordination . The more compressed Cys55 Sy-Fe2Cys59 Sy angle has not previously been observed in other well-refined ferredoxins with
Cys ligands, but is similar to the His N&-Fe-His NO bond angles of -94' observed in
Rieske type [2Fe-2S] clusters (20, 21) .

The other salient difference in cluster geometry involves the Cys55 Sy-Fe2 bond,
which is longer on average by -0.06

A than the other three Fe-Sy bonds (Table 4.3).

The

residues around Cys55 are well defined and appear to be relatively rigid, as reflected by
the lower average temperature factors in this region (14.9

A2

A2 for

residues 53-57 vs. 21.4

for all protein atoms). This, in tum, may reflect the varying degree to which the

cluster ligands are hydrogen bonded (Fig. 2). As indicated in Table 4.5, the Sy atom of
Cys55 forms hydrogen bonds with both the side chain of Arg13 and the backbone amide
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nitrogen of Asn57.

In contrast, the Sy atoms of the other three cysteine ligands form

longer hydrogen bonds with either only one residue and/or solvent molecules.

The

greater structural rigidity surrounding Cys55 may also be reflected in the distortion of the
peptide bond torsion angles
and Ala58, whose

0)

(0)

of the residues in this region, particularly Thr53, Met56,

torsion angles are on average 166.0°, 171.8°, and 189.1 °,

respectively (2.4, 1.4, and 1.6 standard deviations from the ideal value of 180°). With an
average Fel-SI-S2-Fe2 torsion angle of -173', the extent of non planarity of the [2Fe-2S]
cluster in WT Fd4 is comparable to those observed in other well-refined [2Fe-2S] protein
structures.

An unusual interaction between the cluster ligands in Fd4 is the probable
formation of a Ca-H-Sy hydrogen bond between the Cys55 Ca-H and Cys9 Sy (Figure
4.3). Such an interaction has not been previously described to our knowledge in [2Fe-2S]
cluster containing proteins . This interaction is identified on the basis of the Cys55 Ca Cys 9 Sy and the Cys55 Ca-H-Cys 9 Sy distances of 3.6

A and 2.7 A, respectively, with

a Ca-H-Sy angle of 149'. For the purposes of this calculation, hydrogen positions were
generated with the CCP4 program HGEN (22).

Identification of this interaction as a

hydrogen bond is consistent with the criteria used to identify potential Ca-H-O
hydrogen bonds (a Ca-H-O distance of 2.7

A (23) which does not take into account the

increased van der Waals radius of S relative to 0). For this interaction to occur, the
Cys55 Ca must be positioned over the [2Fe-2S] cluster, with the hydrogen directed
towards the Sy ligand (Cys 9) of the adjacent iron. Examination of the [2Fe-2S] cluster
containing proteins used in the analysis for Table 4.6, as well as of [4Fe-4S] cluster
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containing proteins described in (19), suggests that there are two related side chain
conformations that can potentially achieve this interaction. These may be defined in
terms of three torsion angles: XI, the N-Ca-C[3-Sy angle, X2, which describes the Ca-C[3Sy-Fe angle, and X3, which describes the C[3-Sy-Fe-S angle. Since there are either two or
three cluster sulfides that can be used to define this latter angle, for [2Fe-2S] and [4Fe-4S]
clusters, respectively, the convention that will be used is to adopt the angle whose
absolute value is closest to 0·. With these definitions, the side chain conformations that
place the ligand Ca over the ring are (XI, X2, X3) -(180·, 60· , 30·) and (-60·, -60· , -30·);
the positions of the Ca, C[3 and Sy atoms for these two conformations are related by a
mirror plane that passes through the two Fe sites, perpendicular to the Fe2S2 plane. The
firs t sol ution corresponds to that observed for Cys55 of Fd4, while the latter is observed
in [4Fe-4S] cluster containing proteins such as HiPIPs (Figure 4.3b). In the latter case,
however, the Ca-H-Sy bond cannot be formed because the significant pucker in the
Fe2S2 moiety of [4Fe-4S] clusters leads to an increase of the Ca-Sy distance to -5.3

A,

a

separation which is too great for this interaction to occur.

With the exception of the Ca-H-Sy interaction just described, the hydrogenbonding network in the [2Fe-2S] cluster environment of Fd4 (Table 4 .6) is altogether not
unlike that occurring in plant-type Fds (5, 24), which assume otherwise totally different
protein folds . It is interesting to note that in both cases the Sy atoms of the cysteine
li gands of the more reducible Fe are collectively involved in a larger number of hydrogen
bonds than the cysteine ligands of the less reducible Fe. The ligands of the more
reducible Fe are those closest to the N-terminus in plant-type Fds (Cys41 and Cys46; (5»
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while they are those closest to the C-terminus in A. aeolicus Fd4 (C55 and C59; (9, 14)).
In both cases, however, the more reducible Fe is the one nearer to the solvent. Also, as
noted in the Anabaena [2Fe-2S] ferredoxin (5), the Fe-S bond lengths involving the more
solvent exposed Fe tend to be slightly longer than those to the buried site (Table 4.4). In
addition, the hydrogen bonding network in Fd4 does not appear to remain static. Arg\3
in one of the subunits in the current WT Fd4 structure, for example, has been modeled as
adopting two different conformations:

one in which its guanidino moiety can form a

hydrogen to Cys59 Sy and another in which the group is far enough removed such that no
hydrogen bond to Cys59 Sy occurs.

Moreover, Arg\3 in the former conformation

appears to shield the [2Fe-2S] cluster from the solvent. Indeed, in the C55S and C59S
structures, Argl3 has been modeled in the second conformation, and a water molecule
appears to hydrogen bond to Cys59 Sy instead of the guanidino nitrogen of Arg13. It is
conceivable, therefore, that the apparent flexibility of the Arg\3 side chain may playa
role in the physiological function of Fd4.

Structural effects o/the cysteine to serine substitutions
Previous spectroscopic characterizations of the C56S and C60S variants of the
homologous

[2Fe-2S]

ferredoxin

from

Clostridium pasteurianum

revealed

that

substitution of the cysteine with a serine at either of these positions resulted in stable
protein with serine-coordinated [2Fe-2S] clusters (9, 13). The high-resolution crystal
structures of the corresponding C55S (1.25

A)

and C59S (1.05

A)

mutated forms in

Aquifex aeolicus confirms this seline coordination, and furthermore, allows the
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consequences of this serine substitution on the [2Fe-2S] cluster geometry to be accurately
assessed.

The overall structures of both C55S and C59S Fd4 are nearly identical to that of
the WT structure of Fd4 at 1.5

A resolution

(Figure 4.1).

corresponding subunits A and B of WT and C55S are 0.17
C59S are 0.18

A and 0.23 A.

The rmsd's between the

A and 0.16 A and of WT and

Whi Ie there are no gross perturbations between the mutant

and WT structures, there are subtle differences in the cluster geometry and its local
environment resulting from the cysteine to serine substitutions. For all three structures,
the distances and angles pertaining to the [2Fe-2S] cluster and hydrogen bonds involving
the cluster are provided in Tables 4.1 and 4 .3.

As expected, the overall geometry of the cluster in both mutated forms is very
similar to that of WT Fd4, with the most pronounced differences being the shorter length
of the Fe2-Oy bond in both variants compared to that of the Fe-Sy bond in WT (Figure
4.4a,b). The average Fe2-Oy distance is 1.99

A in C55S and

average length of the Fe-Sy bonds in WT Fd4 is 2.31

A.

1.94

A in C59S, whereas the

The Fe-O bond lengths in these

structures are comparable to those seen in the structures of an Anabaena [2Fe-2S]
ferredoxin in which one of the cysteine ligands, Cys49, was substituted with a serine (25)
(PDB ill IQOA; avg. Fe-O bond length of 1.91

A)

as well as of C. pasteurianum

rubredoxin in which one of the iron ligands, Cys42, was substituted with a serine (26)
(PDB ill IBE7; Fe-O bond length of 1.94
than the value of 2.16

A reported

A (27).

These bonds, however, are shorter

for the Fe-O bond observed in the structure of a
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Cys77Ser ligand exchanged form of the C. vinosum [4Fe-4S] high potential iron protein
(Hi PIP) (28). The relatively longer Fe-O bond length observed in that structure was
speculated to result from the structural rigidity of the polypeptide backbone. Aside from
the shorter Fe-O bond length, also associated with the substitution of Ser Oy for Cys Sy is
an increase of _6_9" in the Oy-Fe-Sy angle relative to the compressed values observed for
the corresponding Cys55 Sy-Fe-Cys59 Sy angle in WT (Table 4.4). In the Cys49Ser
variant of the Anabaena ferredoxin (25), an increase in the Oy-Fe-Sy angle of -+T on
average was observed relative to the native Sy-Fe-Sy value (5), while changes from _-4 0
to +5" in the three Oy-Fe-Syangles relative to the corresponding Sy-Fe-Sy angles were
observed (27) in the Cys42Ser variant of C. pasteurianum rubredoxin (26).

Accommodation of the cysteine to seri ne substitution in both C55S and C59S is
facilitated by structural changes in the protein backbone/side chain , as well as the
inorganic iron-sulfur core itself. The main displacements are those of the Oy and Fe2
atoms towards each other, as well as a somewhat lesser movement of the Sy atom of the
other Fe2 ligand, which follows the movement of the Fe. The details of these structural
changes in each case (C55S and C59S) differ, however, most likely as a result of the
different flexibility of the polypeptide chain near each of these cysteine residues. In the
case of C55S, adaptation to the substitution occurs primarily through movement of the
Ser55 Oy atom towards the iron-sulfur core (Figure 4.5a,b). As seen in Table 4.6, which
lists the positional shifts of cluster and ligand atoms between the structures, the Ser55 Oy
atom shifts by -0.64

A rel ative to the position of the corresponding Cys55

Sy atom in the
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WT structure. In contrast, there is little movement (:s - 0. 12

A) of the CI3, Ca., and other

backbone atoms of Ser55 relative to those of the native Cys55. There is also a -0.2

A

shift of Fe2 towards the Ser 55 Oy atom to which it is coordinated. As a result, the
distortion from planarity of the [2Fe-2SJ core is even more pronounced than in WT
(Figure 4.5), as reflected by the average Fel-SI-S2-Fe2 torsion angle of -171 °, compared
to the WT value of -173·. Other changes in the cluster geometry include a decrease of
-0.04

A in

the Fel-Fe2 distance that is associated with changes of -+1 · and -2· in the

average S-Fe-S and Fe-S-Fe angles, respectively (Tables 4.1 and 4.2).

The third

structural change that arises from the Cys55Ser mutation involves Cys 59, the other Fe2
ligand. As a result of the slight movement of Fe2 towards Ser55, Cys59 is pulled towards
Fe2 in order to maintain an Fe2-Sy bond length of -2.3

A.

It is interesting to note,

however, that unlike Ser55, where only the side chain atoms are primarily shifted,
movement of Cys59 involves both its side chain as well as its backbone atoms (Figure
4.5a,b, Table 4.6). Relative to the corresponding atoms in the WT structure, the Co. and
Sy atoms of Cys59 in the C55S fOlm have shifted 0.23

A and

0.25

A,

respectively,

towards Fe2. The greater degree to which Cys59 is structurally perturbed compared to
Ser55, particularly in terms of movement of the backbone atoms, highlights the
apparently greater structural rigidity in the region surrounding residue 55.

The main structural perturbations resulting from the C59S mutation, as with C55S,
also involve residues 55, 59, and Fe2 of the inorganic core. The shorter Fe-O bond in the
C59S structure is accommodated by the movement of Ser59 and Fe2 towards each other
(Figure 4.4a,b). Relative to the corresponding atoms in the WT structure (i.e., Cys59 Co.
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and Sy), the Ca and Oy atoms of SerS9 have shifted 0.42
whi Ie Fe2 has shi fted by -0.17

A and 0 .70 A towards Fe2,

A towards SerS9 (Table 4.6).

As a result, the iron-sulfur

core becomes more planar (torsion angle of -177°), as opposed to the increase in
distortion observed in CSSS (Table 4.3, Figure 4.4b) . Aside from a shift in the Fe2
position, the only other discemable difference in the inorganic core is a decrease in the
Fel-Fe2 distance by -0.04

A, similar to what was observed in the CSSS

structure. And

as in CSSS, this compression is associated with changes of -+ 1· and -1 · in the values of
the S-Fe-S and Fe-S-Fe angles, respectively. Reflecting the same trends as seen for the
CysSS Sy-Fe and CysS9 Sy-Fe bonds in the WT protein, the Fe-O bonds in CS9S are
shorter than those in CSSS by an average of -O.OS

A (Table

4.3).

Again, a likely

explanation for this observation is the greater flexibility in the region surrounding
position 59 compared to that surrounding position 55, as discussed previously.

Conclusions
The crystal structure of the WT form of Fd4 at the higher resolution of I.S

A

reveals metric details of the [2Fe-2Sl cluster that could not be confidently assigned in the
initial study at 2.3

A resolution.

Some of these features are shared with other structurally

characterized [2Fe-2Sl proteins (5, 24, 29), even though the polypeptide folds are distinct.
For instance, in all known high-resolution structures, the Fe2S2 inorganic core of the
active site is distorted from planarity by -S ·-1O·.

It is also worth noting that the

cysteinyl sulfur ligands of one of the iron atoms (Fe2 in the case of A. aeolicus Fd4) are
involved in a larger number of hydrogen bonds than those of the otheriron atom . In all
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cases, and expectably so, the former iron atom is the more reducible one (9, 14, 25). It is
also the one that is closer to the protein surface.

The [2Fe-2S] active site of A. aeolicus Fd4 is remarkable for features that have
not been previously observed in any [2Fe-2S] protein: the Cys55 Sy-Fe2 bond is
unusually long, the Cys55 Sy-Fe2-Sy Cys59 angle is exceptionally small and constrained,
and the Cys55 Ca-H and Cys9 Sy atoms are sufficiently close to indicate a hydrogen
bonding interaction between these ligands. These unique features are at least in part
consequences of the rigid protein environment around residue 55, and are most probably
the root of the spectroscopic idiosyncrasies of thioredoxin-like [2Fe-2S] Fds, particularly
in the ways in which they differ from the plant-type [2Fe-2S] Fds (1).

The structures of the Cys55Ser and Cys59Ser variants have been obtained at even

A and

1.05

structures

of

higher resolution (1.25
atomic-resolution

A, respectively).
seli ne-ligated

These are to our knowledge the first
iron-sulfur

clusters

in

proteins.

Furthermore, the resolution of the structure of the Cys59Ser variant is the highest to date
for any [2Fe-2S] protein. These structures confirm in each case the presence of a Ser OyFe2 bond that had been previously infelTed from spectroscopic data (9, 13).

More

importantly, they reveal in considerable detail the conformational changes, in both the
inorganic core and the polypeptide chain, that take place in order to accommodate the
shortening of the Fe-Sy bond upon replacement of sulfur by oxygen. The main structural
perturbations observed in each case involve positional shifts of both Fe2 ligands as well
as adjustments to the nonplanarity of the iron-sulfur core. Interestingly, the structural

lOS

rearrangements

In

the C55S and C59S variants differ in significant ways that are in

keeping with the higher rigidity of the polypeptide chain around Cys55.

The types of structural accommodations associated with changes observed for
cluster ligands in Fd4 are also evident in more complex systems, such as nitrogenase.
The P-c1uster of nitrogenase is a [SFe-7S] metallocenter that exhibits structurally distinct
oxidation states (30, 31). In the dithionite reduced form assigned to the pN oxidation
state, the P-c1uster may be considered as two [4Fe-4S] clusters that share a common,
hexacoordinate, sulfur. This assembly is coordinated to the nitrogenase MoFe-protein
through six cysteine ligands, four of which coordinate a single iron, while the remaining
two cysteines bridge two irons. In an oxidized form identified as the pox state, two of the
irons move away from the central hexacoordinate sulfur, and these interactions are
replaced with protein ligands, an amide nitrogen of one of the cluster cysteines and the
side chain hydroxyl of Ser[31SS.

The structural rearrangements associated with the

switch between these two forms of the P-c1uster are primarily restricted to an increased
planarity of the Fe2S2 core (Figure 4.6) as the relevant Fe change positions; these
correspond to an increase in the magnitude of the Fe-S-S-Fe torsion angles from -145 ' in
pN (near that of [4Fe-4S] clusters) to -175 ' in pox (near that of [2Fe-2S] clusters). As
these transitions are associated with little change in positions of the coordinating residues,
the pN to pox conversion more closely resembles the consequences for the [2Fe-2S]
cluster geometry of serine ligation at residue Cys55.
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The high-resolution structures of the C55S and C59S variants of A. aeolicus Fd4
may also be expected to shed light on a unique and puzzling property of the counterpart
C56S and C60S variants of the homologous protein from C. pasteurianurn. In the oneelectron reduced [2Fe-2St level , these mutated proteins, but not the WT, assume a
delocalized mixed-valence level resulting in a ground spin state S

= 9/2,

whereas in all

other known cases, [2Fe-2St clusters display localized mixed-valence states with an S

=

112 ground spin state (14, 15). Although the structures reported here are those of the
[2Fe-2S]2+ redox level, they may nevertheless be used, with due caution, in the present
discussion. Indeed, high-resolution structures of both redox levels of a plant-type Fd have
shown that no major structural reorganization of the [2Fe-2S] cluster occurs upon
reduction (5). The structural features favoring the appearance of the delocalized mixedvalence pair may therefore be present, at least incipiently, in the [2Fe-2Sf+ structures
reported here. The distortion of the Fe2S2 inorganic core from planarity is unlikely to play
a role because it is larger in C55S, and smaller in C59S, as compared to WT (Figure 4.4).
In contrast, the shortening of the Fe - Fe distance, albeit small (ca. 0.04 A), is a unique
feature of these serine-ligated [2Fe-2S] clusters. It should be noted that this shortening of
the Fe-Fe distance is not a universal consequence of the substitution of Ser for Cys,
however, as indicated by the slight increase in this distance in the Ser49 variant of the

Anabaena ferredoxin (25), and the absence of any significant change in the series of
model compounds prepared by Coucouvanis and co-workers (32). It is feasible that this
slight decrease in the Fe-Fe distance may favor the occurrence of the delocalized mixedvalence state, especially since it is consistent with the prediction that transition from the
localized-

to

the delocalized-valence state

is

determined

by

subtle

structural
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modifications (15). Another potentially relevant feature occurs in both the WT and
serine-ligated structures, namely the unique distortion of the Cys55 Sy-Fe2-Sy Cys59
moiety. While this strain is likely to increase the difference between the Fel and Fe2 sites
in the WT protein, the Sy/Oy substitution may perhaps rebalance the electronic properties
of Fel and Fe2, and thus favor the setup of double exchange and valence delocalization.
These questions clearly beg for structural data on the reduced levels of both the WT and
serine-ligated forms of A. aeolicus Fd4 .

More generally, the crystal structure of A. aeolicus Fd4 at the high-resolution of
1.5

A confirms the previously described, at the lower resolution of 2.3 A (11), novel

fold

of this class of [2Fe-2S] Fds (1). The subunits of the homodimeric molecule are in strong
interaction, and each assumes a thioredoxin-Iike fold . They are also remarkable by the
presence of a protruding loop in the vicinity of the [2Fe-2S] cluster (Figure 4.1).
Sequence similarities indicate that several

large

redox

enzymes,

in

particular

hydrogenases and complex I of respiratory chains (1), contain subunits or domains that
are predicted to assume structures similar to that of A. aeolicus Fd4. These subunits or
domains presumably function as electron transfer agents and differ in at least two ways
from A. aeolicus Fd4: (i) a single Fd-Iike module appears to be present, unlike the
dimeric structure of Fd4, and (ii) the protruding loop is absent. The latter observation
suggests that this loop in A. aeolicus Fd4 (and homologues in other bacteria, e.g., C.

pasteurianum and A. vinelandii) may serve a function possibly more sophisticated than
just electron transfer. In that respect, it should be emphasized that very rigid (near Cys55)
and more flexible (near Cys59 or Cys22) regions of the polypeptide chain, as well as a

III

structurally constrained [2Fe-2S1 metal site, are combined at the base of the protruding
loop. This enhances the likelihood of tight interactions between the conformation of the
polypeptide chain and the electronic structure (e.g., redox level) of the metal site. The
role of these structural idiosyncrasies in the yet mysterious function of the thioredoxinlike [2Fe-2S1 Fds will be the aim of future research.

Materials and Methods
Protein samples
Fd4 from Aquifex aeolicus was purified as described (8). The C55S and C59S
variants were prepared by site-directed mutagenesis as described for the C56S and C60S
counterparts from

C.

pasteurianum (13) . The mutagenic oligonucleotides were

5 'cacgcgttcatgQaaccggtgggag3 , (hybridizing to the coding strand, mutated base in
underlined upper case) and 5' ggttgcatgaacgcgtCtatgatgggaccg3' (hybridizing to the noncoding strand), for C55S and C59S , respectively. The mutated genes were overexpressed
in E. coli and the C55S and C59S proteins were purified as described for the WT (8).

Crystallization
Crystals of oxidized WT, C55S , and C59S Fd4 were prepared by the sitting drop
vapor diffusion method.

Although anaerobic conditions were employed to minimize

degradation of the cluster by exposure to atmospheric oxygen, no reductants were present
during the crystallizations, so that the proteins should remain in the oxidized state. In the
case of C55S , crystals were obtained by equilibrating 2 III of reservoir solution and 2 III
of -83 mglml Fd4 C55S (in 20 mM Tris-HCI buffer at pH 8.0 and 0.2 M NaCI) against a
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reservoir solution containing 30% (w/v) PEG 4000, 0.2 M ammonium acetate, and 0.1 M
sodium acetate at pH 4.6. Crystals of Fd4 C59S were obtained by equilibrating 2 !AI of
reservoir solution and 2 !AI of -67 mg/ml Fd4 C59S (in 20 mM Tris-HCI buffer at pH 8.0
and 0.2 M NaCI) against a reservoir solution containing 1.0 M 1,6 hexanediol, 0.01 M
cobalt chloride, and 0.1 M sodium acetate at pH 4.6.

WT Fd4 was crystallized by

equilibrating 2 ]ll of -10 mg/ml Fd4 (in 10 mM Tris-HCI buffer at pH 8.0 and 0.2 M
NaCI) and 2 ]ll of reservoir solution against a reservoir solution containing 0.01 M zinc
sulfate heptahydrate, 0.1 M MES buffer at pH 6.5 , and 25 % polyethylene glycol
monomethyl ether 550. Despite the different crystallization conditions, in all three cases,
crystals were of space group C2 (C55S : a
C59S: a
47 .2

= 67 .3 A, b = 59.8 A, c = 46.9 A, B= 109.8°;

= 67 .3 A, b = 59.8 A, c = 46.8 A, B= 109.3°; WT: a = 67.2 A, b = 59.8 A, c =

A, B= 110.3°), with one dimeric Fd4 molecule per asymmetric unit (Table 4.1).

Data collection, structure determination, and refinement
Diffraction data to 1.25

A resolution

for C55S and 1.05

A resolution

for C59S

were collected under cryogenic conditions on beamline 9-2 at the Stanford Synchrotron
Radiation Laboratory (SSRL) (C55S : A.

= 0.8860 A;

C59S : A.

= 0.9583 A)

on an Area

Detector Systems Corp. (ADS C) Quantum-4 CCD detector controlled by the distributed
control system software BLU-ICE. C55S and C59S data sets were processed and scaled
using DENZO and SCALEPACK (33). Diffraction data to 1.5

A resolution

for WT Fd4

was collected under cryogenic conditions at SSRL beamline 9-2 on an ADSC Quantum
315 CCD detector and was processed and scaled using MOSFLM and SCALA (22). A
summary of the data collection statistics is listed in Table 4 .1.
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The Fd4 C55S structure was solved by molecular replacement using EPMR (34)
with the original wild type Fd4 structure determined at 2.3
model.

A resolution (11) as the search

Multiple rounds of positional refinement and individual isotropic B-factor

refinement with the program CNS (35) were alternated with model rebuilding in the
molecular graphics program 0 (36) against 21Fol-IFcI O'a-weighted and lFol-IFcl O'aweighted maps (37). The [2Fe-2S] cluster geometry was not restrained during refinement.
Upon solvent addition and completion of refinement with CNS, positional and
anisotropic B-factor refinements of the model were done using the programs SHELX97
(38) and REFMAC5 (39), which resulted in a final R-factor and R-free of 14.4% and

19.6%, respectively. A final round of refinement in SHELX97 yielded the standard
uncertainties in atomic coordinates and bond lengths and angles. The final Fd4 C55S
model comprises two subunits (2 x 101 residues), two [2Fe-2S] clusters, and 215 water
molecules. Due to the absence of electron density for the first two residues at the Nterminus and the last seven residues at the C-terminus, these residues were not modeled.

The Fd4 C55S model without water molecules was used as the starting model for
the Fd4 C59S model. The Fd4 C59S model was refined using a protocol similar to that
outlined above for Fd4 C55S to an R-factor and R-free of 13 .8% and 16.2%, respectively.
As with Fd4 C55S, electron density for the first two residues at the N-terminus and the
last seven residues at the C-terminus was absent. The final Fd4 C59S model consists of
two subunits (2 x 101 residues), two [2Fe-2S] clusters, and 198 water molecules.
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The Fd4 C55S model without water molecules was also used as the starting model
for the high-resolution WT structure. The model was refined using CNS (35) with a
protocol similar to that described above. The cluster geometry was not restrained during
refinement. During the solvent addition process, in addition to water molecules, four zinc
ions and one sulfate anion were modeled based on difference electron density peaks that
were significantly higher than those corresponding to the water molecules. Unlike for the
models of the mutated forms, the temperature factors of the WT model were not refined
anisotropically due to the lower resolution of the data. The final model comprises two
subunits (103 residues in subunit A, 101 residues in subunit B), two [2Fe-2S1 clusters,

187 water molecules, four zinc ions, and one sulfate anion . Final refinement statistics for
all three models are listed in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.1. Summary of data collection statistics.

WT

C55S

C59S

0.9918
C2

0.8860
C2

0 .9580
C2

a (A)

67 .2

67.3

67 .3

b (A)

59.8

59.8

59.8

c (A)

47 .2

46.9

46.8

~(deg.)

110.3

109.8

109.3

1.50

1.25

1.05

Total reflections

98,554

183,676

358,550

Unique reflections

27 ,758

48,256

77,950

Completeness (0/0 ) a

98.9 (97.1)

99.7 (99.5)

95.6 (92 .0)

7.8 (1.5)

28.5 (3 .8)

38.2 (6.4)

5.1 (40.4)

4.7 (26.1)

3.5 (21.6)

Wavelength (A)
Space group
Unit cell dimensions

Maximum resolution (A)

Va(l)
R sy m

a

(0/0)

b

Numbers in parentheses correspond to values in the highest resolution shell.

b R sym

= ( 2: hkl2: i I I i (hkl) - < I (hkl) > I ) / ( 2:hkl 2: i

I (hkl) ).
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Table 4.2. Final refinement statistics for WT, C55S, and C59S models of Fd4. Average
temperature factors are given for subunits A and B individually.

31.5-1.50

CSSS
44.3 - 1.25

CS9S
31.2 - 1.05

R-factora
R-free
estimated coordinate elTor (A)b

18.4
21.6
0.09

0.144
0. 196
0.05

0. 138
0.162
0.03

No. of non hydrogen atoms in a.u.
Protein
Iron-sulfur
Water
Zinc
Sulfate

1590
8
187
4
4

1575
8
215

1576
8
198

RMS deviations from ideal values
Bond lengths (A)
Bond angles (deg)
Dihedral angles (deg)
Improper torsion angles (deg)

0.024
2.192
25.11
1.60

0.015
3.056
26.48
1.64

0.017
2.666
26.38
1.83

22.1,20.6
13.0, 12.8
36.8
37.1
44.3

21.0,19.9
12.9, 12.2
39.3

18.1,16.1
9.5,9.7
31.9

90.2
9.1
0.6
0.0

93 .2
6.8
0.0
0.0

93.2
6.8
0.0
0.0

WT

Resolution limits (A)

A verage temperature factor (A 2)
Protein
Iron-sulfur
Water
Zinc
Sulfate
Ramachandran plot"
residues in most favored regions (0/0 )
residues in additional allowed regions (0/0 )
residues in generously allowed regions (0/0 )
residues in disallowed regions (0/0 )
a

R-factor = :E(IFobsl-IFcalci) / :EIFobsl

b coordinate errors were obtained from the diffraction-component precIsIOn index
calculated from the values of R-free by the method of Cruickshank (40).
c As determined by PROCHECK (41).
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Table 4.3. Cluster geometry in molecules A and B for WT, C55S, and C59S Fd4:

Residue
iBonds (A)
Fel - Fe2
SI-S2
Fel-S I
Fe I-S2
fe2-SI
lFe2-S2
~y-Fel
~y-Fel
~y-Fe2
~y-Fe2
~ngles

CSSS
B
2.681
3.592
2.244(7)
2.222(8)
2.200(9)
2.308(8)
2.328(6)
2.306(8)
2.01(2)
2.296(9)

CS9S
A
2.697
3.548
2.216(4)
2.215(4)
2.232(4)
2.217(4)
2.303(4)
2.302(4)
2.318(4)
1.940(9)

B
2.690
3.546
2.214(3)
2.217(4)
2.220(4)
2.253(4)
2.302(4)
2.304(4)
2.315(5)
1.942(8)

C9
C22
CSS
CS9

A
2.74
3.52
2.24
2.21
2.23
2.25
2.27
2.31
2.34
2.29

B
2.72
3.52
2.22
2.19
2.24
2.25
2.26
2.28
2.37
2.33

A
2.692
3.590
2.262(7)
2.215(9)
2.20( I)
2.305(8)
2.330(7)
2.302(8)
1.97(1)
2.300(9)

C9/C22
C/SSS-C/SS9
C9
C9
C22
C22
C/SSS
C/SSS
C/SS9
C/SS9

104.8
103.7
75.6
75.7
105.0
90.5
105.4
116.7
115.5
109.9
115.4
112.7
113.2
121.8

106.0
103.3
75 . 1
75.3
104.3
90.4
106.4
116.2
113.7
110.6
115.7
113.5
112.2
122.3

106.7(3) 107.1(3) 106.4(2) 106.3(2)
105.6(3) 105.6(3) 104.6(2) 104.9(2)
74.7
74.2
74.7
74.2
74.3
74.0
73.1
72.5
105.7(3) 104.6(2) 106.1(1) 106.1(1)
96.6(5) 96.3(5) 100.0(3) 98 .2(3)
103.9(3) 104.6(3) 104.2(1) 104.4(1)
115.7(3) 115.2(2) 116.5(1) 116.1(1)
115.7(3) 114.5(3) 115.4(1) 115.4(1)
109.5(3) 110.9(3) 108.5(1) 108.9(1)
109.2(6) 109.6(6) 114.7(2) 114.9(2)
112.7(5) 112.0(5) 112.8(1) 112.7(2)
110.8(4) 111.8(4) 107.6(3) 107.9(3)
121.6(3) 121.2(3) 117.5(3) 118.6(3)

-174.4

-172.0

n

fS I-Fe I-S2
S I-Fe2-S2
Fel-S I-Fe2
Fel-S2-Fe2
Sy-Fel-Sy
O/Sy-Fe2-0/Sy
Sy-Fel-Sl
Sy-Fel -S2
Sy-Fel-S I
Sy-Fel-S2
p/Sy-Fe2-S1
O/Sy-Fe2-S2
O/Sy-Fe2-S I
O/Sy-Fe2-S2
Torsion Angle
'deg.)
Fe I-S I-S2-Fe2

a

WT

- 170.8

-170.6

-176.7

-176.7

Numbers in parentheses correspond to standard uncertainties in the last digit. Due to
the lower resolution of the WT structure, coordinate uncertainties of the individual
atoms could not be obtained.
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Table 4.4. A verage stereochemical parameters for Fd4 structures discussed in tex.t (from
Table 4.3). Standard values are the average values for [2Fe-2S] clusters coordinated by
four cysteine ligands in protein structures refined at resolutions ~ 1.4 A. These structures
include PDB entries lQT9, lAWD, and the two distinct clusters in IHLR (5, 24, 29).
The model compound parameters are derived from the structure of (Fe2S2(SC614CH3)4l
(42).

2.23
2.69
3.55
105.6
74.4
106.1
99.1

Protein
Standards
2.23 + 0.03
2.73 ± 0.02
3.51 + 0.04
104.3 ± 1.8
75.5 + 1.0
105.1 ± 1.7
--

Model
Compound
2.201
2.691
3.483
104.6
75.4
111 .2
--

177

175

180

Parameter

WT

C55S

C59S

Fe-S (A)
Fe-Fe (A)
S-S (A)
S-Fe-S (deg.)
Fe-S-Fe (deg.)
9Sy -Fe- 22Sy (deg.)

2.23
2.73
3.52
104.5
75.4
104.6
90.5

2.24
2.69
3.59
106.2
73.5
105 .1
96.4

173

171

55S/~-Fe-59S/~(deg . )

IFe-S-S-Fel
torsion angle (deg.)
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Table 4.5. Hydrogen bonding geometry in the [2Fe-2S] cluster environment. D (donor),
A (acceptor), with separation distance measured in A. Although not specifically indicated,
the D-H- A angles for these interactions are all > 125" .

WT
D

Cys22N
Met56N
Ala58N
Arg13NHI
WatA
GlniiN
Val64N
WatS
Arg l 3NH2
Asn57N
WatC
WatD
WatE
Argl3NHI
WatA
WatC
WatD
WatF
WatG

A
SI
S2
S2
SI
SI
Cys9Sy
Cys22Sy
Cys22Sy
55S/Oy
55S/Oy
55S/Oy
55S/Oy
55S/Oy
59S/Oy
59S/Oy
59S/Oy
59S/0y
59S/Oy
59S/Oy

C55S

C59S

A

B

A

B

A

B

D-A

D-A

D-A

D-A

D-A

D-A

3.39
3.26
3.55
3.54

3.44
3.29
3.55
3.42

3.43
3.35
3.57

3.43
3.34
3.45

3.40
3.34
3.63

3.40
3.35
3.58

3.56
3.57
3.48
3.19
3.68
3.51

3.62
3.48
3.53
3.25
3.74
3.54

3.76
3.55
3.54
3.30
3.42
3.30
3.84

3.73
3.54
3.57
3.28
3.48
3.35
3.73

3.63

4.15

2.93
2.63

2.95
2.58

3.58
3.51
3. 11
3.17
3.25

3.52
3.6
3. 19
3.06
3.29

2.76
3.46

3.39
3.36

3.35

3.77
3.45

3.42
3.67

3.79
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Table 4.6. Average positional shifts (in Angstroms) of the Ca, Sy, and/or Oy atoms
between WT, CSSS, and CS9S structures. Superpositions were based on the Ca positions
of residues 3-103 of the corresponding subunits of the respective pairs.

Atom
Cys9
Ca
Cys9
Sy
Cys22
Ca
Cys22
Sy
Cys/SerSS
Ca
Cys/SerSS Sy/Oy
Cys/SerS9
Ca
Cys/SerS9 Sy/Oy
FES
Fel
FES
SI
FES
Fe2
FES
S2

C55SIWT
O.IS
0.12
0.12
0.14
0.12
0.64
0.23
0 .2S
0.13
0.10
0.18
0.21

C59SIWT
0.16
0.14
0.11
0.11
0.07
0.19
0.42
0.70
0 .13
O. IS
0.17
0.12

C55S/C59S
0 .04
O.OS
O.OS
0.09
O. IS
0.S6
0.24
0.74
0.13
0 .19
0.21
0.19
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Figure 4.1. Superposition of the A subunits of the former (orange) and current (cyan)
WT, C55S (yellow), and C59S (purple) valiant forms of Fd4. The green line denotes the
twofold rotation axis relating subunits A (left) and B (right) in a dimer, while the magenta
line cOITesponds to the axis about which the B subunit of the previous WT structure (J 1)
is rotationally shifted relative to the B subunit of the current WT fo rm. This rigid body
rotational shift as well as regions of the old form that differ significantly from the new
form (residues 13-20 and 39-46 highlighted in red) are likely the results of the different
crystal packing between the two WT forms . A sulfate anion lying along the twofold axis
may further stabilize the dimer interface in the new WT structure, although this species is
not present in the C55S or C59S variants.
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Figure 4.2. Stereoview of the [2Fe-2SJ cluster and its immediate environment, showing
the extensive hydrogen bonding network (listed in Table 4.5) involving the cluster,
ligands, and sUITounding residues . Iron and sulfur atoms are colored green and yellow,
respectively. Fe1 is ligated by Cys9 and Cys22 while Fe2 is ligated by Cys55 and Cys59.
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Figure 4.3.

Stereoviews of the potential interactions between Cys ligands across the
Fe2S 2 face of iron-sulfur clusters. (a) The [2Fe-2S] cluster of Fd4, illustrating the
conformation of Cys55 in which the Ca-H group is positioned over the cluster to
hydrogen bond (dashed line) with the Cys9 Sy. (b) a simi lar configuration is observed in
the HiPlP from ChrOm{/liulIl vinos-L111l «43), PDB e ntry ICKU); whi le Cys 43 and 46
have the same general relationship to the common face of the [4Fe-4S] cluster in this
protein , the increased pucker of the Fe2S2 core precludes the formation of a Ca-H---Sy
hydrogen bond. Two of the cysteine ligands in HiPIP have been omitted from the figure
for clarity. Iron, sulfur, nitrogen , oxygen and Ca atoms are colored green, yellow, blue,
red, and black, respectively.
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Figure 4.4. The [2Fe-2S] cluster, its ligands, and local secondary structure showing the
shorter bond formed between (a) Fe2 and the Ser55 Oy atom in the C55S structure and (b)
Fe2 and the Ser59 Oy atom in the C59S structure. In both figures, simulated-annealing
2IFol-IF,.1omit electron density contoured at 1.5 (J level is shown as a cyan mesh .

A

Cys 22

B

"V
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Figure 4.5. (a) The [2Fe-2Sl cluster and its ligands from the WT (cyan), C55S (yellow),
and C59S (purple) structures upon superposition of the cOITesponding 101 Ca atoms of
the three structures, showing the varying degree of positional shifts that occur in the
inorganic core as well as residues 55 and 59 due to the cysteine to serine substitutions. (b)
perpendicular view showing the varying degree to which the inorganic core is distorted in
each structure. The color scheme is the same as in panel (a).
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Figure 4.6.

Stereoview comparing the P-cluster of nitrogenase in the oxidized
(transparent ball-and-stick model in cyan) and reduced (solid ball-and-stick model in gray)
states (3~, 31). In the oxidized state, one of the irons is coordinated by the sidechain of
Ser ~188 , while in the reduced state this iron is shifted and coordinates an inorganic
sulfur in the cluster instead. The colori ng scheme is as in Figure 4.3. PDB entries 2MIN
(oxidized) and 3MIN (reduced) were used for this figure.

Ser13188

Ser 13188

•

Cys 1370

Cys 13153
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Crystal Structures of the Stigmatellin-Bound Rhodobacter
sphaeroides Photosynthetic Reaction Center in the Darkand Light-Adapted States: Towards the Elucidation of
Structural Changes Associated with the Light-Induced
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Abstract
In the Rhodobacter sphaeroides photosynthetic reaction center (RC), structural
changes are postulated to occur following absorption of light to generate the chargeseparated states (i.e., D+QA'QB and D+QAQB-)'

Kleinfeld et at. provided compelling

evidence for this when they showed that the kinetics of electron transfer in RCs cooled to
cryogenic temperatures in the dark (i .e., neutral state) differ from those cooled to
cryogenic temperatures under illumination (i .e., charge-separated state) (1). Structural
changes were indeed observed for RC in the D+QAQB- charge-separated state. Towards
understanding the difference in electron-transfer kinetics observed between RCs in the
neutral DQAQB and charge-separated D+QA-QB states, the crystal structures of Rb.

sphaeroides RC, complexed with the herbicide stigmatellin, in both the neutral (DQAS)
and charge-separated (D+QA-S) states have been determined to 2.2

A

and 2.66

A

resolution , respectively. The structures reveal that there is little structural change in the
protein and cofactors upon formation of the D+QA-S charge-separated state.
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Introduction
The primary process of bacterial photosynthesis, light-induced trans-membrane
charge separation, occurs in the reaction center (RC), an integral membrane proteinpigment complex.

In the photosynthetic bacterium Rhodobacter sphaeroides, the RC

comprises three protein subunits (L, M, and H) and a host of cofactors (four
bacteriochlorophylls, two bacteriopheophytins, two ubiquinones (UQ-lO), and one non-

». Charge

heme high-spin iron (Fe+ 2

separation occurs through a series of electron

transfers via one branch of these cofactors. Absorption of a photon excites the donor, D,
a specialized bacteriochlorophyll dimer, whereupon an electron is transferred from D via
cofactors along the A-branch to the primary acceptor ubiquinone (QA). The QA·
semiquinone in this D+QA·QB charge-separated state subsequently reduces the secondary
acceptor ubiquinone (QB) to form the D+QAQB· charge-separated state. Following the
reduction of D+ by cytochrome

C2,

a second photon is absorbed, resulting in another

electron transfer from D to QB·. The doubly reduced QB·2 uptakes two protons to form
Q BH 2, which subsequently leaves the RC and is replaced by an exogenous quinone. The
subsequent oxidation of QBH2 back to QB, reduction of cytochrome C2, and the pumping
of protons across the membrane are all caITied out by the cytochrome bc) complex. The
proton gradient that is generated in such fashion provides the proton-motive force
necessary for subsequent ATP synthesis (2).

A number of investigations point to the possibility that protein structural changes
accompany the formation of the different charge-separated states (1, 3). Kleinfeld et al.
provided compelling evidence for this when they showed that the kinetics of electron
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transfer in RCs cooled to cryogenic temperatures in the dark (i.e., neutral state) differ
from those cooled to cryogenic temperatures under illumination (i.e., charge-separated
state) (1). In particular, they observed that (i) the rate of electron transfer from D+QAback to OQA (i.e., the rate of the charge recombination reaction) was smaller in RCs
frozen under illumination than those frozen in the dark, and (ii) the rate of electron
transfer from QA- to QB was larger by several orders of magnitude in RCs frozen under
illumination than those frozen in the dark.

To understand the above effects, structural information about the charge-separated
states

IS

necessary.

Towards this end, we have undertaken to determine the crystal

structure of RC in its different charge-separated states.

The previously determined

crystal structure of RC in one of its charge-separated states, O+QAQB-, showed significant
movement (-4.5

A)

of QB upon formation of O+QAQB-, and based on this and other

structural changes observed at and around the QB site, a model to explain the effect
observed for the dark and light QA- to QB electron transfer kinetics as described above
was proposed (4). To determine any structural changes associated with the light-induced
O+QA- state, we have prepared RCs in which QB was replaced with the herbicide

stigmatellin (Figure 5.1) and have determined the structure of this complex in the dark(OQAS) and light- (O+QA-S) adapted states.
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Results
Structure of stigmatellin-bound RC in the dark-adapted (DQAS) state
The refined model at 2.2

A resolution

of dark-adapted Rb. sphaeroides RC

complexed with stigmatellin (DQAS) consists of two noncrystallographic symmetry
related RC molecules that are nearly identical to each other, as indicated by an rmsd of
0.26

A between

828 Ca atoms of the cOITesponding L, M, and H subunits . The overall

structure of DQAS is very similar to previously reported RC structures (Figure 5.2) (4, 5).
The rmsd between the Ca's of the L , M, and H subunits of DQAS and the corresponding
atoms of a dark-adapted state RC, for example, (DQAQB; PDB entry IAIJ) (4) is 0.20

Examination of the simulated annealing

21F,,l-lFcl

A

omit electron density revealed

stigmatellin to be bound in the QB pocket at the site proximal to Fe+ 2. The overall mode
of binding is very similar to that reported for the structure of Blastochloris viridis RC
complexed with stigmatellin (6), with interactions formed between stigmatellin and the
protein environment in the two complexes being nearly identical (Figure 5.3).
Superposition of DQAS with the DQAQI3 and D+QAQB' structures (PDB entries IAU and
LAlG) (4) reveals stigmatellin to be bound in a very similar fashion to QIl' in terms of its
position and orientation (Figure 5.4a), although the stigmatellin bicyclic ring extends
somewhat further into the pocket than does the QB' ring. The angle between the planes of
the stigmatellin and QB' rings is approximately 13°, and like QB', stigmatellin makes
multiple (seven) interactions with its surrounding protein environment, many of which
are analogous to those made by QIl' (Table 5.3). In comparison to QB', the hydroxyl 08
atom of stigmatellin replaces the I-carbonyl oxygen atom of QIl' and is within hydrogen
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bonding distance to the Oy of Ser L223 and the backbone amide nitrogens of lie L224

and Gly L225. Furthelmore, NB1 of His Ll90, which fonns a hydrogen bond with the 4carbonyl oxygen of QB- in the D+QAQB- structure, appears capable of fonning a
bifurcated hydrogen bond with the 4-carbonyl oxygen and 5-methoxy oxygen of
stigmatellin. Finally, the 7-methoxy oxygen of stigmatellin is within hydrogen bonding
distance of Asp L213 and the amide nitrogen of Thr L226.

The binding of stigmatellin in the QB pocket is associated with slight structural
perturbations of residues lining the pocket. Compared to corresponding residues in the
DQAQB structure, Ser L223 in DQAS moves slightly away from stigmatellin to
accommodate the stigmatellin bicyclic ring, while the side chain of Asp L213 rotates
slightly such that it can now fonn hydrogen bonds with the methoxy 07 as well as a
water. Moreover, the phenyl ring of Phe L216 is reoriented by -30 0 from the ring of the
corresponding residue in the DQAQB structure so that it is now approximately parallel
with the stigmatellin head group. This reorientation of the Phe L216 phenyl ring both
prevents its steric hindrance with the stigmatellin tail and also allows it to fonn more
favorable van der Waals interactions with the stigmatellin ring (Figure 5.4b).

In the QA pocket of the DQAS structure, strong simulated annealing 2IF,JIF,.1omit
electron density was observed upon removal of QA from the model, thereby allowing the
unbiased fit to the density of the QA ring and five of ten isoprenoid units of the chain .
Comparison with the DQAQB structure reveals QA to be positioned similarly in both
structures .

The 01 and 04 atoms from the two carbonyl groups of QA are within
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hydrogen bonding distance to the Nol of His Ll90 and the amide nitrogen of Ala M260,
respectively. Other residues, which do not form hydrogen bonds with QA, but are in van
der Waals contact and appear integral to QA binding include Leu M215, Trp M252, Met
M256, Phe M258, lie M265, and Trp M268.

Additional features of DQAS, compared to the DQAQB structure, include a greater
number of total water molecules (539 vs. 468) as well as lauryl-N,N-dimethylamineoxide
(LDAO) detergent molecules (30 vs. 4) per the two RCs in the asymmetric unit. The
majority of water molecules that are proposed to be part of the proton transfer pathway to
QB (4, 7) are conserved in the DQAS structure.

Moreover, compared to the DQAQB

structure, an additional six water molecules are present in the vicinity of the QB binding
pocket in the DQAS structure. These waters are within hydrogen-bonding distance to Asp
L210, Asp L213, Thr L226, Glu H173, and Arg HI77. Of these residues, Asp L213 and
Ser L223 have been postulated to be associated with the proton transfer pathway to QB.

LDAO detergent molecules that were observed in the DQAQB structure are
conserved in the DQAS structure; moreover, the electron density revealed several
additional detergent molecules that are bound near the protein-lipid interface of the
transmembrane a-helices (Figure 5.5).

Two of these detergents are bound near the

cytoplasmic side in a cleft formed by residues from the H subunit (lie H28 of the
transmembrane a-helix, Pro H55, and Phe H56) and from the Land M subunits (Pro L28
and Phe M258). It is interesting to note that in the structures of Bel. viridis and T.

lepidum RC (PDB entries 3PRC and IEYS), lipid or detergent molecules are also
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observed in the con'esponding site (8).

At the site in Bel. viridis RC, two LDAO

detergent molecules and a sulfate anion are bound while in T. tepidum RC, one
phospholipid molecule (dipalmitoyl-3-sn-phosphatidyl-ethanolamine) is bound.

Two

additional LDAO molecules are present on the other side of the DQAS structure, at a site
related to the one described above by the pseudo twofold symmetry axis present in the
RC. This site consists of a cleft, formed by residues from the N-termini of an M subunit
a-helix (M55-M62) and a B-sheet comprising stretches of B-strands from both the Land
M subunits (M30-M33, M47-M50, and L220-L222) (Figure 5.5).

Structure of stigmatellin-bound RC in the light-adapted (D+ QA'S) state

The overall structure at 2.66

A resolution

of the RC in the D+QA'S state is very

similar to that in the DQAS state, with an rmsd between 828 Ca atoms of the
corresponding L, M, and H subunits of 0.21

A.

One main difference between the

structures is that, due to the lower resolution of the data, fewer water and LDAO
detergent molecules are observed in the D+QA'S structure compared to in the DQAS
structure .

The simulated annealing 2IF"I-IF,.1 omit electron density contoured at one sigma
level reveals the presence of stigmatellin in the QB binding pocket of the D+QA'S structure;
however, the electron density is weaker than for that observed in the DQAS structure,
suggesting that either the stigmatellin in D+QA'S is either more disordered and/or at a
lower occupancy.

Further evidence that this may be the case stems from the higher

average B-factor for the stigmatellin (73

A2)

compared to that for all the other cofactor
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atoms (54

A2).

Nevertheless, contouring the electron density at a lower sigma level (-

0.5 0) allowed placement of stigmatellin into the model and revealed that the mode of
binding is nearly identical to that in the DQAS structure. Several residues that are in
contact with stigmatellin, including Asn L213, Phe L216, Ser L223, and lie L224, also
appear to exhibit greater disorder in the D+QA-S structure, as evidenced by their weaker
electron density. Finally, slightly removed from the QB pocket is Glu H173, a residue
which has been proposed to play an important role in the mechanism of the protoncoupled electron transfer to QB . This residue in D+QA·S appears disordered, as indicated
by the lack of electron density for the side chain. This is similar to what was observed in
the light-adapted native structure (D+QAQB·) as well.

As was the case for the QB pocket, the simulated annealing

2IFol-IF,.1omit electron

density at the QA site in D+QA·S is weaker than in the DQAS structure (Figure 5.6). While
the weaker electron density would appear to suggest that QA is either more disordered
and/or at lower occupancy in the D+QA·S structure, comparison of the average B-factor of
QA· (47 A2) with that of the other cofactors (55 A2) is not indicative of that. Displaying
the electron density at a lower contour level allowed for the placement of the QA· ring as
well as six of the ten units of the isoprenyl tail. Superposition of the DQAS and D+QA·S
structures shows that the position and orientation of QA in both its neutral and reduced
forms are virtually identical (Figure 5.7). Weaker electron density was observed not only
for Q A· but also for several residues lining the QA- pocket, including Trp M268 (located
on the other side of the QA· pocket), and Trp M252, Arg M253, Trp M254, and Thr M255
(all of which reside at the C-terminus of an a-helix that partly forms the other side of the
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QA- pocket). Again , the weaker electron density for these residues suggests that these
residues may be more disordered than they are in RC in the charge-neutral state.

Discussion
Stigmatellin binding
The structure of Rb. sphaeroides RC complexed with stigmatellin (DQAS)
reported here is in agreement with the previously reported structure (6) of the complex
between Bel. viridis RC and stigmatellin in terms of the mode of binding in the QB pocket.
These structures provide a structural basis for the potent inhibitory effects of stigmatellin
in bacterial photosynthetic reaction centers. In addition to the hydrogen bonds that are
formed by QB-, stigmatellin participates in three additional hydrogen bonds.

These

additional hydrogen bonds, which are formed between the methoxy 07 and the Asp L213
081 atom and the amide nitrogen of Thr L226, and between the methoxy 05 and His
Ll90 N81 , may contribute to the higher affinity of stigmatellin to the QB pocket.

The DQAS structure also provides a structural rationale for herbicide resistance
conferred by several RC mutants: Ser L223 -7 Ala, lie L229 -7 Met, and Tyr L222 -7
Gly. With the exception of Tyr L222, these mutated residues all contact the stigmatellin
bicyclic ring. Ser L223 plays a crucial role in stigmatellin binding due to the hydrogen
bond that is formed with the stigmatellin 08 atom , while lie L229 forms van der Waal s
interactions with the stigmatellin chromone ring. Tyr L222, while not in direct contact
with stigmatellin, is in a stretch of residues that form part of the QB pocket and may
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contribute

to

the structural rigidity of that region. The substitution of Tyr L222 with Gly

may result in an increased flexibility that leads to instability of the binding pocket.

Greater disorder at the QA and QB pockets in the D+QA'S state
Comparison of the electron density at the corresponding QA and QB pockets in the

OQAS and O+QA'S structures reveals these regions to be more disordered in the O+QA'S
than in the OQAS structure. One possible cause of the apparent greater disorder observed
for stigmatellin and sUITounding residues that form the QB pocket is that a small
percentage of the stigmatellin dissociates from the QB pocket and is replaced by
exogenous QB from the surrounding environment upon the one electron reduction of QA.
Evidence suggesting such a possibility stems from a study which showed that the
dissociation constant of various QB pocket binding inhibitors, including stigmatellin,
increases in the presence of QA' (9). Of the inhibitors tested, however, such an effect was
the smallest with stigmatellin.

Nevertheless, if QB were indeed to have replaced

stigmatellin in a fraction of the RCs upon illumination, a mixture of both O+QA'S as well
as O+QAQB' states would have been present in the crystal. This may in particular explain
the disorder observed for Glu HI73 in the O+QA-S structure, as such disorder was
observed for the same residue in the O+QAQB' structure. Another possible cause of the
greater disorder observed at the quinone binding pockets is the intense illumination to
which the crystal was subjected.

A recent study demonstrated that illumination of

carotenoidless RC by intense light (1100 J..LEm·2s·') causes protein damage, including
modification of the QB binding site, via the formation of singlet oxygen radical species
(10).
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Structural changes in RC in the light-induced D+QA-S state
Previous studies have suggested that structural changes within the RC may occur
upon the reduction of QA to QA-. Based on the kinetics observed for D+QA- -7 DQA
charge recombination in RCs cooled to cryogenic temperatures either under illumination
or in the dark, for example, Kleinfeld et al. suggested the possibility of an approximately
1 A increase in the distance between the "specialized pair" bacteriochlorophyll dimer (D)
and QA upon QA reduction (1).

Based on observations from light-induced voltage

changes in RCs, on the other hand, Brzezinski et al. proposed that either QA· may move
towards D+ after charge separation, or proton transfer between protonatable residues of
the RC and the solvent environment may occur (3). Significant movement of neither QA
upon one electron reduction nor of D+ occurs, as a comparison of the DQAS and D+QA-S
structures reveals no detectable changes in the structure and position of the cofactors,
including D and QA, upon D+QA· charge separation. This is in agreement with EPR (11,
12) and FfIR (13, 14) studies, which have suggested minimal repositioning of QA upon

reduction.

The extent of changes that are observed for QA- by such spectroscopic

methods include a slight reorientation (:s gO) of the QA· ring with respect to that of neutral
QA and slight increases and decreases (by -0.05

A)

in the lengths of the C=O and C=C

bonds, respectively, in the Q A ring upon reduction . While such changes associated with
QA- may indeed occur, our structure of RC in the D+QA-S at present cannot confirm these
changes due to the current resolution (2 .66

A)

of the model. Proton transfer between

solvent and protonatable amino acids in the RC , as proposed by Brzezinski et aI., also can
neither be eliminated nor confirmed by the current D+QA-S structure as such
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conformational changes would necessitate structures of significantly higher-resolution (:S I

A) to visualize the protonation states of individual amino acids.

Conclusions
The structures of stigmatellin-bound RCs in the dark- and light-adapted states at
2.2

A and

2.66

A,

respectively, reveal no significant structural perturbations associated

with formation of the D+QA· charge-separated state.

The absence of significant

displacement of QA upon charge separation is consistent with spectroscopic evidence,
which suggest at most a slight reorientation of the QA· ring and slight lengthening and
shortening of bonds in the QA· ring.

The origins of the kinetic effects observed by

Kleinfeld et al. may be due to structural changes that are currently beyond the limits of
the current resolutions in our investigation . It is hoped that higher-resolution structures
of the RC in both DQAS and D+QA·S states may be achieved in the future and provide a
clearer understanding of structural changes associated with the D+QA· state .

Materials and Methods
Generation of stigmatellin-bound RC crystals
RCs from Rb. sphaeroides were expressed, purified, and crystallized as
previously described (15). Crystal s belong to space group P4 3 2 J 2 and contain two RC
molecules per asymmetric unit (Table 5.l).

Stigmatellin (Fluka) was added to RC

molecules in two different manners. For RC crystals that were used for the DQAS state
structure, 0.5 III of a 10 mM stigmatellin solution in ethanol was added to -10 III of
mother liquor containing fully grown crystals several days before data collection. The
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crystals used for the D+QA-S state structure determination were grown in the presence of
100 ).tM stigmatellin.

The charge recombination kinetics (i .e., D+Q- ~ DQ) upon photoexcitation of the
RC crystals were measured to determine the fraction of RCs in the crystal containing Qn .
With Qn bound to the RC, the charge recombination time (tile) is -1 s. In the absence of
or displacement of QB by stigmatellin, charge recombination occurs from QA- with a tile
of 0.1 s. The charge-recombination kinetics were modeled with a two exponential fit.
For crystals used in both the DQAS and D+QA-S structure determinations, the fraction of
slow charge-recombination (i.e., tile == I s) was 0.2

± 0.1, indicating -20% Qn occupancy.

Data collection, structure determination, and refinement
Diffraction data to 2.2

A resolution for RC in the DQAS state were collected under

cryogenic conditions on beamline 7-1 (A

= 0.98 A) at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation

Laboratory (SSRL) with a 30 cm MAR Research imaging plate system. RC in the D+Q AS state was prepared by illuminating an RC crystal of 0.15 mm thickness for -30 ms with
a filtered tungsten light source (bandpass 400 nm to 900 nm) of an intensity of 1 W/cm

2

and then immediately plunging the crystal in a liquid nitrogen bath to trap the chargeseparated state.

A control crystal of similar thickness was found under the same

illumination conditions to be -80% in the charge separated D+QA-S state. Diffraction
data to 2.66

A resolution

for D+Q A-S were collected at -70 K by using a liquid helium

cryostat on beamline 9-2 at SSRL (A

= 1.033 A)

with an Area Detector Systems Corp.
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(ADS C) Quantum-4 CCD detector. Data sets were processed and scaled using DENZO

and SCALEPACK (16) (Table 5.1).

Based on the scaling of the structure factors calculated from various Rb.
sphaeroides RC models to the DQAS diffraction data, the structure of RC in the D+QAQB·

charge-separated state (4) (PDB entry IAIG) was deemed to be the best starting model.
The structure, with the waters and both qui nones removed, was used as the starting model
for the DQAS structure.

Positional and individual B-factor refinement of the initial

structure was carried out in CNS (17), whereupon 21Fol-IFcl cra-weighted and IFol-IFcl cr aweighted electron density maps (18) were calculated. The maps revealed electron density
con·esponding to QA and stigmatellin in the QA and QB pockets, respectively. Based on
the electron density at these pockets, QA and stigmatellin were built into the model at
their respective sites.

Multiple rounds of positional and individual isotropic B-factor

refinement with the program CNS (17) were alternated with model rebuilding in the
molecular graphics program 0 (19).

Noncrystallographic symmetry (NCS) restraints

were applied in the initial rounds of refinement and released in later rounds. Addition of
solvent and detergent molecules and completion of refinement with CNS resulted in a
final R-factor and R-free of 20.9% and 25.1 %, respectively. The final DQAS model
comprises

two

RC

molecules,

538

water

molecules ,

and

30

lauryl-N,N-

dimethylamineoxide (LDAO) detergent molecules. Each RC molecule consists of three
protein subunits, the bacteriochlorophyll dimer special pair (DA and DB), two accessory
bacteriochlorophylls (BCh A and BCh B ), two bacteriopheophytins (BPh A and BPh B), one
ubiquinone (QA), one stigmatellin, and one non-heme iron. Residues 1-281,3-301 , and
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11-258 of the L, M, and H subunits, respectively, of both RC molecules are present in the
model.

The refined DQAS model , excluding water molecules, was used as the starting
structure for the D+QA-S model.

The initial model was refined using positional and

individual B-factor protocols in CNS, whereupon both

21Fol-IFcl

and

lFol-IFcl

simulated

annealed (SA) omit maps of the region surrounding QA and stigmatellin were generated.
Both SA omit maps revealed electron density corresponding to QA and stigmatellin in
their respective binding pockets. QA and stigmatellin were subsequently incorporated
into the model. Upon further iterative rounds of model refinement and rebuilding, and
solvent and detergent addition, the R-factor and R-free converged to 20.8% and 27.3%,
respectively.

The final D+QA'S model consists of two RC molecules, 185 water

molecules, and six LDAO detergent molecules. The composition of the RC molecules is
nearly identical to that of the DQAS state, with the exception that two additional residues
at the N-terminus of the M and 0 subunits, which were not observed in the electron
density maps of DQAS, were included in the model. Final refinement and model statistics
for RC in the DQAS and D+QA-S states are listed in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.1. Summary of data collection and phasing statistics for stigmatellin-bound RCs
in the dark (DQAS) and light (D+QA-S) adapted states.

D+QA-S

DQAS
1.08
P4(3)2(l)2

1.033
P4(3)2(l)2

a

140. 1

141.0

b

140.1

141.0

c

273 .8

276 .3

2.2

2.65

Total reflections

402,872

456,667

Unique reflections

130,987

74,424

95.6 (85.6)

91.8 (79.7)

9.1 (1.7)

16.7 (3.7)

10.5 (30.0)

8.2 (24.9)

Wavelength (A)
Space group
Un it cell dimensions (A)

Maximum resolution (A)

Completeness (0/0)
Vu(I)

Rsym (0/0)

b

a

a

Numbers in parentheses correspond to values in the highest resolution shell

b

Rsym = ( L

hkl L i

I I i (hkl) - < I (hkl) > I ) / ( Lhkl L

i

I (hkl) )
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Table S.2. Final refinement statistics for models of stigmatellin-bound RC in the dark
(DQAS) and light (D+QA-S) adapted states.

DOAS
48.8-2.2

O+OA-S
49.4-2 .66

20.9
25.1

20.8
27.3

No. of nonhydrogen atoms in a.u.
Protein
Cofactor
Water
Detergent

13,0 14
986
538
480

13,042
888
185
96

RMS deviations from ideal values
Bond lengths (A)
Bond angles (deg.)
Dihedral angles (deg.)
Improper angles (deg.)

0.01
1.62
21.4
0.98

0.02
2.11
22.1
1.32

38.6
46.2
41.5
79.1

49.4
55.7
50.3
81.9

91.2
8.2
0.6
0.0

89.3
10.0
0.7
0.0

Resolution limits (A)
R-factor a
R-free

A verage temperature factor (A 2)

Protein
Cofactor
Water
Detergent
Ramachandran plot b
residues in most favored regions (%)
residues in additional allowed regions
residues in generously allowed regions
residues in disallowed regions (%)
a

R-factor = L(IFob,I-IFco/ci) / LIFobsl

b as determined by PROCHECK (20)
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Table 5.3. Average distances of potential hydrogen bonds formed between the protein
environment and QA, QA-, QB, QB-, and/or stigmatellin in native RC structures in the
dark- and light-adapted states (DQAQI3 and D+QAQIl-; PDB entries lAIJ and IAIG) and
stigmatellin-bound RC structures in the dark- and light-adapted states (DQAS and D+QAS). D (donor), A (acceptor), with separation distance measured in A.

QA/QA- 01
QA/QA- 04

OQAS
2.67
2.71

O+QA-S
2.73
2.72

OQAQB
2.78
2.85

O+QAQn2.82
2.89

His L190 N81
His L190 N81
Asp L213 081
Ser L223 Oy
Ser L223 Oy
lie L224 N
Gly L225 N

STG04
STG05
STG07
STG07
STG08
STGOS
STG08

2.69
3. 15
3.10
3.09
2.59
3.00
3.37

2.86
3.23
3.07
3.50
2.41
2.78
2.86

-------

--------

lie L224 N
His L190 N81
Ser L223Qy
lie L224 N
Gly L225 N
Gly L225 N

Qn 04
QB- 04
QB- OI
QB- OI
QI3- 01
QB- 02

-------

--

2.99
------

-2.73
3.13
2.86
3.24
3.30

0
Ala M260 N
His M219 N81

A

--

-----

--
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Figure 5.1. Chemical structures, with numbering of (a) ubiquinone-LO and (b)
stigmatellin .

A

o

'-....0

B

H
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Figure 5.2. Overall structure of stigmatellin-bound RC in the dark-adapted state (DQAS),
comprising the L (blue), M (yellow), and H (green) subunits, and the two branches of
cofactors: bacteriochlorophylls (purple), bacteriopheophytins (cyan), and primary
quinone Q A (magenta). The tails of the bacteriochlorphyll and bacteriopheophytin
cofactors have been omitted from this figure for clarity. The secondary quinone (QIl) is
replaced by the herbicide stigmatellin (red). The A branch, through which electron
transfer occurs, is on the right side in this figure.
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Figure 5.3. Superposition of the Rb. sphaeroides (yellow) and Bel. viridis (cyan)
stigmatellin-bound RC structures reveals stigmatellin to be bound in a similar mode at the
proximal site of the QB pocket. Simulated annealing 21Fol-IFcI electron density contoured
at 1.0 a level for the stigmatellin in the DQAS structure is depicted as a yellow mesh.
Residue numbers con'espond to those of Rb. sphaeroides RC.

lie L224

Gly L225
•

Fe
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Figure 5.4. (a) Superposition of the DQAS (yellow), DQAQB (magenta; PDB entry 1AU),
and D+Q AQB- (cyan; PDB entry lAIO) structures shows the binding mode of stigmatellin
is more similar to that of QIl- than of Qn. In the DQAQB structure, four water molecules
(magenta spheres) occupy the site at which stigmatellin and QIl- bind in their respective
structures. Potential hydrogen bonds formed between stigmatellin and the protein
environment are depicted by dashed lines . (b) another view showing the slight shift in
several sun·ounding residues (e.g., Phe L216 and Ser L223) caused by stigmatellin
binding. Color scheme is the same as in panel (a).
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Figure 5.5. Overall structure of stigmatellin-bound RC in the dark-adapted state (DQAS)
showing the L (blue), M (yellow), and H (green) subunits and bound LDAO detergent
molecules (cyan and magenta). Detergents in magenta color are those that bind in clefts
that are related by the internal pseudo-twofold symmetry axis, as described in the text.
RC cofactors have been omitted from the figure for clality.
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Figure 5.6. View of the QA binding pocket showing the structure of Q A- (gray) and
several sun·ounding M subunit (blue) residues which appeared to be slightly disordered
based on simulated annealing 21Fol-IFcl electron density contoured at 1.0 (J level (green
mesh). Land H subunits are colored yellow and green, respectively .
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Figure 5.7. S uperpositi o n of th e DQAS (ye ll o w) and D+Q A"S (blue) structures show in g
the simil arity of Q A (darker shadin g) and sUITo undin g residues" Hydrogen bo nds formed
between QA/QA" and th e protein e nvironment are depi cted by dashed lines.
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CHAPTER 6
X-ray Structure Determination of the Cytochrome
c2:Reaction Center Electron Transfer Complex
from Rhodobacter sphaeroides *

* Adapted from

Axelrod, H. L. , Abresch , E. c., Okamura, M. Y., Yeh, A. P., Rees D. C.
and Feher, O. (2002) J. Mol. BioI. 319,501-515.
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Abstract
In the photosynthetic bacterium Rhodobacter sphaeroides, a water soluble
cytochrome

C2

(cyt

C2)

is the electron donor to the reaction center (RC), the membrane-

bound pigment-protein complex that is the site of the primary light-induced electron
transfer. To determine the interactions impoJ1ant for docking and electron transfer within
the transiently bound complex of the two proteins, RC and cyt
two monoclinic crystal forms. Cyt

C2

C2

were co-crystallized in

reduces the photo-oxidized RC donor (D+), a

bacteriochlorophyll dimer, in the co-crystals in -0.9

~sec,

which is the same time as

measured in solution . This provides strong evidence that the structure of the complex in
the region of e lectron transfer is the same in the crystal and in solution. X-ray diffraction
data were collected from co-crystals to a maximum resolution of 2.40
R-factor of 22% (Rrrcc=26%). The structure shows the cyt

C2

A and refined to an

to be positioned at the center

of the peri plasmic surface of the RC, with the heme edge located above the
bacteriochlorophyll dimer. The distance between the closest atoms of the two cofactors is
8.4

A.

The side chain of Tyr L162 makes van der Waals contacts with both cofactors

along the shOJ1est intermolecular electron transfer pathway. The binding interface can be
divided into two domains: (i) A shoJ1-range interaction domain that includes Tyr Ll62,
and groups exhibiting nonpolar interactions, hydrogen bonding, and a cation-1t
interaction. This domain contributes to the strength and specificity of cyt

C2

binding. (ii)

A long-range, electrostatic interaction domain which contains solvated complementary
charges on the RC and cyt

C2.

This domain, in addition to contributing to the binding,

may help steer the unbound proteins toward the right conformation.
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Introduction
Intermolecular electron transfer is a fundamental process required for energy
conversion in biological systems (1-3). In photosynthetic bacteria, a membrane-bound
101 kDa pigment-protein complex called the reaction center (RC) interacts with a 14 kDa
water-soluble cytochrome C2 (cyt C2) in an electron transfer cycle that converts light
energy into chemical energy (4-7). The RC contains three subunits (L, M and H) as well
as four bacteriochlorophyll molecules, two bacteriopheophytins, two ubiquinones and a
non-heme Fe atom. Cyt C2 contains a prosthetic heme group that is covalently bonded to
two cysteines through thioether linkages. The X-ray crystal structures of the RC (8-11)
and cyt C2 (12) from Rh. sphaeroides have been determined.

Light excitation of the RC photo-oxidizes the primary donor, D, a specialized
bacteriochlorophyll dimer, that initiates sequential electron transfer through a series of
electron

acceptors:

bacteriochlorophyll,

bacteriopheophytin,

and

two

ubiquinone

molecules QA and QB. Upon double reduction, QB binds two protons, dissociates from
the RC and transfers electrons to the cyt bc, complex (reviewed in ref. (13» . The
resultant proton gradient generated across the membrane drives ATP synthesis. Reduced
cyt C2 carries electrons from the cyt bc, complex back to the RC to reduce the oxidized
donor, D+. Thus, cyt C2 acts as an electron shuttle between the RC and cyt bc" completing
the electron transfer cycle. For cyt C2 to function effectively in this cycle, its association
and dissociation from the RC must be rapid, and in the bound cyt c2:RC complex it must
promote rapid electron transfer to D+.
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The interactions between cyt C2 and RC have been studied extensively (reviewed
in ref. (14)). The cyt C2 and RC form a transient complex with a dissociation constant Ko
=10.6 M at low ionic strength (10 mM) (15-18). The observed electron transfer rate
consists of two main phases: a first-order (k ET =I06

S·I)

phase attributed to cyt C2 bound

to the RC, and a slower, second-order phase due to RCs reacting with unbound cyt C2 (1720). The first-order rate depends on the driving force (i .e., the redox potential of D+/D)
(21, 22) and represents the intrinsic rate of electron tunneling from cyt C2 to D+. The

second-order rate constant is independent of the driving force and is associated with the
dynamics of cyt C2 docking. Its value at low ionic strength is 109 M-I sec· l .

The second-order rate constant depends on ionic strength, indicating an
involvement of electrostatic interactions in the association of the two proteins (16-18) .
This interaction takes place between a cluster of positively charged residues around the
solvent-exposed edge of the cytochrome heme (12, 18) and a complementary cluster of
negatively charged residues on the peri plasmic surface of the RC (8-11, 18, 23). The
involvement of specific Lys residues of the cyt C2 and acidic residues on the periplasmic
surface of the RC have been shown by chemical modification (24, 25), site directed
mutagenesis experiments (20, 26-28), and chemical cross-linking experiments (19, 29,
30).

Different docking models have been proposed for the cyt C2:RC complex (23, 27,
31), based on the formation of complementary ion pairs between the two proteins and on
general features of the homologous RC from BLastochLoris viridis (formerly called
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Rhodopseudomonas viridis), which contains a non-dissociating tetraheme cytochrome
that is attached to the peri plasmic surface of the RC (32). However, the structure of the
cyt C2: RC complex from Rh. sphaeroides had not been established definitively up to now .

In this work, we report the X-ray crystal structure of the cyt C2:RC complex from

Rh. sphaeroides. This study is an extension of earlier work by Adir et al. (27) in which
co-crystallization of the cyt C2:RC complex was first reported. However, in that study, the
occupancy of the cyt binding site in the co-crystal was low (0.25 cyt per RC) and
consequently it was not possible to determine a reliable structure of the complex. In this
work, new conditions for crystallization were established to improve the occupancy of
the cyt C2 binding in the co-crystal.

The enhanced occupancy and improved X-ray

diffraction resolution from these new co-crystals have enabled us to determine the
structure of the cyt C2:RC complex, and to establish the protein-protein interactions that
govern the binding and the electron transfer processes. The structures of several cocrystals of water-soluble electron transfer complexes have been previously reported (3337). However, the structure reported here is of a complex between an integral membrane
protein and its exogenous, water-soluble, electron transfer partner. A preliminary account
of this work has been presented elsewhere (38, 39).

Results
Electron transfer kinetics in co-crystals
The electron transfer kinetics between cyt C2 and the photo-oxidized donor were
measured at 550 nm. The results on a type I co-crystal are shown in Figure 6.1. The upper
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trace shows the absorbance changes following a laser flash in the presence of oxidized
cyt C2, corresponding to the reaction:
hv
cyt C23+:RC(DQA) ~ cyt C23+:RC(D+QA-)

(1)

In this case, cyt C2 3+ cannot reduce D+, and the absorption change is due to the formation
of D+QA-. ' Note that the charge recombination D+QA - ~ DQA is slow (-100 ms) and
does not occur on the time scale of Figure 6.1. When cyt C2 is reduced prior to the laser
flash, it can transfer an electron to D+ according to the reaction:
kET
hv
cyt c/+:RC(DQA) ~ cyt c/+:RC(D+QA-) ~ cyt c23+:RC(DQA-)

(2)

The observed absorbance changes (lower trace in Figure 6. 1) are due to the oxidation of
cyt C2 and the concomitant reduction of D+. Similar results were obtained on type II cocrystals. From the exponential decay of the trace obtained from several co-crystals, the
electron transfer time was determined to be

(3)

This value of

LET

is the same as that observed in solution, showing that the complex is

functionally equivalent in both the co-crystal and in solution. The question of the fraction
of Res in which electron transfer occurs (i.e., that have an active cyt C2 molecule
attac hed) is discussed in the next section .

• Electron density for QB is not observed in the co-crystals indicati ng a low occupancy of the secondary
quinone acceptor, QB'
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The stoichiometry ofcyt C2 and RC in the co-crystal

The molar ratio cyt C2:RC in the co-crystal was determined by three independent
methods.

In the first method, several batches of co-crystals were dissolved, and the
concentrations of cyt C2 and RC were determined spectrophotometrically using the known
and measured extinction coefficients (see Materials and Methods). The value of the molar
ratio obtained was cyt c2/RC

= 0.9 (± 0.1).

The second method utilized the amplitudes of the absorbance changes in the cocrystal following a laser flash. In principle, the concentrations of cyt C2 and RC in the cocrystal can be obtained from the absorption changes associated with their oxidation and
reduction as seen in Figure 6.1. Since we do not know the required extinction coefficients
in the crystal , this method is not feasible. However, if we monitor a wavelength where
only RC absorbance changes are observed, we can determine the cytochrome occupancy
without knowledge of the extinction coefficients. At a monitoring wavelength of 600 nm,
the predominant absorption is due to the creation (and decay) of D+QA - . Only those RC's
that have a bound cyt C2 2+ will be reduced following a laser flash (equation (2)). Thus,
from the ratio of the amplitude of the absorption changes immediately following a laser
flash (corresponding to [D+QA-]) to the amplitude after reduction by cyt c/+
(corresponding to [DQA-]

=

[cyt C2]), the molar ratio of cyt C2 to RC can be determined
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without having

to

know the extinction coefficients'. Using this method (data not shown),

we estimated an active molar fraction of cyt c2: RC == 0.8 (± 0 .1).

In the third method, we used the program MAPMAN (40) to integrate the
difference electron density peaks in type II co-crystals surrounding the heme iron atom
on cyt C2 and the iron atom on the RC, with the coordinates of both irons omitted from
the refined model. The ratio of the integrated

IF"I-IF{'I electron

densities surrounding the

two metal atoms resulted in a C2 to RC molar ratio of 1.0 (± 0.1). This ratio is, within
experimental

error,

In

agreement

with

the

values

obtained

from

the

two

spectrophotometic determinations described above.

General structural features
The crystal data and refinement statistics obtained on the two co-crystal forms are
summarized in Table 6.1. Least-squares overlap of the coordinates of the two crystal
forms show the same relative position of the cyt C2 with respect to the RC. This indicates
a common docking structure in both crystal forms, despite some differences in the crystal
lattice contacts .

• In practice. the contribution of cyt

C2

to the absorption changes cannot be neglected . It contributes -10%

to the absorptio n changes at 600 nm (using the extinction coefficients in solution), which needs to be
corrected for. However. si nce thi s is a small contribution. our error in the extinction coeffic ient does not
significantly affect the results. (A n error in the exti nction coefficients of a factor of two would change the
mo lar ratio by only -10%.)
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The general structural features of the cyt C2-RC complex are shown in Figure 6.2.
The heme iron on cyt C2 is located -10
displaced by -2

A.

A.

above the peri plasmic surface of the RC

from the pseudo-twofold symmetry axis relating the Land M subunits,

and the two RC cofactor branches (41-43). The plane of the cyt C2 heme is ti Ited toward
the M side of the RC at an angle of _10° from the membrane normal, and is rotated _45°
about the membrane normal with respect to the plane of the primary donor. The exposed
heme edge is positioned directly above the primary donor and is in van der Waals contact
with Tyr Ll62 on the RC. An expanded version of this region is shown , together with the
electron density map, in Figure 6.3.

The contact region of the docking interface is a closely packed, solventinaccessible region . It is located near the intersection of four non-membrane spanning
helices (23), cd and e on the L subunit as well as the cd and e helices on the M subunit.
(Figure 6.2). These helices are sloped away from the interface, resulting in an increasing
separation of the surfaces of the RC and cyt C2 as one proceeds away from the contact
point. These loosely packed regions contain many charged residues that are solvent
accessible. We now proceed to discuss the interactions of the docking surfaces in more
detai I.

Electrostatic interactions
Views of the electrostatic interactions between oppositely charged side chains on
the two proteins are shown in Figure 6.4. Most of the electrostatic interactions between
cyt C2 and RC are on the M side of the peri plasmic surface even though the heme on cyt
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C2

docks near the center of the RC. Most of the charged groups at this interface are

separated by more than 5

A (Table

6.2) and are consequently solvent-accessible (44).

Indeed, several water molecules were identified in the interface region (discussed below).

Several Lys side chains on cyt

C2

near the methionine ligand to the heme iron are

pointing toward peri plasmic acidic residues on the M subunit. These Iysines, which are
conserved in many species, create the region of highest positive electrostatic surface
potential on cyt

C2

(18,20). The region of strongest negative electrostatic potential on the

RC is centered on the periplasmic surface of the M subunit near Asp M184, which is
surrounded by Glu M95 and Glu M173 (18, 20) .

Two regions with the highest

(complementary) potentials face each other in the complex; specifically Lys C99 is in the
vicinity of Asp L257 and Asp L261, and Lys C103 and Lys C105 are in the vicinity of
Asp M184, Glu M95, and Glu M173

(see Figure 6.4. and Table 6.2). The distances

between these Iysines and acidic side chains are> 4.5

A,

which is significantly larger

than expected for an electrostatic salt bridge.

Van der Waals interactions
The interface in the vicinity of the cyt

C2

heme and RC donor is predominantly

apolar in nature. Probably, the most important contact for electron transfer (detailed
below) is between the CBC methyl group of the cytochrome and the Tyr L162 ring on the
RC (see Figure 6.5 and Table 6.2) . Other nonpolar contacts , in the vicinity of Tyr Ll62,
are formed between Phe C102 on cyt

C2

and the side chains of Val MI92 and Leu M191

on the RC. There are a number of additional close-range interprotein van der Waals
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interactions (45) between atoms separated by

:$

4

A (Table 6.2).

Most of these are in the

closely packed contact region, and involve the side chains of Thr C17, Thr C36, and Thr
C 10 I, which surround the edge of the heme and Tyr L162.

lnterprotein hydrogen bonds
Three potential hydrogen bonds between cyt

C2

and RC were identified (see dotted

lines in Figure 6.6, and Table 6.2). Two of the hydrogen bonds involve the amide side
chains of Asn M187 and Asn M188 on the M subunit of the RC and one involves an
amide side chain Gin L258 on the C-terminal helix of the L subunit. All three amide side
chains on the RC interact with polypeptide backbone atoms on cyt

C2

between Lys C99

and Lys C 103 near the methionine ligand to the heme iron. These hydrogen bonds are
located near the boundary separating a tightly packed region of the docking interface
from the more loosely packed, surrounding region.

Cation-n interaction
An additional short-range interaction is provided by the close contact between
Arg C32 and Tyr M295 (see Figure 6.4(a), Table 6.2). The distance between the charged
guanidinium side chain and the aromatic ring is less than 4

A, which

is characteristic of a

cation-n interaction (46, 47). The aromatic plane of the tyrosine side chain is parallel to
the arginine side chain . The preference for this parallel stacking has been described (47) .
Tyrosine M295 is conserved in several species of photosynthetic reaction centers
including Blc. viridis and Rhodobacter capsulatus; however, Arg C32 is not conserved.
In Rb. capsulatus and Paracoccus denitrificans, this residue is replaced by lysine and in
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Blc. viridis and Rhodospirillum rubrum the polypeptide segment containing this residue
IS mIssIng.

Interactions involving water molecules
Two types of water molecules were identified at the docking interface in the
Type II crystals: (a) bridging waters that form hydrogen bonds with both the RC and cyt
C2,

and (b) water molecules that are hydrogen-bonded to only one of the two proteins.

The seven bridging water molecules are located near the boundary separating the closely
packed contact area from a more loosely packed region containing charged residues (see
above). The bridging water molecules, together with their putative hydrogen bond
partners and B-factors, are listed in Table 6.3. In the loosely packed, solvent-accessible
region of the interface, there are many resolved water molecules of the second type.
Several of these are located within hydrogen bonding distance of the side chains of aci dic
residues on the surface of the RC.

Confomwtional changes of the RC in the crystal structure of the complex
There are two types of structural changes that occur in the co-crystal complex .
One is brought about by the crystallization process, the other by complex formation.

The first type of structural change of the RC observed in the co-crystal (see the
arrow in Figure 6.2), is a kink in the backbone that involves the isomerization of the
peptide bond of Pro M49 from the cis-configuration in the free

RC to the trans-

configuration in the co-crystal. Pro M49 is located on the cytoplasmic side of the RC near
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the end of transmembrane helix A (23). This change alters the conformation of all
preceding residues towards the N-terminus of the M subunit. Of particular note is the
refolding of Pro M34-Gly M43 into an a-helix near the cytoplasmic end of the
transmembrane A helix, the amino acid side chains of which form crystal lattice contacts
with a cyt C2 bound to a neighboring RC. The residues involved in this rearrangement are
located on the side of the RC opposite from the cyt C2 docking site.

More localized conformational changes due to the docking of the cytochrome are
observed in both the RC and cyt C2. Least-squares overlap of the docked and undocked
RC structures (excluding the first 50 residues at the N-terminal region of M) shows a root
mean square displacement of 0.75
displacement of 0.50

A.

A.

A similar overlap for cyt C2 shows an average

Closer examination reveals that the most significant structural

change at the docking interface is the position of M295 that participates in the cation-n
interaction. The aro matic ring moves -2
\jf

A toward Arg C32.

On cyt C2, the torsion angle

of Thr CIOI shifts _45 0 to permit formation of a hydrogen bond with the side chain of

Asn MI87 .

Discussion
We have determined the structures of the cyt C2:RC complex in Rb. sphaeroides
by X-ray diffraction from two different monoclinic crystal forms. This work is an
extension of the earlier work by Adir et al. (27) who, because of the low cyt C2 occupancy
(-25%) in the co-crystal , were unable to determine the structure accurately.
increased the occupancy to -90% by lowering the ionic strength. This resulted in

We
a
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significantly higher-resolution (2.4

A)

than that reported previously (4.5

A)

(27). The

higher-resolution enabled us to establish with confidence the position of the bound
cytochrome, as well as most of the side chains at the interface, and to determine the
locations of several water molecules.

The structure of the cyt C2:RC complex gives insight into the design features of
the molecular machinery that allows it to effectively perform its dual physiological
functions of rapid electron transfer from the cyt C2 to the bacteriochlorophyll dimer with
rapid association and dissociation of cyt C2 from RC that is required for an effective
turnover rate of the photochemical cycle (4, 5, 7, 8). Before describing the structural
features responsible for these properties, we need to address the question whether the
crystallization process has affected the co-crystal structure.

Is the structure o/the cyt C2:RC complex in the co-crystal the same as in solution ?
This kind of question is often asked of crystallographers and is inherent to any
technique that requires crystals. The question is particularly relevant when one deals with
a relatively loosely bound complex (i .e., cyt C2:RC) whose structure can be affected by
the requirement to form specific intermolecular contacts in the crystal.

The intermolecular electron transfer kinetics between cyt C2 and D+, kET , is
expected to depend sensitively on the structure, i.e., the distance between the co-factors
through the relation (48-50):

k ET oc e -f3r

(4)
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where r is the distance between the cofactors, and 13 is a constant estimated theoretically
(48) and empirically by measuring the intramolecular electron transfer rate, kET , in a
series of proteins (50, 51). Moser e/ at. (50) arrived at a value of 13=1.4 kl, and Tezcan

et al. (51) at a value of 1.1 kl. We have measured the interprotein electron transfer rate
kET in the cyt c2:RC co-crystal and found it to be, within experimental error (-10%), the
same as in solution. Using an average value of 13=1.25 kl, equation (4) predicts that a
10% change in kET (our experimental uncertainty) is brought about by a -0.1

A change in

r, which is below the accuracy of the position of the X-ray coordinates. This result
provides strong evidence that crystallization does not alter the structure of the complex
in the vicinity of the docking surface where electron transfer occurs. Additional,
corroborative, evidence is provided by the fact that in the two different crystal forms
(Table 6.1), each with a different set of crystal contacts, kET was found to be the same.
Although some structural changes were observed due to the crystallization process (see
Results), these were far removed from the docking surface.

The electron transfer pathway
The structure of the cyt c2:RC complex in the region between the heme and the
primary donor provides information on the likely route of the electron transfer path. The
distance between the closest atoms on the two co factors in the complex, the CBC methyl
group on the heme and the ethyl group on either of the bacteriochlorophyll rings II of the
dimer. (Figure 6.5) is 8.4

A.

This distance is bridged by the aromatic side chain of Tyr

Ll62, which makes van der Waals contacts to both cofactors. We therefore postulate that
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the most likely electron transfer pathway proceeds from the heme edge via Tyr L162 to
the bacteriochlorophyll dimer.

The RC from the related photosynthetic bacterium Bie. viridis contains a nondissociating tetraheme cytochrome molecule. The distance between closest atoms on the
heme and donor is 8.7

A (32),

similar to that in Rh. sphaeroides. In both species, a

tyrosine side chain is in van der Waals contact with the cofactors (32, 52, 53).
Superimposing the coordinates of the primary donors of the two species results in a
displacement of 1.5

A

between the heme irons. The electron transfer between the

cytochrome and primary donor is about three times faster in Bic. viridis than in Rh.

sphaeroides (54, 55). This may be either due to a difference in the reorganization energy
A (which has not been determined for Bic. viridis) or a different path length (the distance
between conjugated atoms on the heme and primary donor is 12.3
compared to 14.2

A in

Ble. viridis

A in Rh. sphaeroides).

The role of Tyr Ll62 has been investigated by site directed mutagenesis. In Rh.

sphaeroides, mutations of Tyr L162 to the non-aromatic residues Met, Leu, Gly, and Ser
resulted in a -100 fold reduction in the rate of electron transfer (52, 53). In contrast, the
analogous mutations of Tyr L162 in Bie. viridis had only a small effect on the electron
transfer rate (typically a factor of 2) (56). How can we reconcile these disparate results?
In Ble. viridis, the cytochrome is permanently bound to the RC, keeping the distance
between the heme and bacteriochlorophyll dimer the same in the native and mutant
structures. A different bridging residue can apparently take over the role of Tyr L162 in
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the electron transfer. A possible explanation for the different result in the Rh. sphaeroides
complex is a change in the position of the cyt C2 on the mutant RC surface. Using f)=1.25
kl, equation (4) predicts for an increase in distance of 3.7

Aa

-100 fold reduction in

k ET . We conclude, therefore, that Tyr L162 in Rh. sphaeroides is likely to play an
important role in attaining the optimum docking position of the cyt C2 .

Let us now compare the structural results and the measured value of kET with
theoretical predictions. Aquino et at. (57) have made pathway calculations for different
positions of the cytochrome on the RC surface. They concluded that the best pathway for
electron transfer is through Tyr L162, in accord with the structure presented in this work .
These authors, however, calculated only relative electron transfer rates for different
pathways. To obtain absolute values, we use the empirical relation of Moser el at. (50)
(f)=lA kl) and correct for the Frank-Condon factor (49) using a reorganization energy
A=0.96 eV and fiG= -0.160eV (22). For the 14.2

A distance

between conjugated ring

atoms in the cyt C2:RC complex, we expect the measured rate to be kET=8 x 103
x 105 S·l for f)=lA

kl

and f)=l.l

kl ,

S· l

and 2

respectively (50, 51)'. Taking these results at face

value, one concludes that the intermolecular electron transfer rate in the cyt C2: RC
complex (kET =10 6

S· l)

is larger than expected for an average protein. Perhaps a more

realistic conclusion is that using an average value of f) is too simplistic an assumption and

• The value of 13=1.4

13=1.1 k'

k'

is based on distances between conjugated bonds on the cofactors (50, 58), whereas

is based on distances between redox-active metal atoms in metalloproteins (5/). An analogous

metal-to-metal distance for the Rb. sphaeroides cyt C2:RC complex cannot be defined, since the Mg2+
atoms on the donor do not change redox state during the electron transfer.
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a more sophisticated theory that takes into account the nature of the specific bonds
involved is required (59. 60). The structural results of this work should provide a useful
model against which theories can be tested.

The two-domain docking model
The interface between cyt

C2

and the RC can be divided into two distinct.

spatially separated domains. There is a central region. which encompasses the contact
point between the heme edge and Tyr Ll62 . In addition. this region contains the Arg
C32-Tyr M295 cation-n interaction as well as several residues on the cyt

C2

and RC that

make van der Waals contact with each other (see Table 6.2). This region contributes to
the strength and specificity of the binding of the cyt

C2

through short-range interactions

(Figure 6.7).

Surrounding the short-range interaction domain is the electrostatic domain. which
contains oppositely charged residues on cyt

C2

and on RC. respectively. The electrostatic

domain provides the long-range interactions (Figure 6.7) that playa role in the dynamics
of the docking process (20. 28).

The interactions in the electrostatic domain arise from the cluster of acidic
residues sun'ounding Asp M 184 on the M side of the RC surface facing oppositely
charged residues on the cytochrome molecule. This is in agreement with mutational
results. which show that the most important interactions are between Asp M184 and Lys
C103 and between Asp L261 and Lys C99 (28). The structure shows that there is ample
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space to solvate the charges. The solvation has important functional implications: it can
enhance the rates of association of reduced cyt C2 and dissociation of oxidized cyt C2,
ensuring that cyt C2 turnover is not the bottleneck in the photosynthetic electron-transfer
cycle.

The two-domain docking model for the cyt C2:RC complex incorporates both the
functional advantages of the short-range interaction region in which cyt C2 is specifically
oriented for rapid electron transfer and an electrostatic long-range interaction domain ,
which steers the unbound proteins towards the right configuration in the bound complex.

Previously proposed structural models
Three models for the docked complex between RC and cyt C2 from Rhodobacter

sphaeroides have been proposed (23, 27, 31). Allen et al. (23) positioned the heme over
Tyr L162 through formation of a series of complementary salt bridges between the two
molecules . Tiede et al. (31) positioned the cytochrome molecule toward the M side of the
RC, while Adir et al. (27) located the cytochrome heme over Asp M184 on the M side .
All three models show the major e lectrostatic interactions to be on the M side of the RC.
The co-crystal structure described in this work is most similar to the docking model
proposed by Allen et al. (23) These authors used the structure of the homologous cyt C2
from R. rubrum since the X-ray crystal structure of cyt C2 from Rb. sphaeroides had not
been determined at that time. In their model Asp M184 was positioned close to C94 of
the R. rubrum cyt C2, which is equivalent to Lys C103 in cyt C2 from Rb. sphaeroides. In
the modeling of Allen et aI. , short-range interactions were not considered explicitly.
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Similarily, in the Tiede and Adir structures, the predominant weight was given to
electrostatic interactions. Differences between the co-crystal structure presented here and
the other models based predominantly on electrostatics suggest that in addition to
electrostatic interactions, short-range interactions play an important role in the
positioning of the cyt C2 molecule.

Structures of other electron transfer complexes involving soluble cyLOchromes
The cyt C2:RC co-crystal structure bears some similarities to the X-ray structures
of other complexes that contain a transiently docked cytochrome (33, 34). For example,
the cyt c:cyt c peroxidase complex, whose X-ray structure has been solved by Pelletier
and Kraut (33), has a small hydrophobic contact region consisting of the exposed heme
edge on the cytochrome and two Ala residues on the peroxidase that are connected by
covalent bonds to the electron acceptor, an oxidized tryptophan radical. The structure
contains relatively few (two) salt bridges. The cyt C2:RC complex is also similar to the
structure proposed for the cytochrome c: cytochrome oxidase complex, based on
mutagenesis results (61-63) and electrostatic modeling (64). In the proposed structure of
this complex , the heme edge contacts a Trp residue located in contact with the

CUA

center, the electron acceptor, at the center of a highly charged region on the surface of the
oxidase, facing an oppositely charged surface on the cytochrome molecule.

The complexes described above share with the cyt C2:RC complex the common
motif of a small contact region that brings the cofactors into close contact for rapid
electron transfer and of oppositely charged surfaces on the cofactors that electrostatically
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steer the mobile cytochrome molecule towards the correct docking position on the surface
of its partner. Further analyses may reveal that such a docking mode is prevalent among
other systems that involve electron transfer between donor and acceptor proteins.

Materials and Methods
Protein purification and characterization
RCs fro m the carotenoid less mutant of Rhodobacter sphaeroides strain R26 were
purified in a buffer containing 15 mM Tris-HCI at pH 8.0 in the presence of the detergent
lauryldimethylamine-N-oxide (LOAO, F luka) and 0.1 mM EOTA as described
previously (65). The purity of the RC was monitored by the optical absorption ratio,
A2soI A so2 , which for the puri fied RC was 1.20. Cytochrome C2 from the R26 strai n of Rb.

sphaeroides was purified as described previously (12). Following the final purification
step, cyt C2 was

~

90% in the reduced form. Purity was monitored by the optical

absorption ratio, A 2soIA 4I7 , which in the fully reduced state was 0.25 (66). The purity of
the two proteins was additi onally assessed by SOS-PAGE as described in ref. (27). Prior
to crystallization , the pUlified RC and cyt C2 were dialyzed against 10 mM Tricine (pH
8.5),0.025% LDAO, 0.1 mM EOTA. , and concentrated; the RCs to - 12 mglml with
Centricon 100 filters (Ami con) and cyt C2 to -20 mglml with Centricon-30 filters.

Crystallization
Co-crystals were obtained by vapor diffusion at 19° C in 20 III sitti ng drops in
ml Cryschem type plates (Charles Supper Co. Natick, MA) . The co-crystallization
conditions were as described by Adir et al. (27) except that no NaCI was added either to
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the crystallization solution or to the outer reservoir.

The crystallization solutions

contained 70 J.lM RC (7.7 mglml), 140 J.lM (2 mglml) reduced cyt

C2,

10% (w/v) PEG

4000, 0.06% (w/v) LOAO, 3.9%(w/v) heptanetriol , and 15 mM Tricine (pH 8.5). The
reservoirs contained 22% (w/v) PEG 4000, 50 mM Tricine (pH 8.5). Co-crystals were
observed within two to four weeks.

Detennillatioll of the cyt cz-RC stoichiometry ill the co-crystal

The cyt C2/RC ratio in the co-crystal was determined spectrophotometrically on
smal l co-crystals (typical dimensions -50 x 50 x 50 J.lm) that were washed several times
in an artificial mother liquor (AML) consisting of 22% PEG 4000, 20 mM Tricine (pH
8.5),0.1 % LOAO, 3.9% w/v heptanetriol. The washed crystals were centrifuged in a 1 ml
Eppendorf tube, and dissolved in 50 J.l1 of buffer containing 20 mM Tricine (pH 8.5),
0.1 % LOAO, 0.1 mM EDTA. Absorption spectra were obtained in 100 J.l1 quartz
microcuvettes using a Cary 50 dual beam spectrophotometer (Varian). The RC
concentration was determined from the absorbance at 802 nm using an exti nction
coeffic ient £802=2.88 x lOs M· 1cm· 1 (67). The cyt C2 concentration was obtained from the
reduced minus oxidized difference spectra at 550 nm, which we determined to be
L'l£sso=21.5 (± 0.2) mM· 1cm· 1• To obtain this value, we used the reported extinction
coefficient, £sso=30.8 mM· 1cm· 1, for the reduced state (66). The oxidized spectrum was
obtained on dissolved co-crystals by adding potassi um ferricyanide to a final
concentration of 60 J.lM , while the reduced spectrum was recorded after subsequent
addition of sodium ascorbate to a final concentration of 1 mM. Two additional methods
that were used to determine the stoichiometry are discussed in Results.
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Measurement of electron transfer kinetics in co-crystals
The electron transfer kinetics were measured in a microspectrophotometer of
local design as described (27, 68), but with the following modifications: a laser flash,
producing the charge-separated O+QA- was delivered by a YAG laser 0,,=700 nm, 5 mJ,
20 ns pulse width) (Opotek, Carlsbad, CA) via a light guide to the crystal oriented
perpendicularly to the monitoring light. Kinetic data were obtained at two wavelengths of
the monitOling beam, 550 nm and 600 nm. To reduce laser flash artifacts, two SWP 560
filters and one SWP 620 filter (Linos Photonics) were placed in front of the phototube for
measurements at 550 nm , and a 600 nm interference filter (Corion) and a SWP620 filter
for measurements at 600nm. The response time of the system was 3 x 10.8 seconds.

Co-crystals were incubated in a buffer solution containing 20% (w/v) PEG 4000,
50 mM tricine (pH 8.5), 7.5% (w/v) heptanetriol, 0.1 % (w/v) LOAO, 5 mM 2,3di methox y-5-meth yl benzoqui none

(UQo)

and

5

mM

2,3-di methox y-5-

methylhydrobenzoquinol (UQoHz); and mounted in 0.7 mm quartz capillaries (Charles
Supper, Natwick MA). The mixture of UQo and UQoHz served to reduce the cyt

Cz

in the

co-crystal , which allowed signal averaging of multiple flashes . Crystals were also soaked
in

buffer with 50 mM potassium ferricyanide to observe the kinetics when cyt

Cz

is

oxidized.

X-ray data collection
X-ray diffraction data were collected at either
Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL) or

beamline 9-1 of the Stanford

beamline 5.0.2 of the Advanced Light
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Source (ALS, Berkeley, CA) on two different crystal forms . Crystals were mounted on
nylon loops and soaked sequentially for -30 sec in solutions containing 22% (w/v) PEG
4000, 20 mM Tricine (pH 8.5), 0.06%(w/v) LDAO, 3.9%(w/v) heptanetriol and
increasing concentrations (5%, 15%, and 20% v/v) of glycerol cryoprotectant (69).
Following the soaks, crystals were plunged into liquid nitrogen and mounted onto a
goniostat. Data were collected on crystals cooled to -100 K using a stream of cold
nitrogen gas. The diffraction data were processed with the MOSFLM (70) or HKL (71)
software packages, and scaled with either the CCP4 SCALA (72) program or the HKL
SCALPACK (7l) program . Data processing statistics are shown in Table 6.1.

X-ray structure determination

Since the RC comprises most of the scattering material
molecular replacement methods were used to position the RC
coordinates refined at 2.2

A resolution

In

In

the co-crystal,

the unit cell. RC

(11) were used in this calculation, with the

molecular replacement implemented with the XPLOR (73), CNS (74), or the AMoRe
(75) programs. Two co-crystal forms, designated Type I and Type II, were investigated.
Both forms belong to space group P2), with two (type I) or one (type II) complex present
per asymmetric unit.

Simulated annealing omit electron density maps of the form 2Fo-Fe or Fo- Fe were
calculated with CNS, contoured with the program MAPMAN (40), and displayed on
computer workstations using the programs TOM/FRODO (76) or 0 (77). To determine
the location of cyt

C2,

difference electron density maps were computed with the RC
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molecular replacement phases. These maps revealed a large peak, 5-6

(j

above the

background level, at the same relative location in both co-crystal forms . The magnitude
and location of this peak suggested its assignment to the heme iron atom of cyt

C2.

Solvent-flattened and non-crystallographic symmetry averaged difference maps revealed
additional electron density corresponding to the heme and its axial ligands, His C 19 and
Met C 100, and the a-helices of cyt

C2.

The previously determined coordinates of cyt

C2

from Rh. sphaeroides (POS lD lCXC (12» were subsequently modeled into this electron
density at the peri plasmic sUlface of the RC.

Rigid body, positional, simulated annealing, and isotropic temperature factor
refinement were carried out with the CNS package incorporating maximum-likelihood
refinement

target

functions

(78),

non-crystallographic

symmetry

restraints,

and

anisotropic bulk-solvent correction . Refinement statistics are shown in Table 6.1. The
2.2

A resolution coordinates of the RC (11) and the

1.6

A resolution coordinates of cyt C2

(12) positioned by molecular replacement as described above were used as starting
models for refinement in the two crystal forms. During the final stages of refinement,
water molecules were incorporated into the 2.40

A model

for the type II form using

automated CNS command scripts that locate difference electron density peaks that are 3
(J

above the average background level of the map and within hydrogen bonding distance

of potential donors or acceptors.
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ReSB Protein Data Bank accession codes
The coordinates, isotropic temperature factors, and observed structure factors have
been submitted to the RCSB Protein Data Bank (form I, ill code lL9J ; form II, ill code
lL9B) .
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Table 6.1. Data collection and refinement statistics.

Crystal Form
Crystal Data
Space Group
a (A.)
b (A.)
c (A.)

B(0)
RC-cyt C2 complexes/asymmetric unit

Data Collection
Maximum Resolution (A)
Total Observations (unique)

Type I

Type II

P2)
77.9
80.3
246.6
92A

P2)
78.2
115.6
79.7
110.3

2

3.25

2AO

348,873(47,668)

198,053(50,331 )

Mean l/o(l)a (highest resolution shell)
Rsymm b (highest resolution shell)(%)

4.8(1.7)

4.6(2.0)

11.9(45.0)

10.0(33.6)

Completeness C (last shell) (%)

98.9(98.8)

96.8(83.7)

50-3.25

50-2AO

R-factor (%)

26.9

23A

Average B-factor RC (A. 2)
Average B-factor cyt C2 (A. 2)
Rfrc/ (%)

60
67
31.5

63
62
27.8

Deviation from ideal bond lengths (A.)

0.015

0.012

1.85

1.78

OA

0.3

Residues in most favored regions (%)

80.3

86.7

Residues in additional allowed regions (%)

17.3

11.5

Residues in generously allowed regions (%)

1.3

1.5

Residues in disallowed regions (%)

1.1

0.3

Refinement
Resolution Range (A.)
d

Deviation from ideal bond angles
rms coordinate errorf (A.)

n

Ramachandran Plotg
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Table 6.1. continued

a

I!(J(I) is the ratio of the average of the diffraction intensities to the average background
intensity.

b

Rsymm=LhklLjl Ihkl - <Ihkl>I!LhkILjIIhkd where <Ihkl> is the average intensity for a set of j
symmetry-related reflections and Ihkl . is the value of the intensity for a single reflection
within a set of symmetry related reflections.

C

Com pleteness is the ratio of the number of reflections measured to the total number of
reflections possible.

d R-factor =Lhkl IFol-IFel/LhklIFol where IFol is the observed structure factor amplitude and
IFei is the calculated structure factor amplitude.
e Rfree= Lhkl.TIFol-IFel/LhkI.TIFol where a test set, T, represented by 5% of the data, is omitted
from the refinement.
f rms error in coordinates based on the method of Luzzatti (79).
g

Ramachandran plots were determined with the program PROCHECK (80).
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Table 6.2. Intermolecular contacts and distances between cyt
types of interactions.

Type of Intermolecular
Interaction

C2

and RC for different

Reaction Center

Cytochrome C2

Asp Ll55 ODI
Asp L257 ODI
Asp L261 ODI
Asp L261 OD2
Glu M95 OEI
Glu M95 OE2
Glu MI73 OE2
Asp MI84 OD2

Arg C32 NHI
Lys C99 NZ
Lys C97 NZ
Lys C99 NZ
Lys ClO3 NZ
Lys ClO3 NZ
Lys ClO5 NZ
Lys ClO3 NZ

Interatomic
Distance (At
6.7
6.8
5.7
5.5
8.3
7.8
8.9
6.7

Tyr Ll62 CEI
Leu MI91 CG
Leu MI91 CB
Tyr Ll62 CB
Gly Ll65 CA
Asn Ll66 N
Gin L258 OEI
Asn MI88 ODI
Tyr Ll62 CB
Gly Ll65 CA
Asn Ll66 N
Gin L258 OEI
Asn M188 ODI
Leu MI91 0
Leu MI91 CDI
Val MI92 CA
Gly MI94 0
Asn M293 ND2

Heme CBC
HemeCMC
Phe ClO2 CDI
ThrC360Gl
Thr CIOI CG2
ThrC101 CG2
Thr ClOl CG2
Phe ClO2 CDI
ThrC360GI
Thr CIOI CG2
Thr CIOI CG2
Thr CIOI CG2
Phe ClO2 CDI
Gin CI4 CB
ThrC17CG2
Gin CI4 OEI
Arg C32 NHI
Asn CI3 CB

3.9
3.9
3.4
3.7
3.8
4.0
3.7
3.5
3.7
3.8
4.0
3.7
3.5
3.4
3.9
3.5
4.0
3.4

Interprotein Hydrogen
Bonding

Gin L258 NE2
Asn MI87 ND2
Asn MI88 ODI

Lys 99 0
ThrCIOIO
Lys 103 N

3.5
3.1
3.1

Cation-1t

Tyr M295 CZ

Arg C32 NE

3.7

Oppositely Charged
Residues b

Van der Waals
ContactsC

A
lOA are listed.

a

The mean error in the bond lengths is ± 0.3

b

Oppositely charged pairs at distances :5

C

Interactions at distances :5 4.0

A are listed
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Table 6.3. Hydrogen bond contac ts and B-factors for bridgin g water molecules.

B-Factor (A <)

Reaction Center

Cytochrome Cz

Watl

41

Leu M191 0

Gin C14 0, thr Cl7 Oyl

Wat2

45

Asn Ll59 081

Thr C I7 Oy, Thr Cl7 0

Wat5

66

Gin L258 OEI

GlyC980

WatlO

60

Ser Ll58 Oy, Asn Ll59 081

ThrC170

Wat1 2

42

Asn Ll59 0, Thr Ll63 Oyl

Thr C36 Oyl

Wat13

71

Asp L257 002, Gin L258 N,
Asp L261 002

Lys C99 NS

Wat20

64

Asn Ll59 001

Lys C35 N , T hr C36 N
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Figure 6.1. Light-induced absorption changes at 550 nm following a si ngle laser flash in
a type I cyt C2:RC co-crystal. The absorbance change of the top trace (a) with oxidized
cytochrome is due to the formation of D+QA- (eq uation ( 1». The absorbance change of
the bottom trace (b) is due to electron transfer from reduced cytochrome to the oxidized
donor, D+ (equation (2». The characteristic electron transfer time in the co-crystal was
determined to be 0.9 (± 0.1) )..ls, the same as in so luti on. This indicates that the structure
of the complex in the region of electron transfer is the same in the co-crystal and in
solution .
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Figure 6.2. A stereoview of the cyt C2:RC complex from Rh. sphaeroides showing the
location of the bound cyt C2 (lavender), the heme prosthetic group (turquoise), the RC L
subunit (yellow), the RC M subunit (blue), the RC H-subunit (green), the RC primary
donor (red), and non-heme Fe atom (red). The location of the conformational change in
the co-crystal at the N-terminal end of the M subunit is indicated by an arrow. The
twofold symmetry axis of the RC is parallel to the plane of the drawing approximately
connecting the irons on the RC and the heme. The illustration was made with the program
RIBBONS (81).
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Figure 6.3. Stereoview of the cyt C2: RC co-crystal structure in the vicinity of the bound
cyt C2 heme (turquoise) with cyt C2 in lavender, the RC L subunit in yellow , the RC M
subunit in blue, and the RC donor in red. A 21Fol-IFcl simu lated annealing omit electron
density map (74) calculated at a resolution of 2.4 A and contoured at 1.0 (J is shown in
pink for cyt C2 and green for the RC. To reduce phase bias, the cyt C2 heme and its axi al
ligands (His CI9 and Met ClOD) were excluded from the calculation of the map. The
illustration was made with the programs BOBSCRIPT (82) and Raster3D (83).

Heme .cyt c2

Heme cyt c2

Val C20

Donor
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Figure 6.4. Two views of electrostatically interacting residues in the cyt C2 :RC complex
from Rh. sphaeroides. (a) Stereoview showing positively charged lysine side chains
(violet) on cyt C2 facing negatively charged aspartic and glutamic acid side chains (red)
on the persiplasmic surface of the L (yellow) and M (cyan) subunits of the RC. The heme
on cyt C2 is in turquoise and the primary donor, on the RC is in red. Most of the
complementary electrostatic interactions are on the M side (left) of the RC near Asp
MI84 and Glu M95. The positively charged guanididium side chain of Arg C32 (magenta)
is in close proximity to the side chain of Tyr M295 (magenta) forming a cation-n
interaction. (b) A representation of the cyt C2: RC complex in a view normal to the
peri plasmic surface of the RC. The molecular surfaces of the interacting subunits are
outlined in yellow for L, blue for M, and lavender for cyt C2. Positive side chains on cyt
C2 are in violet and negative side chains on the RC in red.
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F igure 6.5. Stereo presentation of the interface region containing the c losest contacts
between the RC and bound cyt C2 . Side chains on cyt C2 (lavender) interacting with RC
side chains are shown. Interaction regions on the L subunit of the RC are in yellow and M
subunit in blue. The primary donor on the RC is shown in red. The C BC methyl group
on the cyt C2 heme (t urquoise) is in van der Waals contact with Tyr L162 on the RC. This
region contains man y sh0I1-ran ge nonpolar interactions, inc luding those between Phe
C 102 on cyt C2 and Leu M 191 and Val M 192 on the RC (see Table 6.2). This region is
believed to be important for intermolecular electron transfer between reduced cyt C2 and
the photo-oxidized donor.
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Figure 6.6. Stereoview of intermolecular hydrogen bonding in the cyt C2:RC complex.
Interacting nitrogen atoms are in blue and side chain oxygens and water oxygens are in
red. Dashed lines represent hydrogen bonds. Three amide side chains on the RC (Gin
L258 , Asn MI87, and Asn M188) are positioned to hydrogen bond with backbone atoms
on cyt C2 near the exposed region on the heme (turquoise). L subunit (yellow), M subunit
(cyan), cyt C2 (lavender).
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Figure 6.7. lnteracting atoms in the cyt C2:RC complex from Rh. sphareoides mapped
onto the van der Waals surfaces of the individual proteins. The two proteins have been
peeled apart to expose the docking interface on both partners by a 1800 rotation of the cyt
C2 about a vertical axis (dashed) in the plane of the paper (84). The region of closest
contact in the complex is between Tyr L162 on the RC (green) and the solvent-exposed
edge of the heme on cyt C2 (green). SUITounding atoms are color coded according to
interaction type with sholi-range van der Waals interactions in yellow. Hydrophobic
amino acid side chains on the RC (Leu M191, Val M192) that fOlm van del' Waals
contacts with Phe C102 on cyt C2 are in gray. Atoms on the RC in hydrogen bonding
contact with backbone atoms on cyt C2 are in cyan. The two residues that interact to form
a cation-n interaction (Tyr M295 and Arg C32) are in pink. Charged side chains, lys on
cyt C2 (violet) and asp and glu on the RC (red) that are separated by loA or less are
shown. The shoI1-range interactions (yellow, gray, cyan, and pink) are clustered around
Tyr LI62 and the heme edge, whereas the residues in the electrostatic domain are located
further from the region of closest contact. The side chains in the electrostatic domain
interact in solvent-accessible regions, whereas most of the contact regions shown in
yellow , gray, cyan or pink are excluded from solvent. The figure illustrates the presence
of two domains: A region containing shOli-range interactions (green, yellow, gray, cyan,
pink) and one with long-range, electrostatic interactions (red and violet).
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